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73th Anniversaty of l^otestant i^ssion in iCorea

^ ^ mi CHOI
Minister of Home Affairs, the Republic of Korea

Distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen* I count it a great privilege to have a

share in this 7^>th Ar^nivarsary derv^ice marking the opening of Protestant Mission wer k

in Korea,

Today we honor those who do twt seek l:ionors, and we express our appreciation

of those T^ho do not come to us seeking aopreciacion. For we liave come together to

pay trioute to the mlssiomries of wary Protestant deno;->lnationa from countries

who, for 73- years, have been working wi.th us, often nersecuted, often slandered,

oJften rriisundorstood, but Deraevsring wj.th faith and courage bo bring to tills land

the benefits of the gospel.

. V/e never forgot the sacrificial labors of their pioneers—uiea like Allen,

Onderwood, Apper.zeller, Moffett and Baird, Their names riave become a part of our own

histoiy. And to'lay \re celebrate the fact that tiieir work, begun so huubly and under

such gr<^'t i-ardahios, has new so greatly that tire Christian faith bias become one

of “ttie strong 'lulwarks of our Republic, and Korea’s gi*eat Probostant chirches are known

throughout the world.

There are more Protestant sarln^ry students in Korea today than in ary other

country in Asia, Africa or Latin Anerica. wo visitor to Korea can fail to be impressed

by the multitude of church steeples domineting tne skyline of our cibies and spreading

out through the countryside +/> the smallest ra>wntiin vlliage.

The influence of the Ghristtan faith has penatrated every phase of Korean life

and culture.

In the fj.eld qf social health and i^lfare, from the very beginning Griristian

missionaries demonstrated to our people in practical and visible ways the love of

Jesus Qrist for all men and women, rich and poor, riigh arkl low alike, with no

distinction. Their hospitals were islands of mercy in a sea of suffering. It has



oeen rightly said of Dr. Horace Allen, whom we honor in particular on this 7$th

Anniva:s?ry of his arriral in Korea in 138U, tliat "he opened the Hermit Kingd>m

to the gospel >d.th Ills 3uigeon*s scalpel,” From that dq^ to this,—from Dr.

Allen's little Royal Hospital in Seoul to such modern-day projects asthe

Amputoo Vocatidial Training Center in Taejon idJ.ch has ^t-to.e x nxok •i:o ovimr. hope and

opportunity to the cripples of the Korf;a War, Craristians have stood in the fore-

front of our country' *s continuing battle against Kmtilpxan disease and ceath.

In tlie field of education, it was s^jch Ciiristian schols as Yonsei, Ewha and Soong-
sil which pior:e».‘r3d in bringing modern educational method sarid standards to revitalize
*w\

U*e aiicieut hcritv^ge of loarri ng, of :rhich wc are -till proud. It may be said that it

was tiiQ C'lrlstla:! ohur-ch ’..;iich first opened wide the gates of acadomj.c learning to Korea's

wotnen, .and it is no accidi'int tha* today one of the rK'st distinguished membeBS of the

Korean delegation to the Uidted i’atlons is a woman and a Protestaht Christian, presi-

dent of the largest woidou's university in the Tforld.

Our e:cl.aN uco in the Tei..dl;' of natio owes mcji tc the CJiristian faith. During

the years of Japane.se opprossion, the r.dosianar Les, though the;' sincerely sought to avoid

political ont.:n4,lomeuts, co-oJ.d liot liiue their s^nnp.a files for the cause of Korean inde-

pendence andr^a'Ie tlieir iuflue'.ce felt la struggle for our inatlonal rights. As a re-

sult, it again no accident that of the 33 signers of tiie Korean Declaration of

Independence, in IpiPt 15 vere ^^roies-ant Cririst.iars,

Tho debt we owo to our 'oissionary friends is ceyond all calculation. Only a

part of it can be measured in terms of shurch buLldings, schools, iwspitals and

relief centers. More Important bha.i these ccncrcte con&ributi ns to tne progress and

development of our c«TuritT^', are the intangiols rctar cos at heart and mind and spirit

which have coi-C to .8 through the .sacrificial work of the Chri-'tian raissionarles and

which arm us i/ith fresh co'ii’age and strensth in o-ir straggle agaliist tiie forces of

atheistic matorialiGm that threaten us from the north. In tiie battle for men's minds,

faith is more powerful than bullets.

It is above all for their faitii, then, as it is demonstrated by their words and

ministered in love, that today, we the people of Korea, delight to do honor to our

friends, the missionaries. Thank you.
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INTRODUCTION

I have been serving as a missionary in South Korea since August of

1976. My assignment is to serve as an English Theology teacher at the

Presbyterian Theological Seminary. During my period of service I have

had an opportunity to travel extensively in Korea and to become familiar

with the work of the other Southern Presbyterian Missionaries, In this

paper, which is to be written in partial fulfillment of the requirements

for the Doctor of Ministry degree at Union Seminary in Virginia, I would

like to reflect theologically on how fully the Southern Presbyterian

Church is fulfilling the task of missions in Korea.

According to the nature of the Doctor of Ministry degree, this paper

is not to be primarily a research paper; but rather a reflection based

upon experience. Thus my data has come from my personal esc^erlence of

being a short-term missionary. This involves participation in the

on-going business of Seoul Station, observation of other missionary's

work, and conversations both formal and informal with other missionaries.

During my stay in Korea I have, of course, been exposed to the work of

many other churches, but will in this paper restrict my inquiry to just

Southern Presbyterian Missions activities. It might be added that I

have familiarized myself with the extensive bibliographic ail materials on

the history, strategy and theology of missions. This reading has naturally

informed, my reflection upon missions. But in this paper I shall not use

this reading as the basis of my reflection.



THE MANDATE FOR MISSIONS

To theologically reflect critically, coherantly, and creatively upon

any aspect of the church's life requires the utilization of a well-defined

set of critieria. Against this critiria comparisons may be made. Without

a clear vision of goals, however idealistic or pragmatic, we have no basis

for knowing whether we are fulfilling the task undertaken.

The development of a full set of criteria against which to fully

evaluate missions would acequire analysis and systemization of the mu'bable

theologicail and prggmatic dimensions of missions. For instajice, this may

include some of the following areas: The nature of God in which missions

is ultimately grounded. The theological and socialogical nature of the

church which is God's instrument of missions. The fullness of the

reconeiliation brought by Jesus Christ which is lived and witnessed to

in the church today. The culture, psychology and needs of the people

among whom the church seeks to witness. The status and the nature of

the relationship between the indigenous church auid the overseas church.

There are many more,
*

With a realization of the incompleteness of the resulting criteria

and evaluation and with an appreciation of the limits posed by time

and limited experience, I have chosen reconciliation brought by Christ

as the basis for my criteria for.-{reflection. This decision is not

arbitrary but is consistent with what PCUS has agreed upon as its

overall theological justification for missions. On October 19 » 1962 at

the Consultation on World Mission in Montreat, N.C,, the PCUS

adopted the following statement as the theological basis for missions:

"God, the Creator and Ruler of all, was in Christ reconciling
the world to himself and has given to us the ministry of recon-
ciliation. He who gave his only Son to become man and to die
and to rise again for the sin of the whole world, send his
Church into all comers of the earth, in the power of the Holy
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Spirit, to proclaim the Good News until the Lord Jesus comes
again. He sends us to our neighbors auid to the ends of the earth
to be the witnesses aind servants of his Kingdom, There is no
other King; there is no other hope l there is no other life.
Without hkm man perishes. Thus w^nope in the Lord Jesus cLnd long
foi|s8Llvation stand under the inescapable imperative to carry the
Gospel to all those who do not know him as Saviour auid Lord,,,”

"God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself, and has given to

us the ministry of reconciliation." This is our mandate for missions.

And according to this statement, the PGUS sees its task of fulfiling

this mandate by beaming witness to the reconciliation brought by Christ.

In order to understand this mandate, a closer look at the meaning

of these terms must be taken. The theological statement clearly states

that the Church is commanded to witness to the ends of the earth the

reconciliation brought by Christ to the ahole world. With these words

it has affirmed that the scope of God's reconciliation is the world, but

what is meant by the world is not clearly delineated nor is the meaning

of reconciliation fully defined. At the risk of depaarbing from the

accepted position of the church, as well as of gounding this reflection

upon a false basis, I will take the liberty of making explicit what I
t

feel to be the intended meaning of these terms as used by the statement,

I shall take the term, "the world" to mean the whole of fallen

creation. "We know that the whole creation has been groauiing in travail

together until now..." (Romans 84' 22.) This includes not just man's

soul but his body, his institutions, aind the natural world as well as

man's relationship to the natural world. The creation as fallen is

totally immersed in sin and deatl^and as such is at enmity with God and

standing under His ^ath. Reconciliation was brought by Christ in his

obedient death on the cross, and Implies the forgiveness of sin and the

possible restoration of the whole of fallen creation to a hamnonious
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life-giving relationship with God. Reconciliation was fully, and once

and for all accomplished, on the cross of Jesus Christ, This reconciliation

however is only partly manifested within natural, and human history. But

due to the persistance of Sin which necessitates a last judgement aind

makes one hesitant to be all inclusive, it will be fully manifested only

after the Second-coming of Jesus Christ at the end of time.^ Since

Christ's work of reconciliation includes the whole of fallen creation,

our ministry of reconciliation, if it is to be complete, must bear witness

to the totality of Christ's work.

The question I particularly seek to ask in this inquiry is this:

Is the Presbyterian dhurctiiin its mission program in Korea indeed

bearing witness to the fullness of Christ's reconciliation? liave we

bom witness to the totality of reconciliation as God seeks to bring

salvation to every dimension of fallen reaility? Or has our witness

through our missions been only partial?

To help answer this question I have developed a set of,

rough criteria which represents summaries of the batic Biblical motifs

that reveal various dimensions in God's plan for reconciliation. Together

they ought to present an impression of the totality and scope of that

reconciling work. They are next presented with some references to their

Biblical basis ajid suggestions as tohow they may be applied to the actual

practice of missions.

^ Reinhold Niebuhr, Ilie Nature and Destiny of Ma^. Vol. 2, p. 292.

Niebuhr frequently speaks of the ambiguous nature of good and evil within

history and points to the schaton as the point when history will finally

be fulfilled.
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BIBLICAL MOTIFS OF RECONCILIATION

I . Reconciliation of the Fallen Individual

In the Genesis story of the fall, Adaun and Eve are representative

of the whole human race. They are collective persons just as Christ,

through whom comes life, was a collective person. But they are also

individuals and thus represent mankind not only in his collectivity

but also in his individuality. From the Fall onward each individual

person is tainted by sin and is in rebellion and at enmity with God. The

individual person as sinful stands under God's wrath and is cut off from

God, the source of life. The individual's reconciliation to God took

place on the cross of Jesus Christ. But before that work of Christ

can become affective within the person, bringing him life temporally as

well as eternally; he must through the power of the Holy Spirit, accept

Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. ^ When the person accepts Christ he is

enabled to participate in the Kingdom of God which is social, and has as

a mundane manifestation the social institution of the historic church.

In practice this category would include evangelism, i.e, , telling

individuals the Gospel and participating in their nuoture as they make

a decision for Christ and begin the Christian life. In one sense all

^John Calvin puts it in terms of us being united to or engrafted onto
Christ. Calvin declares;" First, we must understand that as long as
Christ remains outside of us, and we are separated from him, all that he
has suffered and done for the salvation of the human race remains useless
and of no value for us. Therefore, to share with us what he has received
from the Father, he had to become ours and to dwell within us." (The
Institutes , p. 537. ) The means by which we are united to Christ and thus
receive salvation is through the Holy Spirit, The Holy Spirit accomplishes
this by giving us faith. (Ill, Ch. l/4

, p, 5^1.)
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missionaries are evangelists, they all at one time or ainother have the

opportunity to tell others about their faith. And they are all certain-

ly indirectly evangelistic just in being labeled missionaries. But in

applying this category I have included only those who are assigned the

specific task of being evangelists, or those who cited personaul evangelism

as one of their activities in their personal report,

2. Reconciliation of the Fallen Relationship between Man and Woman .

According to the Christian faith this is the most basic of human

relationships. (This is opposed to the Confuscian trad.ition in which the

relationship between parent and child is basic.) This most basic of human

relationships is disrupted by the Fall. In Genesis Jti6 part of the

curse resulting from disobedience was that woman was not only to be

worn down and degraded by the process of generation, but she was also to

be ruled overy by her husband, God's reconciliation of this relationship

within the context of the family is seen in Paul's exhortation in Eph.

5:21 -33» "Wives be subject to your husbands... Husbands love your wives

as Christ loved the Church and gave himself up for her." In Galatians

3:25-29 we see a promise of final reconciliation of man and woman within

the broader context of the whole Kingdom of God, "There is neither Jew

nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is neither male nor

female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus..."

In regards to practical application: In the narrow sense this would

involve women 'sijLiberation. But this must be qualified. By women's

liberation I do not mean exclusively the particular ideological movement

that has grown up in America since the late sixties. Rather I mean the

enabling of both men aind women to be equally free to serve the Lord in
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whatever capacity He calls them. It seems to me that this area would

include the enabling of women to participate fully in ecclesiastical

institutions and in various capacities as demanded by the chrch's

ministry. Also included is the development of the Christian fajuily, in

which both the husband and wife axe submissive to the higher authority

of Jesus Christ and find in Him the bounds within which they work out

the questions of quthority and equality in their relationship. The

efforts of Christian missionaries to editate women would certainly belong

in this area.

3 . The Reconeiliatlon of the Fallen Relationship between Brother cuid

Brother . Genesis 4il6f, the story of Cain and Abel is symbolic of hoH the

Fall infects with sin the relationship between two brothers and brings

strife and death. Cain and Abel are brothers, but in them one sees

emblxiied the class struggle between shepherds and faxmers, the rich ajid

poor, bourgeolse and proletaxiate, black and white, nation and nation.

The fallenness of the relationship between brothers on a collective scale

results in racial strife and in war. Christ's reconciliation of this

conflict is seen in his radical ethic, "You have heard that if was said,

'You shall love your neighbor and hate your enemy,' but I say to you

'Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you,'" (Mt, 5*43-48.)

Revelations 21:24-26 foresees the final end to brotherly strife in its

extra-historical vision of the New Creation where all nations, the kings

of the earth, shall gather and come to the Holy City, , (See also Micab

4:1-4, Because of the law that shall go foirth out of Zion, "They shall

beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks;

nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn
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war anymore.")

To bear witness to the recDnciliation brought by Christ in a practical

way would perhaps include working on a personal level to mediate conflict

betvfeen individuals as is often done in councdling or in administration.

It may also include working on a broader scale to bring reconciliation

between two races that are at enmity, or participating in the task of

maintaing peace or bringing peace to two nations that are in a state of

hostility. The American church’s participation in the civil rights

movement of the sixties may be an example of this, as well as Christian

involvement in the peace movements of the Vietnam war era and the

present war in Ireland,

The Reconciliation of Fallen Human Institutions .

As one reads scripture, one cannot help but be impressed with the

Bible's recurring concern for human institutions. The Bible speaJcs in

such categories as the Kigdom of God, the New Jei*usalem, ‘the tribe of

Judea, and the church, all of which are institutional. Indeed, the

Bible shows little interest in individuals out of context of institutions.

When it does q)eak of individuals they are important because they are kings,

prophets, apostles, or champions of the Faith; all of whom either built

up or helped maintain institutions. Jesus Christ is an individiial

par excellajice . He parted the company of other men and set out alone

down the path of obedience which ended on the cross. But this lonely

figure was not just an individual. He was representative of all

humanity, and what is more, he is the head of the institution - the church.

This emphasis in the Bible upon institutions grows out of a profound
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understanding of the institutional nature of reality.^

. According to scrpture» not just human individuals hut also insti-

tutions are fallen. In the Genesis story of the Tower of Babel we find

a paradigm of all human institutions. As fallen they become vehicles of

pricie and serves to magnify and intensify human sin. Human institutions,

due to their semi-mortal nature, minimal ability to transcenlthemselves

and access to the instruments of power, are more succeptible to

pretenses of divinity than is the individual ego. Since this is the

case, they are capable of perpetuating death, injustice, and exploita-

tion on a much broader scale than is possible with a single individual.

Human institutions as fallen stand under God's wrath and are in need of

3 For a full discussion on the institutional nature of reality,
see The Social Construction of Reality by Peter L. Berger and Thomas
Luckmann, (New York; Doubleday, 19^7.; i

^ Reinhold Niebuhr writes," Nevertheless some distinctions must
be made between the collective behaviour of men and thier individual
attitues. This is necessary in part because group pride, through having
its scourse in individual attitudes, actually achieves a certain authority
over the individual and results in Unconditioned demands by the group
upon the individual. . .A distinction between group pride and the egotism
of individuals is necessary, furt-hermore , because the pretenseions
and claims of a collective or social self exceed those of the
individual ego. The group is more arrogarrlr hypocritical, self-centered
and more ruthless in the pursuit of its ends than the individual. " 26

\J

.

,^JaV^e, at/yyjk, o P
Niebuhr elaborates this theses of the falleness of humaness institutions
and the collectives in Chapter VIII of Vol I of The Nature and Destiny :/

of Man . That there is a difference between the morality of individuals
and the collectives is also the theme of Moral Man auid Immoral Society .
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reconciliation. ^ (It must be affirmed that though institutions are
,n
X

fallen, they may none the less be used by God for his purposes.

According to John Galvin and his Second use of the Law, human institu-

tions may be used by God to restrain evil auid thus bring some external

order to society. This however does not lessen the fact that human

institutions axe fallen, ( institutions , Book II, Chap. VIl/lO. )

All humaji institutions are afftected by the Fall, but it may be

helpful for the sake of precision to suggest some general types of

institutions that are fallen and thus included in the reconciliating

work of Christ.

A, Political institutions (Governmental institutions.)

The scrpture is preemMantiJir' v concerned with political realities

and by whom and how the people are ruled. Properly, according to

scripture, man is governed by God or by men who stand under the greater

authority of God, This limits their power and directs them and thus

insures good and righteous rule. The Old Testament struggle between

King and Prophet is epitomized in the story of Naboth's vineyard (l Kings

21: 12f.) This reveals the falleness of the human institution of

kinship and the resulting injustice, and God's desire to reconcile it

tphimself .Tda desire bediohes judgement in the face of man's hardness

of heart. The Old Testament included in ^litical instituions the

juridical system which was responsible for deciding legal cases. The

law given to Israel by God dealt vrith the proper administration of

^ William Stringfellow, in his book entitled ^ Ethic for Christians
and Other Alent in a Strrxge Land declares that human institutions,
like humans, are creatures and are as men fallen. As faillen, the moral
authority of all human institfeor.s is the power of Death and individuals
must relj upon the Charismatic gifts of the Holy Spirit in order to
remain human and alive in their midst. All human instituions as fallen
stand under God's judgement as revealed in Revelation's vision of the
judgement of Babylon.
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justice, (Deuteronomy l6; 18-00.) The prophets repeatedly speak of

God's judgement in faary oracles against the corrupt juridical institu-

tion that developed in later Israel. (Amos 16-17.)

In the New Testament, which lacks the overt political interest of

the Old Testajnen; Jesus, with his famous oords of, "Render unto Gaesar

that which is Caesar's" follows all the prophets by establishing the

limits on the demands and pretensions of piitical institutions.

(MT. 22

j

15—22.) The reconciliation of man's fallen governmental

institutions is historically manifest at Pentecost when the Church is

brought into existence by the Holy Spirit, This new divinely ordered

institution: is Characterized by rule by Christ. The vision of the

final fulfillment of Christ's reconciliation of fallen human institu-

tions is seen in Revelations where there is revealed the Holy City

Jerusalem, a political institution governed fully by God,

When we turn to how the church is to practically bear witness to

Christ in this area, we find that this has traditionally been a very

thorny axea for the church. It is filled with many dangers, 'not the

least of which is that the church is always tottering on the brinjt of

f

becoming just a political institution which aligns itself with some

particular ideological persuasion and in so doing cease.ito be the uni-

versal church of Jesus Christ. The many dangers, however, do not absolve

the church of responsibility of bearing witness in this area. I see

no absolute way in which the church must do this, there are many possi-

bilities. One may be prophetic, that is by the power and authority of

the Holy Spirit, proclaiming God's ;-f*ath and judgement upon governments

that have exceeded their limits and made demands that interfere with or

are contrary to their peoples' higher sLllegiance to God. Christians may
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also "bear witness to Christ's reconciliation of govemirental institutions

by participating in the creative task of building up and helping to

maintain govermental structures that are consistent with God's rule and

that do enable men to be obedient to God as revealed in the Scriptures.

This could imply that Christians ought to actively participate in elec-

tions, supporting men who are og good character. It could mean lobbying

to change laws that are oppressive. It could also mean refusal to obey

a<'4
man when their commands are contrary to God's''being willing to suffer the

"legal" consequences of your actions: Death and imprisonment,^ as did

the early Christians who refused to confess Caesar as Lord, or the Korean

Christians who died rather than bow to the Japanese Smporor.

B. Economic Institutions .

Economic institutions are the means by which the necessities of

life and the blessings of this world are distributed. This system is

fallen and infected by sin, the possible results are three-fold: The

system ceases to function, the system unjustly distributes wealth,

and/or it becomes the idolotrous center of men's lives that usurps the

place of God. The first may be described as inflation, depression, or

economic chaos. The third rider of the Ap.ocalyptic horsemen, who rides

through history until the end of time, is a harbinger of economic disaster.

With him there is inflation or extreme scarcity. (Revelation 6: 5-6/

)

Concerning the second, the Old ie.?tament has a great deal to say against

In the last section of the Institutes , Calvin speaks the largely
unkown words, "But in that obedience whiwh we have shown tc be due the
authority of rulers, we are always to make this exception, indeed to
observe it as primary, that such obedience is never to lead us away from
obedience to Him, to whose will the desires of all Kings ought to be
subject, to whose decrees all their commands ought to be subject, to whose
decrees all their commands ought to yield, to whose ma^jesty their scepters
ought to be SUIT. bitted. And how absurd would it be that in satisfying

men you should incur the displeasure of him for whose sake you obey men

„alnst him, let it go '.nest^med,
ook Gh. XX/ 32.
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corrupt economic systems in which the rich, in collaboration with corrupt

political institutions, get richer through the exploitation of the

people. (Amos 8:^-6.) Thirdly, Revelation in its vision of the judge-

ment of Babylon points to God's judgements upon economic institutions

that come before Him. That great and mighty city of Babylon is based

upon an economic system that knows no bounds. It becomes idolatrous

in that for the sake of mamman, even the souls of men are traded.

Since Israel's economy was essentially aigricultural
,
God's recon-

ciliation of this axea of fallenness is expressed in the Old Testament

primarily in terms of such laws as the gleaning laws (Lev. 23»22) and

the provisions for the Sabbath and Jubilee year, which were designed

to insure that all people had access to the land and to the products

of the land. In the New Testament, which explicitly has little inter-

est in economics, God's reconciliation of economics is seen in the

founding of the church at Pentecost by the Holy Spirit. There in the

words of Act 2; 44-45, "And all who believed were together and' had all

things in common; and they sold their possessions and goods and distri-

buted them to all, as any had need," we ..see the foundations of a new

economic order.

The Christian may practically bear witness in this area of Christ's

Reconciliation by establishing and maintaining a judt economic system

among believer. This could include the proper and judicious manaigement

of money by the church in good stewardship as well as striving to

actualize the radical vision given in Acts. This vision is to a

limited degree fulfilled in the care for believers through insurance
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programs, but more directly in living communally, implementing the

n
*

- reform,' and maiking maximam use of limited resources.

The church may also, by its own life-style and economic system,

call into question other economic systems that are exploitive or idola-

trous. In the field of international missions, the church may work to

help underdeveloped nations develop the necessary industry auid capital

to establish a strong economy. This is usually thought to be soley the

sphere of government AID programs, but the development of industry and

capitol is not purely a secular enterprise. Since it involves the

distribution of wealth as well as the situation of workers, it has a

moral and religious dimension. If the chuixh is to have any influence in

providing norms upon which such ethical and religious questions arei|;bo

be restored, it must not be isolated from the development of the systems

themselves.

7
'The American system of private ownership of land which enables a

few of the wealthy to deprive others from the use of the land while they
hold it for the purpose of speculations is opposed to the Biblical concept
of the use of the land. In ancient Israel the distribution of wealth was
linked to the equal distribution of land. The land was an inheritance
from God which not even the King could take from the person, (l Kings 21 Y3 )

It may well be that the writings of Karl Marx and Henry George
embody a muc:h more Biblical understanding of the land than does the
American capitalistic system. Henry George, the American economist,
deserves special attention by the church. In his monumental work
Progress and Poverty (New York: Robert SchalJ^enbach Foundation, 1958)

»

written in l8?9i there is proposed a system of land reform that would
bring about a more equal distribution of wealth and eradicate poverty,
Henry George presents this system without the aetheistic and Ideological
presuppositions that render Marx so repugnate to the church. His
principls have already been applied in many parts of the world. Indeed
some have suggested that the present ecnomic prosperity in South Korea
is partially due to the land reform programs informed by Henry George's
principles which were initiated in 1951* (m* xvii, preface to 7^th
anniversary edition of Progress and Poverty

7

)
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C. Ecclesiastical Institutions

Ecclesiastical institutions, simply because they are established

for the explicit purpose of serving God, are not exempt from the fallen-

ness or the corruption of sin. They too become the vehicles of human

pride. By subverting the Word of God, they are used by men for the

advancement of their own power and glory.® Through the alignment with

special interest groups they become the Instruments by which men give

divine sanctions to their' corrupt political and economic institutions.

In some ways this area among the institutions becomes the focal

point of God’s reconciliation as well as his judgement. This judgement

is seen in Jeremiah who speaks God's judgement upon the prophets and

priest of Israel and Judah, who have perverted the Word of God and led

the people astray. (Jeremiah 23* 9-^0.) With a wipe Jesus purged the

temple of merchants who had turned that ecclfesiastical institution into

ar expoitive money-making venture. Of course, included ajnong fallen
(

institutions is the church itself. Ideally its head is Christ. But it

is a constant struggle, as evidenced by the Pauline letters ajid Indeed

all of church history itself, to keep the church obedient to its Lord

Christ. The final resolution of this struggle ajid the final reconcili-

ation of this fallen instituion, the church, will come at the end of

time when Christ returns and with Him the Saints v.hj shall rule the

®Reinhold Niebuhr states, "The fact that human pride insinuated
itself into the struggle of the Christian religion against the pride and*

self-will of nations merely proves how easily the pride of men can avail

itself of the very instruments intended to mitigate it. The church, as well

as the state, can become the vehicle of collective egotism. Every truth
can be made the servant of sinful arrogance, including the prophetic truth
that all men fall short of the truth ." (Reinhold Niebukr, The Nature
and Destiny of Man, Vol I, p. 21?.)
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earth. (Rev, 20:6.)

To practically bear witness to this area of reconciliation, the

church must be attentive to the prophetic word from her own midst. This

word reminds her that she is the body of Christ, but also is a human

institution, and like all institutions, is fallen. She must constantly

seek to develop and maintain institutional structures that are subordinant

To God and serve to give Him glory. This involves church administration

and church government. It also includes the perpetuation of these

institutions and the training through seminaries of men and women to

maintain them accoiding to their divinely established purposes.

D. Soclal/Educational

In Scripture there is no mention of such things as modern universi-

ties or orphanages. Partly this is because they are the unique product

of a modem world that has in the process of secularization and decentra-

lization removed some institutions from the ecclfesiastical umbrella.

But their lack of direct mention by Scripture does not imply that they

can be omitted or that Christ is not to be bom witness to in them.

Admittedly though, this is a catch-all category of things that do not

clearly fit in any other of the institutional categories.

Certainly included in this would be the institutions of education

that in some cases have a.xeligious base, but has out reach and concern

not just for the building of ecclesiastical institutions; but through

education, the building up and maintaining of society as a whole. In

the setting of the university, the church may bear witness to the

Christian concern for every dimension of human life. This can have

immense consequences for the structuriig of a whole society.
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Also Included here are such things as social welfaxe systems, homes

for the aged, orphanages, etc. All of these are institutions in which

and through which the Christian may fulfill the mandate to bear witness

to the reconciliation brought by Jesus Christ.

5 . The Reconciliation of the Fallen Ecological Systems .

Fallenness has affected not only humanity but the natural creation,

as well as man's relationship to tlie natural world. I have entitled this

"The Fallen Ecological Systems" because they are the natural biological

systems that support and maintain human life. This may be broken down

into three categories.

A. The Land (Agricultural)

In Genesis 3» after the Fall, the land Itself is cursed. It will

no longer readily yield forth its fruit to man. Rather, man must endless

ly struggle for his livelihood, "Cursed is the ground because of you.

In toil you shall eat of it. . . and you shall eat the plants of the field

by the sweat of your face you shall eat bread, till you return to the

ground, because from it you were taken; for you are dust, and to dust

you shall return,"

I shall look at the Biblical themes of reconciliation of all three

of these categories at one time. So let it suffice to suggest now that

practical involvement in bearing witness in this area would consist in

the church's involvement in agriculture. The church must bear witness

to Christ's reconciliation by helping to develop new techniques of

cultivation and then sharing them with those whose methods are less

productive
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B, Man* s bcxiy. (medical)

Man's body has come from the earth, it is dust auid it will return

to dust. Thus it participates in the Fallenness of the earth and man's

relationship to the earth. Man's body , like the earth, grudgingly

maintains life, and bears the taint of sin in the form of physical

death and the living symptoms of death; disease and old age. The body's

participation in Fallenness is also demonstrated in the curse upon Eve,

in which she must suffer pain in childbirth. (Gen.

In placeing disease in this area, some may object by saying that it

more properly belongs with the fallen individual. It is true that some

diseases result from individual sin, but on the whol^^it is safer to see

disease as resulting not so much from individual sin but from the

Fallenness of all creation, of which man's body is a part. (Though one

must no exclude this etemology of individual tin. ) This saves us from

the untenable exercise of explaining all disease and injury as having
I

direct moral and spiritual causes. An approaah like this leads to

magic and faith healings to the exclusion of medical science, but yet

Dly

''does not exclude sin and separation from God as the ultimate cause of

disease and injury.

The task of practically bearing witness to this area will engage

the church in healing broken persons. The Holy Spirit who brings healing

may choose to work through modem medicine or through the administration

of certain supernatural gifts of healing to certain members of the church,

or by both of these means. Thus the church must build hospitals which

seek to provide the patients with the best that modern medicine can offer.

It must seek to provide expert pastoral conseling. But also in collaboration
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v:ith these two more natural methods must allow for God's working "super-

naturally" through prayer, laying on of hauids, healing of memories, and

the sacrements.

G. The Fallenness of the Ecological relationship between Man and

the Earth . (Ecology. )

At creation God gave man dominion over all the earth. He placed

man in the Garden in order that he may express this dominion creatively

by cultivating the Garden and taking care of it. In our modem era

with the rise of Science and Technology, we are finding that even this

relationship is fallen and tainted with sin, Man's dominance has become

not creative care for the natural world but rather its greedy exploita-

tion and destruction. Man is at enmity with the natural order, and the

natural order is hostile to man.

The church's practical involvement in this area may consist in

participating in the ecological movement. Being conscious of the ecolo-

gical consequences of the types of energy usage within the CJhristian

community is one example. I ajn suggesting that the church may bear

witness to Christ's reconciliation of the creation by being willing to

heat their buildings with solar energy, encouraging members of the church

to drive small cars, or sending out missionaries who teach farmers how

to generate propane gas with cow manure.

In the Scripture we see the reconciliation of the Fallen Ecological

systems first promised in the Old Testament. visic::. This is the vision

of the promised land flowing with mild and honey, in which through

obedience to the law (which is the means of reconciliation) man's

relationship to the creation is restored to its original pre-fall state.
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Deuteronomy 7:12-15 sums up this vision of the Promise Lajid.

And because you hearken to these ordinances, and keep and
dc^hem, the Lord your God will keep with you the covenajit

and thesteadfast love which he swore to your fathers to
keep; he will love you, bless you, and multiply you; he
will also bless the fruit of you body auid the fruit of your
ground, your grain and your win and your oil, the Increase
of your cattle and the young of your flock, in the land
which he swore to your fathers to give you. You shall be
blessed above all peoples; there shall not be male or female
barren among you, or among your cattle. And the Lord will take
away from you all sickness; and none of the evil diseases
of Egypt, which you knew, will he inflict Lpon you, but he
will lay them upon all who hate you, (RSV)

In the New Testament as the Kingdom of God becomes manifest on

earth in the Coming of Jesus, reconciliation of the ecological systems

that support man’s life is seen in Jesus' healing of their infarraities.

One cajinot read the Gospel of Mark without realizing that a vital part

of Jesus* ministry was that of healing. Jesus brings healing amd

wholeness \^Were there had been brokenness brought by the power of sin.

We find that the vision of the final promised reconciliation of

creation, of the ecological systems, in Revelation's vision of a

New Heaven aind a New Earth. Indded it is here in Revelations that we

find the conclusion and final fulfillment of all the themes of reconcili-

ation.

Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; the first heaven
and the first earth had passed away, and the sea was no more.
And I saw the Holy City, New Jerusalem, coming down out of
heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband;
and I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, "Behold, the
dwelling of God is with men. He will dwell with them auid they
shall be his people, and God himself will be with them; he will
wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death shall be no more,
neither shall there be mourning nor crying nor pain any more,
for the former things have passed away." (Rev, 21: 1-4, )9.'

Isaiah's vision of the Peacable Kingdom (is. 11:6-8) is another
reference that shows the final reconciliation of all Creation, in which
there is not only peace among men but also within the whole natural world.
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In this vision, the sin that brought the gulf between man and God is re-

moved, making possible the final reconciliation, which is God and man

dwelling together.

^*^In affirmation of the validity of this whole scheme, a slightly
different but essentially similar idea is presented to describe the
wholeness of man and thus the fullness of our Christian concern. This
is the statement on Human Ri<^hts published by the World Alliance of
Reformed Churches.'' Our Biblical faith commits us to a view of human
life in its wholeness expressed in three basic complimentaritiesi Male
and female, the individual and society, human life and its ecological
contex. " ( Theological Basis of Human Rights, Theological Consultation
of WARC, London, Feb. 18-20, 1976. Published in Church and Theology ,

Seoul, Korea; Presbyterian Theologicil Seminciry, No 9» 1977i p. 295»
In A Christian Declaration of Human Rights by Jurgen Moltmann published
in the sajne journal there is the section entitled, "Being created in the

image of God is the basis of the right of human beings to rule over
the earth and their right to community with the non-human creation."
Under this section Multmann elaborated, in reference to ecology and
economics, the Biblical understanding of man's dominion over the earth
ajid relationship to the earth, (l-^ID, 31^-316.)
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Principles of Application

Before turning to the task of practically appljring these ciMteria

to missions in Korea, several observations upon them must be made. These

These observations ought to inform their use as well as dispell any

doubts in the reader’s mind about their validity. These observations

should be used as a principle .of application.

1. The inter-relatedness of all dimensions of reconciliation.

Each of these dimesnlons of reconciliation is a distinct theme running

through scrijture. Each is profoundly related aind cannot be fully

understood unless placed in the context of all the others. In practice

it is even difficult to distintly separate them one from another. For

instance, the fallenness of human institutions is meaningless unless

rooted in the fallenness of the Individuals that make up tho^e insti-

tutions, The curse upon the land that initiates man's struggle for

subsistence is partly based upon and certainly accentuated by maji's

jinjust institutions that either deprive certain classes from access
t

to the land or unequally distribute the produce from the land. The

broken relationship between main amd woman, brother auid brother, amd man's

exploitation of the land, all have been institutionalized.

This close inter-relatedness of these dimensions ought to inform

our practical witness to them by preventing us from easily concentrating

our witness upon only one dimension to the exclusion of all others. For

Instance, it is a mistake to concentrate upon personal salvation without

seeing the social structures in which the person must live as relevaint.

2. The Priority of the Individual: I have affirmed the inter-

relatedness of these dimensions. In the actual practice of missions,

however, a clear priority must be given to the reconciliation of the
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fallen individual. In other words, this is to proclaim the Gospel to

individuals and give them the opportunity to accept personal salvation

and eternal life through Jesus Christ. This should be the starting

point and the ultimate aim of all other church activity. Second An

priority after personal evangelism is that saved individuals must be

nurtured and guided in the faith. This means the development of

community, wMch implies some type of ecclesiastical institution.

The theological fact of this is that when an individual is saved, he

is brought into the Kingdom of God in which there is the communion of

saints. All the other categories follow these two basic ones. Evangelism

and Ecclesiastical institutions, according to how the Holy Spirit directs

the Christian witness in different ages and in different circumstances.

f^i's'h/vy

3 . The Hie=fcSii?4:c Incompleteness of Reconciliation'^ and the Necessity of

Proclamation. Each of these points of reconciliation has a manifestation

within history; but their final fulfillment is in the Second Coming of

f

Christ at the end of history. As stated in the opening pages of this

paper, history still participates in fallenness. Thus history will

The International Congress on World Evangelism which took
place in Lausanne from July l6-25» 197^ affirmed the priority of evangelism,
yet also affirmed that Christian mission embraces the various forms of
social action. (Paragraph 5 and 6 of the Lausanne Covenant, found summar-
ized in the article intitled "The Significance of Lausanne" by John
Stott, in the International Review of Mission . For evangelicals who have
often stressed evangelism at the expense of other dimensions of Christ's
reconciliation, this is a highly significant change in perspective.
It may well serve to bring a more wholistic approach to missions, as well
as insure that social action is firmly grounded on Biblical principles.
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12
always be an ajnbiguous mixture of good and evil. God's reconciliation

as it takes place within history will never be fully and obviously God's

reconciliation, for there will always be the veiling of sin. Or if it is

manifest and seen as God's full reconciliation, it will only be for a

fleeting moment and usually only grasped by those who have searched

and vraited for it in expectant faith. An example of this is the church

itself. The church is the body of Christ, composed of redeemed and justi-

fied sinners. Glimpses of the churah as the body of Christ have often

been sustained within history by those within the church, but the church

is equally just a fallen institution full of fallen individuals. This

historical incompleteness of the reconciliation which Christ brings and to

TV

which we are called' witness implies that our witness cam never alone Best

in pure acts, but must also consist in verbal proclaunation amd faith. In

short, our ministry of reconciliation must consist of two aspects} A

striving to actualize in tangible form within history the reconciliation

t

brought by Christ, and the proclamation through preaching amd the sacra-

ments of the Word of God which illumines certain historic achievements

as Christ's reconciliation and points beyond them to the promise of

^ Reinhold Niebuhr expresses well this aunbiguity of history in his
reflections on the meaning of the last judgement: "The second fact in the
symbol of the last judgement is its emphasis upon the distinction between
good and evil in history. When history confronts God, the differences
between good amd evil are not swallowed up in a distinctionless eternity.
All hlstoricail reailities are indeed aunbiguous. Therefore no absolute
distinction between good and evil in them is possible. But this does not
obviate the necessity and possibility of a final judgement upon good and
evil... The very rigor with which adl judgements in history culminate in a
final judgements is thus am expression of meaningfulness of all historic
conflicts between good amd evil. Yet the necessity of a "final" judgement
upon all other judgements is derived from the ambiguity of these conflicts."

(

)

The Nature , amd Destiny of Man , Vol II, p. 292-93*7
^3 James M. Gustafson elaborates this theme in his little book

entitled. Treasure in Earthen Vessels.
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final fulfillment at the end of history. This is a very important quali-

fication for it keeps us from utopian illusions, oj^ther-worldliness,

and/or from losing the Word of God,

4, The Church's mission is Based on the Guidance of the Holy Spirit.

The categories that I have eought to develop to answer the question of

whether the church is fulfilling hfer miacion, should not be interpreted

as the means of dictating to the church what it ought to do. The actual

practice of missions rest upon the guidance and direction of the Holy

Spirit, not upon a set of man-made criteria. These criteria, however,

which are summaries of Biblical themes, hopefully suggest ways that the

Holy Spirit may direct the Christian witness. Thus if some dimension is

omitted, then it ought to raise flags and force the church to reflect

seriously upon the question of whether it is truly being obedienct to the

guidance of the Holy Spirit.

It might also be axided in the way of a check upon the pretenses of

this or any such project, that the work of God's Kingdom can never be

defined and measured fully by graphes, statistics, or any other humcin

method. These methods at best can only serve to reveal, the bold contours

of the visible church. They can never truly define the true invisible

church.

Let us now turn to the practical application of this theological

rubric, or to the practice of missions in Korea by the Presbyterian Church

in the United States, The procedure is as follows: I reviewed the work

of forty-nine PCDS missionaries. This is the majority but not the total

number of the missionary force in Korea. Some had to be omitted because

of Incomplete knowledge of their work. The missionary's work was
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categorized according to the eleven reconciliation motifs. I found that

most missionaries were inoolved in ^ number of categories, but found that

almost all had a specific area to which they were assigned ajid invested

most of their time. This I termed full-time involvement. Their other

involvements I termed part-time involvement. The data > upon which I

based these decisions came largely from the Reports for Information ,

January 1, 1977. My personal acquaintance with the missionaryies’

work complimented this basic source.

There follows a graphic presentation of the results of this survey.



PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FULL-TIME INVOLVEMENTS

29'S

FOR EACH CATEGORY OF RECONCILIATION

5^ lOJg 15?^ 20J6 25^ 30?5
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PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PART-TIME IliVOLVEMENTS

FOR EACH a'TBGORY OF RECONCILIATION

OJg ^ 10% ' 15^ 20% 25% 30% 35%



PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INVOLVEMENTS, BOTH PART TIME AND

FULL TIME, FOR EACH CATEGORY OF RECONCILIATION
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THE PRACTICE OF MISSIONS IN KOREA BY PCUS

1. The Fallen Individual,

In this category I have included those missionaries whose assignment

is evangelism or who mentioned it as a major part-time activity in their

personal work. By evangelism, I mean the sharing of the Gospel with

those who have not heard of Christ or have not accepted him as personal

Lord and Savior. The number of full-time assignments was six, which is

thirteen percent of the total; and twenty-two part-time involvements or

thirty-seven percen of the total part-time work. The total of both

full-time and part-time was twenty eight persons, or twnety-six per-cent

of the total invovlement. I am sure that the actual number of part-time

involvement is much higher than this. I think it is highly significant

that we only have six out of forty-nine missionaries actually assigned

directly to evangiism. It is also significant that so many missionaries

saw their part-time involvement to be that of evangelism.

To help the reader visualize the type of work that I have assigned

under each area of reconciliation and witness, it may be helpful to

describe what some of the missionaries are actually doing. For exaunple.

Bets Huntley is assigned to pastoral care in the Kwangju Presbyteriain

Hospital. In the hospital his chief diiy is presenting the Gospel to the

patients and doing follow up work after they leave the hospital. In

the follow - up work a member of the pastoral care team visits the patient

after he has returned home to assist him in find his way into a Christian

community.

Rev. Joe Hopper does rural evangelism. He and his wife. Dot, travel
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out to the smaJ-l villages. There Rev. Hopper preaches in the church and

visits as raainy people in the villaige as possible. Mrs, Hopper has a

great ministry with the childcen. Since the children crowd around in

vast numbers anytime a foreigner appears, she has a ready audience for

her Bible stories, Mrs. Hopper also does prison evangelism. She teaches

Bible to the women at the Jeonju pifeen, and has enlisted the help of the

women from churches in Jeonju,

Ellen auid Dave Ross are involved in student evaingelism. Da\ehas

helped found a large, very dynamic student group named Yesu Chundodon.

^ )• basic purpose of the group is the growth in the

Holy Spirit of the members and sharing the Gospel with these who have

not accepted Christ, The group has a large meeting every Tuesday night

at the YV/GA in Myongdo^( ) » at which it is not unusal for there

to be eight hundred or a thousand students present. Through frequent

schools of evangelism, the students engage in intense parayer and Bible

study and learn to witness. The group has concentrated its evangelistic

efforts in Myongdong ^ ), which is a large nightclub ajid tearoom,

district in Seoul. This area attracts the growing ranks of the youth

counter-culture. Their witness started on the steeets, giving out

tracks. But as the doors have opened, they have literally begun to

infiltrate the social structure that centers around the tea rooms. This

has allowed them to engage in more personal and direct evangelism.

Personally, Ellen and Dave Ross have a very important evangelistic

mission in their home. Their home is the frequent sight of prayer

meetings and is always open to students who need counseling or just

a place for fellowship.
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2. The Fallen Relationship Between Man; and Woman

In this area there were no full-tim'e assignments. There were five

part-time assignments which is eight per-cent of the total part-time

involvement and five pereent of the total part-time and full-time

involvement.

In the organization of the Presbyterian mission there is no clearly

defined role, such as in the case of an evangelist, that a missionary

may occupy to bear witness in this area. This makes it somewhat

difficult to see who is fulfilling it. But I placed in this aategory those

individuals who are working in Honilu)o@n*s Seminary or in some other

capacity that relies directly to the elevation of the status of women

in Korea. An important consequence of elevation of the status of women

is the growing freedom to actively participate in the church as God

calls them.

One.,exajnple of a missionary working in this area would be Alma

Grubbs. Her mission assignment is to Hanil Seminary as an. English

teacher and piano instructor, as well as the supervisor of kindergarten

field work. Dorothy Hopper serves on the Honam Presbyterian council

of the women of the Church. These somen are involved in enabling women

to play an active role in the teaching and administration of the church of

Jesus Christ.

3 . Reconciliation of the Fallen Relationship Between Brother and

Brother. According to the data examined, there were no inolvements in

this area. This is surely misleaxiing. It has been observed that

within the Christian institutions the process of reconciliation goes on

all the time. Very often, since the missionary is somewhat outside the
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system, he is called upon to play the role of mediator between two op-

posing parties. The missionary is not subject to the pressures of re-

taliation that a Korean may feel, because he is paied by the home board

and often lives in somewhat isolation from the Korean community. A

missionary cannot be easily fired just because he does not happen to be

with the right party. This had disadvantages of course, but also the

advantages of being able to achieve more distance from the situation than

would be possible for a Korean. Thu!^ the missionary is enabled to play

an affective role as mediator. It is probably safe to assume that

every missionary who has served in an administrative post in any of

the churches institutions has done this.

Besides bearing witness to Christ's reconciliation ofi this admini-

strative level, persons such as Bets Huntley
,
who works in pastoral

care at Kwangju Christian Hospital, have helped bring reconciliation

between real brothers and sisters who were at enmity with one another.

I

It is certainly hoped that reconciliation between brother and bnother

has been the consequence of people receiving the Gospel, and thus is

very difficult to measure.

4. Reconciliation of Fallen Economic Institutions.

In this category I include those missionaries working directly

with the development of economic structures. In this area there is one

full time person amounting to two per cent of full-time involvement; and

one part-time person which is one and one half per cent of part-time

involvement. Together there are two persons, or two per-cent of total

missionary involvement.

An example of this type of witness is Dr. Jack Prince who is assigned
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as Beam of the School of Engineering at Soong Jun University. Besides

this involvement, he is engaged in helping to develop Korea's industry.

He sees an important part of his assignment as a raisdDnary to be that of

assisting in and bearing vfitness to Christ in the midst of the country's

program of industrialization. Dr. frince, because of his position as

an expert (he is a engineer) is often in contact with the

Korean leaders in science and industry. He often advises them on the

development of new industrial processes. In this context he is able

to bear witness to Jesus Christ. Often when it becomes known that Dr,

Prince is a missionary, peoplehre quite surprised and ask him what a

missionary is doing being concerned with industry and economic develop-

ment? His presence is a witness to the fact that Christ is concerned

with every sphere of human reality. Significant to his witness is his

association with those"at the top," who are responsible for developing

the industrial base of Korea's economic system. This can have far

reaching consequences throughout the entire Korean society.

The other missionary involved in witnessing to Christ's reconcili-

ation of the economic structures is Merril Grubbs. His assignment is

as an administrati;c of the Presbyterian Medical Center in Jeon Ju. Mr.

Grubbs has been instrumental in founding a medical insurance program.

The progTcim was started in 1965* long before medical insurance was

accepted in Korea. It is now being phased out because the Korean

government has taken the initiative and started medical insurance pro-

grams of its own. Tlje program developed by Mr. Grubbs has helped hundreds

of people mfiet medical expenses by enabling them to pool their resources,

(l placed this under reconciliation of economic systems rather thaji under



medical because an insurance program represents a way of setting up

a system in which scarce resources may be distributed,

)

5 . Governmental Institutions.

There was only one part-time involvement in this area, representing

a total of one per-cent of the total involvement.

This is ajiother category that is difficult to practically define

because there are no clearly defined roles for missionary involvement

in this area. The one person involved in this area paxticipates in the

human rights movement. He feels that it would be inconsistent with the

Biblical faith not to strive to develop and maintain a government that

rules with justice. He also feels that the South Korean^ best defence

against the communist agression is for the government to respect and

uphold the basic human rights. In short, the best defense aigainst

communism is for Korea to insure and maintain the freedom that is denied

in North Korea.
I

He bears witness to this area of Christ's reconciliation by joining

with Koreans and some missonaries in intercessory prayer for the govern-

ment and for those who have been imprisoned as the result of their stand

against the government on human rights. Due to his committment to and

concern for human rights, he has on occasion been brought into conflict

with the government. But neither he nor the persons he shares this

concern with intend to be antl-govemment,

6. Reconciliation of the Fallen Ecclesiastical Institutions.

This is an area of heavy involvement. There were 14 full time

assignments, or thirty per-cent of the total. There were also fourteen
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part-time invoil^ements
,
or twanty-three per-cent of the total in part-

time. All totaled, there were twenty-eight, or twenty six per-cent of

all the full time and part-time involvements.

This broad area of involvement may be broken down into a number of

different emphases. The first is the maintenance of the mission itself.

Almost all missionaries, in that most from time to time serve on the

various station committees, are in this area. But I have included only*

John Talmage, the Field Secretary, whose fulltime job is administration

of the mission business and its relationship with the Korean home church.

Another area are those missionaries working within the ecclesiastical

structure of the Korean Church. The prime example of this may be Homer

Rickabaugh who serves in the office of the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church in Korea. He works closely with the General Secretary

In this position he has a variety of tasks. He handles all the English

correspondence with the overseas churches. He has been closely involved

with the OCCC through which mission resources from oversea^ churches are

administered for a multitude of projects. Another part of his assignment

is providing news of the Presbyterian Church in Korea in English for the

missionary community and overseas churches. Besides these administrative

services, Mr. Rickabaugh has been in a key position to help provide input

into the decision making processes of the Korean Church at the General

Assembly level.

Other missionaries, such as Joe Hopper, are very active in the

Korean Church at Presbytery level. And even some, like David Seel, are
I

active in the administration of the local church. David Seel is on the

building committee of Zion Presbyterian Church in Jeonju.

The last large area of involvement by the Presbyterians is in the
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Koreaji seminaries that train the leadership for the Korean Churchi Dwight

Linton and Timothy Lee serve as presidents of Honam cuid Taejon Seminaries,

Others such as Laura Long ajid Cyris Moon serve as professors, Laura Long

teaches conversational English and Bible at the Presbyterian Theological

Seminary in Seoul. And Dr. Cyris Moon is the professor of Old Testajnent aind

Dean of the Graduate School.

7. Social/Educational Institutions

Bearing witness in this dimension are fourteen full-time assignments

or thirty per-cent of the total assignments; and six or ten per-cent

of the total part-time assignments. All together there are twenty, or

nineteen percent of the total full and part-time involvements.

This, like the ecclesiastical institutions, is a very general area.

Primarily, however, I placed in it those missionaries who serve in

schools and universltites that have a religious base but are not

ecclesiastical in the narrow sense.
(

These may include missionaries such as Moneta Prince who is the heaui

of the English department at Soong Jun University at the Seoul campus

{

and Dr. John Summerville who teaches English, Aslan history and philoso-

phy, and contributes to the general Intellectual turmoil at the Taejon

Campus of Soong Jun University. In education there also must be included

the teaching of missionary children. James Bundrant, for example, teaches

all the science courses at the Korea Christian Academy, for all grades

seven through twelve. He also serves as Chairman of the Academic
I

^
Committee which seeks to main'^CA's academic standards according to

those set by the American schools.

Another example of missionary involvement, falling under social
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institutions is the Boy's Home in Jeonju founded by John and Rocky

TalraoL^e. This is a home for orphan boys just coming out of reform

school. The home provides sort of a haJLf-way house between reform school

and society. At the home they not only receive love, care, and guidance;

but also are able to attend vocational school where they acquire a

useful skill. In 1976, thirty boys passed through the home. Since

1973, when the home began, not a single boy who entered the home has

returned to reform school: a tribute to the affectiveness of thfes

mission.

8. Reconciliation of the Relationship Between Man dnd the Land:

Agriculture.

There was one full-time assignment in this area, representing

two percent of the total full time assignments, and one per-ceni|of the

total full and part-time assignments.

In actual practice, this category was very closely associated with

ecology, so I shall speak of them together, (in theory agriculture should

perhaps be subsumed under the general category of Ecology, but it seems

at least with the rise of the Ecologigal movement with its focus on

management of resources, man living in harmony with nature, and the

development of alternative forms of energy, that there is a distinction

to be made between the two. ) The one person in the PCUS mission bearing

this witness in this area is Charles Krauth. Mr. Krauth is assigned as

a Science teacher at Soong Jun university at the Daejon campus. He has

been teaching science classes and cond^ciing labs, but on the first of

last yeaj: has shifted most of his time into the SoongJun Rural Develop-

ment project which is sponsored by the PCUS Task Force on World Hunger.
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During the summer of 1976, Mr. Krauth moved his faimily into a small Korean

house in a remote farming village. They have taken on the life of a

tradiiional Korean farm family. The main purpose of the move is to work

to improve the nutrition of the people in the area. Apparently it is

extremely poor, as evidenced from the following quote from Mr. Krauth*

s

persoaal report,” Nutrition is a real unkown. If the children run, play,

don't cry too much, then mothers assume they are getting enough nutrition.

Most children don't receive eggs or milk, and fresh vegetables are rare

even in the summer. As one neighbor says,' With three garlic buds a day,
V

digestion is good auid there is lots of nutrition.'"

The Krauth 's are working to improve this situation by teaching and

distributing information on nutrition to he households of their own

village and majiy beyond. Also Mr. Krauth has built a hot house in which

he hopes to demonstrate to the farmers how they can grow vegetables to

improve their family's diet.

Mr. Krauth *s work is also included under ecology because he is

seeking to develop alternative sources of energy. Tradidionally , Korea

has used either yongtan or wood for cooking and heating. In the rural

areas where yongtan is difficult to come by or expensive, the ‘ mountains

have been nearly exhausted of their supply of wood, and straw or stubble

from the fields is burned as fuel. Charlie Krauth has sought to develop

another source of energy that arises naturally from the rural environment.

He has tried some projects with solar heating in the hot-house and in his

own home. But his major project is developmlng methods of generating,

methane gas foricooking and heating from cow manure. This is not a new

idea, it has been widely introduced into many of the more tropical regions

I
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of the world. In Korea where winters are so sever
,
there is a special

problem of keeping the manure warm enough for the necessaiy biochemical

processes to take place. Mr. Krauth has worked most of the bugs out of

his system. So now, if one visits his house, he will be treated to meals

cooked with natural methane gas. Its origin does not sound very appetizing,

but in a country with a growing population and scarce resources, it is

a blessing. The Krauths, in their willingness to endure the hardships

of traditional Korean farm life, are bearing witness not only by their

presence by also by their testimony to the fact that Christ's reconcilia-

tion includes man and his broken relationship to the land.

9. Medical

In this area there were ten full-time assignments, amounting to

twenty-one per cent of the total full-time assignments, and one paxt-

time, or one emd one half percent of the total part-time invdvements.

All totaled, there were eleven, or ten per cent of the total involvements.

In this category I included those missionaries engaged in the actual

practice of medicine. I placed under social/ education institutions

those such as Merrel Grubbs and Clarence Durham who are engaged in

administration. I did this because they are not actually part of the

healing process, but rather are maintaining and ina institution.

From these statistics, it appears that PCUS involvement in

medicine is very low. This is certainly misleading. Over the years PCUS

has funded and developed four major medical institutions that offer am

impressive array of services. They are as follows: Presbyterian Medlceil

Centur in Jeonju, Kwamgju Christian Hospital, Wilson Leprosy Center in

Soonchun, and the Soonchun Tuberculosis Rehabilitation Center. Recently

the PCUS missions has just begun medical work on the Southern Island of

Koje Do.



These medical institutions are places in which many dimensions of
1

reconciliation axe bom witness to. The most obvious is that peoples'

bodies are healed. Tkke for instance the Presbyterian Medicsd, Center.

There, physical healing is a top priority, in that this institution has the

best medical treatment that western science caji offer. The missionary

doctors are each experts in their fields ajid many have chosen to give

up lucrative practices in their native countties. Besides the mission-

ary doctors, there is a growing number: of competant Koreaji doctors who

axe diminishing the need for missionary doctors.

Yet along with physical healing there is also spiritual healing.

There are chaplains who minister to the patients at their bedsides. And

often as they wait for treatment, they are presented the Gospel through

verbal testimonies or audiovisuals. I do not know what the practice is

at Jeonju, but in the Kwangju Hospital, Chaplain Betts Huntley lays on

hcinds and prays for each person just before they are put to sleep in the

operating room. Majiy
'
patients find Christ as their Savloui* while in the

hospital and return to their homes with new life and new hope. There are

volumes of exciting stories of men and women who have entered the mission

hospital near physical and spiritual death, but have returned alive and

ready to witness to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Just last yeair alone,

at the PMC, there were fifteen hundred decisions for Christ,

There are other less conspicuous areas of reconciliation bom witness

to in the hospitals. The hospital is an institution and its administra-

tion bears witness to Christ. It also embraces economic systems, not

only in the way that it manages its own economic resources, but in the

way that it provides for poor patients who have nothigg. Examples of
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this are found not only in the charity programs of the hospital, but also

in such programs as fir. Grubb's medical insurance program.. Lastly, the

hospital is a community, not just of patients, but of all the diverse

personel required to maintain such a large institution. In that

community there taJces place a witness to many of the dimensions of

Christ's reconciliation. Reconciliation between person and person must

take place all the time if they are to love and work together in harmony.

The role of mediator that the missionary must often play has already

been mentioned. In this community there also takes place spiritual

growth and maturation in the faith. To name one instance, Sharon Shaw

is actioe in teaching English and doing personal evangelism among the

doctors and their wives.

If one turns to look at the doctors themselves, one finds in them

this same diversity of witness. They are not simply healers bf bodies,

but healers of persons. Dr. John Seal is a brilliant surgeon who has

t

restored many cancer patients to wholeness, but he is also an

evangelist and a great man of faith. As a testimony to his concern for

healing,he has written a book entitled. Does My Father Know I'm Hurting ,

in which he describes some of his patients who have been transformed by

their encounter with Jesus Christ. Dr. Seel is also the director of the

hospital and relentlessly strives for excellence in the staff and services

rendered.

Another one of our staff is Dr. John Shaw. He is in orthopedics.

Under his leadership the Presbyterian Medical Center has developed a re-

habilitation team which he describes as a major witnessing force in the

/
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^1

% j

hospital. He writes, "Our teaim ministry to the physically disabled

t

'

patient became a reality as we saw the disciplines of orthopedics, I

therapy, nursing, social service and evangelism geP into a body that

became effective in expressing and carrying out a treatment program

for these patients." He then writes about patients who by the work of

the team have been able to function normally in society again as well

as have discovered Christ.

Dr. Dick Nieusraa also deserves mention. He is a dentist at the

Kwaungju Christiaji Hospital. Besides being an excellent dentist, he is
|

i

also a brilliant lamguage student. If one is already a Christian and

part of the missionary community, while he is working on your teeth and
j

you are unable to say a word., he is apt to give you an extensive i

lesson in the Chinese roots of Korean words. If, on the other hand,

your Korean is excellent but you are not a Christian, he may take the

opportunity to share the Gospel with you.

10. 'Ecology *
I

Charlie Krauth is the only person involved in this area. See

"Agriculture" for a description of his work in ecology.
|

I

11. Other Involvements. .

'

In this area there were ten part-time involvements aunounting to

sixteen and one half per-cent of the total, and nine percent of bbth

part-time and full- -tine involvements.

In this category I placed those persons who did not fit clearly in

any of the above categories, but who are perceived by the missionaries

as part of their witness to Jesus Christ. These Involvements break down

into two general groups. The first atre those missionary wives who see their
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chief responsibility to be taking care of the Ghristiaji nurture of their

fcimilies. She second group were those who saw their area of involvement

as missionaxies to be that of writing. Martha Huntley has contributed

several articles to the Presbyterian Survey. She and Bets covered the

Global Missions Conference in Montreat. She has also published four

I

other articles in various publications. Her most recent project is a

book on the early missionaries in Korea, In it she hopes to tell about

these missionaxies as people and study the impact upon Korean culture

as well as upon the missionaries. Dot Hopper is another missionary

with literary talents. She contributes articles once a month to

the "Thoughts of the Times," a column in an English daily serving the

whole country. It might be added that she is also a poet. At the

farewell party for the Talmages who are retiring ai*ter forty years of

service, she read a long humorous poem commemorating their service here.



EVALUATION OF SURVEY

Upon revlevdng the activities of the PGUS missionary personnel in

Korea on the basis of these criteria, one cainnot help but be impressed

with the diversity of the involvements. Nearly every area of Christ's

recondLiation is somewhere covered. I am sure that if the involvements®

of the institutions which are associated with or supported by the

Presbyterian mission were subjected to the same criteria as the indivi-

duals, we would find even more diversity of witness. The scope of the

Presbyterian's work is impressive and it is far more wide-spread than

most people realize. The following critical reflections are not meant

to detract from this achievement, but rather to assist in the on-golng

process of striving to witness more totally to Jesus Christ.

All the levels are represented, but one may question whether the

levels of involvement are what they should be. This question is a pere-
I

nial question for any mission. Its answer rests upon many factors, such

as the actual situation, openings for missions, involvement of the Korean

Church, financial resources, etc; not to mention the guidance of the

Holy Spirit for that particular age. The present levels of involvement

may represent a fully adequte witness to the work of Jesus Christ as

required by the contemporary situation in Korea. But a few observations

are in order that may suggest the need to re-evaluate our present

levels of commitment.

I have previously asserted that personal evangelism Is thm tmp'

priority ,and the extablishment of ecclesiastical structures is a second
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priority. If this is the coirrect ordering, then the data suggests that

we have failed to maintain that order. The total number of involvements,

both full time and part-time for evangelism and ecclesiastical institutions

is the same; but there are fflo:s‘eJ;han twice as many f«HLJrtlsi9:.CtieME4iphients to

eceleai'asti-cat- tfPffWttllTloTrs as tlwe ace to evangellsrt. There are only

six full time involvements in evangelism. And of these three, David

Ross, Joe Hopper, and R. Goette are actually assigned as evangelists by

the Board of Missions. The Pminlaytieaeiiiiiw Otuiijrijih mrrma to have left ““evan-

gelism up to those who, on their own initiativeT"take up the task. The

large number of part-time involvements in evangelism, not to speak of the

clammerings of the full-time evangelists for more helpers and the immense

success of our present evangelistic efforts, sugget that there is still

great need in this area. One might raise the question whether we have

shifted our attention to the maintenance of the institutions we have

founded to the neglect of our primary task, which is the proclamation of

the Gospel. Here I do not suggest that we cease our active involvement

in institutions, but that we increase the number of full-time evangelists.

One might also question whether our witness is adequate in the

6ther low areas of economics, government, agriculture, and ecology.

Some may aorgue that in the face of great pilitical oppression and econo-

mic injustice, we need tohave a much more active witness in the area of

government and economics. But among the missionaries there does not seem

to be any concencus, either over how bad the situation

actually is, or on what the church's role ought to be. Indded the mission

seems to be deeply divided over this issue. There needs to be some

reflection on the problem and an attempt at forming some type of concencus.
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Korea has made tremendous progress in agriculture in recent years.

In a recent report published by the Asian Development Bank, it was noted

that of all the nations in Asia only Taiwan and i>outh Korea have been

able to effectively employ new agricultural tecnology and maintain levels

of production that are consistent with the needs of their populations,

(Time , may 23» 1977.) Thus there may not be the urgenfneed in Korea

for heavy mission involvement in this area, as opposed to the situation

of Bangladesh, But there is and always will be the need for a symbolic

expression of Christ's concern for the relationship between auin and the

lajid. It may be that Mr. Krauth has fulfilled this, but it seems that

other groups, such as Jesus Abbey and the Seventh Day Adventists, have done

a much better job. Perhaps the minimal witness of the mainline denomina-

tions which seem to have stressed the spiritual aspect of the Gospel to

the neglect of the material side have created a vacauip which as been

filled with various heretical sects. These sects, for example the Tong
<

II movement and Elder Park's Christian Town, stress the fact that God

gives material blessings to those who obey and follow him,^^

Ecology has already been mentioned as it relates to agriculture.

Yet it also includes man's care for the environment and his management of

the earth's resources which include energy. Excepting Mr. Krauth, there

is no witness in this area and to my knowledge there is little work done

in this area by the government. Korea is engaged in a prograjn of massive

industrialization which has uncioubtedly brought great benefits for the

people, but in the process Korea's life-style is beginning to iramitate

13a very good but somewhat dated presentation of all the major

sects in Korea is provided in the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic

Society , Vol. XLIII, 1^67.
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the wealthy Industrialized nations which consume and waste vast ajnounts

of energy. It seems that in the face of the impending energy crisis, there

is an urgent need for the mission to increase its witness in this area.

One possibility may be a reappraisal of our own use of energy. Since

we often live in lairge houses, rely heavily upon automobiles, we are

great energy consuiners. It may be more consistent with the Gospel, not

only in terms of ecology but also in terms of social justice, i f we

viere to seek ti apply alternate sources of energy, or maJce new living

arrangements. By the way we have lived, one may wonder whether we

have bom witness to the Gospel or to the American life-style.

The final atrea I wish to discuss is the fallen relationship between

brother and brother. All other areas of reconciliation were blaztantly

covered by our mission, except for thix one. It has already been obxerved

that reconciliation in this area is indeed taking place, and thus the gap

is partly accounted for either by lack of mention in the personal repoarts

of this activity or by the lack of a clearly defined role that makes

this activity clearly defineable. But none the less, it points us to

a possible axea where our witness could be Improved.

Besides the forms of personal reconciliation that may be taking

place, there seems to be the need for this to be excercised on a more

obvious scale. In Korea we live in a nation which is in a state of official

hostility with North Korea. In a very real sense, it is not just two

nations but brothers who are at enmith with one another. Here it seems is

the urgent need as well as opportunity for Christians to bear witness

to the reconciling love of Christ. It would perhaps be constructive if the
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Presbyterian Mission could explore means of bearing witness in this area.

There are admittedly very many difficulties. To name a few: A. A major

obstacle is the vested interest of both regimes in remaining in a state

of hostility. The maintenance of strong militaries and regimentation of

the population serve the double purpose of providing protection as well

as insuring the power of the two leaders, Kim II Sung and Park Chung Hee,

B. The very real threat of military invasion of the South by the North

must not be taken lightly. C, The Marxist ideology of the North, which

at its very heart is atheistic ajid brutally imperialistic, D/ The widely

accepted stricture against the church becoming Involved in political

matters, E. and the perceived helplessness of the church in the face of

such intractable build-ups of earthly power. These difficulties ajid

many more besides, however, do not excuse the church from the obligation

of seeking a more effective witness to the reconciliation 6hat is possible

in Christ.

In seeking to bear witness in this area, all efforts kust be solidly

gx'ounded on prayer for guidaince as well as intercessary prayer for the

governments and peoples of North and South Korea. I would propose that

the PCUS mission, on its own and later in collaboration with the Korean

Church, set aside the fifteenth of every month, which is the day of the

monthly air raid drill, for a time of intercessary prayer for the recon-

ciliation of the North and South, Prayer groups could be firmed all over

Korea,

In such groups a number of things could take place. There could be

repentence for the hatred we have all had for the North, The missionaries,

being foreigners and thus somewhat more detatched from the situation, could

takethe lead in loving our enemies, even when they are the North Koreans.
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There could be prayers for guidance as to what sort of action should be

taken. Lastly, there could be a spiritual warfare wa^ed against the

powers of darkness that are feeding upon and perpetuating the hatred and

hostility. If this last suggestion sounds sbjnewhat shananistic and an

i

insult to the sophistication of modem man, then it is well to remember

the words of St. Paul in which we are warned that, "We are not contending

against flesh and blood, but against the principalities, against the powers,

against the world rulers of the present darkness, against the spiritual

host of widkedness in the heavenly places. "(Eph. 6:12 f . ) The spiritual

nature of the conflict assures us that though we lack military power, we

do have spiritual power. "For though we live in the world, we are not

Carrying on a worldly war, for the weapons of our warfare are not worldly

but have divine power to destroy strongholds," (ll Cor. 10:3-^/) Surely

there are spiritual strongholds on both sides of the DMZ that must be

destroyed before reconciliation can become a reality. Unless we perceive

the situation in these terms ajid unless we embrace the ultimate solution

which is Christ, the church is powerless. Indeed, without the real power

given in Christ, it will only be a pitiful example of how men can cling

to fond, sentimental illusions.

Depending on the guidance of the Holy Spirit, perhaps missionaries
«

either of Asia or the V/est ought to seek to enter the North. Hov^ever, until

this becomes possible, our v/itness could have to rely chiefly upon such

things as Christian radio and smuggling in Bibles and other literature.

All this of course, presupposes that true reconciliation can take place

only in Christ, not in political or military conquest.
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Two other critical observations must be made that do not immediately'

appear from the data alone, but arise out of my total experience with the

Presbyterian Mission in Korea. They are observations tliat relate not

so much to the levels of invovleifient ,
but rather grow out of the first

and third principles that I asserted ought to inform the application of

the themes of reconciliation.

The first principle concerned the fact that each of these themes is

unified and forms a whole. But upon examining the actual practice of

missions, it seems that our witness is not whdLlstic, but fragmented. We

persistently bear witness to only one aspect of Christ's work without

showing it to be related to all the others.

For example, David Ross is an evangelist. He and his group con-

centrate largely upon the individual and his relationship to Jesus Christ.

Through David Ross and his work, the Holy Spirit has brought many

people into a life-transforming relationship with Jesus Christ. These

people have come from all walks of life, they thus have the opportunity

of bearing witness to a large portion of society. The focus of David's

work is evangelism; implicit in his work however are all the other dimen-

sions of Christ's reconciliation. This is particularly true when he is

preaching, for he points out these other areas of work. (The areas of

reconciliation between brother and brother and also between man auid woman

are not just seen from preaching, but also from the life of the group

itself, ) For the observer, however, the evajigelistic activity takes place

largel y in isolation from the other areas, such as government, economics,

and agriculture. Charlie Krauth is another example. He is working in

relative isolation on agriculture and ecology. He is not an evangelist
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except indirectly through the title of missionary. When non-Christians

see him and his work they do not see the total picture. They see the

agriculture but not its relationship to the rest of Christ's work'. They

may leave their encounter with Mr. Krauth vrith new ideas of how to improve

their nutrition or how to generate methane gase, but yet never encounter

Jesus Christ or see that they are related. (Of course Charlie may use the

opportunity of showing agricultural methods to bear witness to his

personal faith. I am speaking here only of the obvious witness fior the

unbeliever.

)

This concentration on only one aspect of Christ's work is not

necessarily bad, a missionary can not be everything all at once. If one

is to do something well he must achieve some level of specialization.

On the mission field there is the need for all kinds of experts. It is

not this specialization that poses the problem, rither it is that they

often function in relative isolation from one another. Thus the unity

between them is obscured. There is of course a unifying pi^inciple, .+

that each of the men is part of the body of Christ, and each of their

specialties bears witness to one of the areas of human existance that is

included in the reconciling work of Jesus Christ. But the "body',' so to

speak, is so spread out that unless one moves to a lofty vantage point that

is unavailable to most, particularly the non-Christian, the unity is not

realily perceived. For our witness to be more effective, all the dimensions

of reconciliation must be brought together in such a /ray that the rela-

tionship between them is immediately impressed upon the observer.

On the basis of the third guiding principle which stipulates that

our witness through action must be in the context of the Word of God that

clarifies and reveals the full meaning of the action, a second critical
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observation may be made. It seems that as one moves out of the two

''traditionaly "religious" dimensions of Christian witness; evangelism

ajid ecclesiastical institutions, there is the tendency to divorce one's

actions from the context in which the word of God is proclaimed. One

moves beyond the reach of the "Church" into the sphere of the secular.

The result is that we may have men and women engaged in these other

areas who may have a strong personal faith, (indeed the sole motivation

for their work may be their faith); but from the perspective of the

outside observer, their activities are not seen as informed by or as

standing in relationship to their faith and the community in which the

word of God is proclaimed that upholds their faith. Consequently their

actions lose their full symbolic impact and their usefullness as a wit-

ness to Jesus Christ is diminished. It is the Word of God that articu-

lates the meaning of the action and reveals its full intent. This

would be true even if all the dimensions of reconciliation were brought

together. Perhaps because this ideal possibility will be possible only

at the lend of time, the Word of God which points to that final moment

of fulfillment is even more necessary.

For an example one may return to Mr. Krauth’s work in agriculture.

Krauth is nart of a community in which the Word of God is proclaimed

but not in a way that easly incoroorates or s obvious to the people around him#

I would like to further illustrate this from one of aj own experiences.

It is not taken from the mission field but I am convinced that it could

have taken place on the mission field. Ofie summer I did Clinical Pastoral

Education in a slum in Richmond, Virginia. Five of us, all ministerial

students, worked in a community center an various types of social action.
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Our work and our community were, however, divorced from the evident

proclajnation of the Word of God. As a group we did not collectively

seek the Lord in prayer. We- never read Scripture and our preaching

was iA churches and^ congregations outside the area of our work. Among

us as a group there were none of the marks of the church. As a result,

the full meaning and impact of our works, and we didavgood many, was

missed hy the people. For the most part the people in the area did not

even realize we were Christians. They thought we were employed hy the

government. Despite our good intentions and our ultimate motivation

which was Jesus Christ, we failed to hear witness to Him. We failed

to point to Him as the ‘ultimate hope heyond our actions.

I repeat; A Christian witness cannot steind alone. It must he

coupled with the Word of God which provides the true meaning of those

acts. 3Chis meaning has heen obscured hy the veiling of sin. ^This may

sound very resttictive for it places all of our actions in the shadow of

t

the churchy But unless it is placed there, there is nothing very distinc-

tive about our work. A missionary doctor may hold dental clinics in the

rural areas. Even though he is a Christian there would be little differ-

ence between him ajid a government health team doing the same thing.

But if the missionary doctor took with him an evangelist who would tell

the Gospel in which the healing love of Christ was stressed, then the

clatifylng Word of God would he present. There would be no problem in

distinguishing the missionary from the government health team. (By the

way, this is the way Dr, Nieusma works when he goes into the field.)
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An Model for Hlsslans

In response to the last two critical observations concerning lack

of unit]^' and actions out of context with God's Word, I would like to

suggest a model for missions that may serve to bear witness to all the

dimensions of reconciliation, to maintain their unity in a way that is

obvious to everyone, and to do all this in the context of thA Word of

God which eveals the ultimate meaning of the missionaxy's actions. An

analogy of this type of model for missions would be a magnifying glass

that gathers up the diverse rays of sunlight and focuses them into one

highly visible polnt,^^

It seems to me that a model of mission work that would accomplish

this very thing would be to send out net single Issismslee , nor even

mere Christian, communities. Such a community, to

be a missionary community, would need to have at least the ifollowlng

characteristics,

1. It must be a full human community, providing its members with a

social system and a means of livelihood. The basic structure of the

community would be built upon the Word of God as preached and an made

misible in the regular administration of the sacrements according to

^^In a real sense oua' misadwam iMspitals achisvo this very thing.
They combine many of the dimensions of Christ's work| healing of the
body, personal evangelism, economics, etc; 2md place them all in the
context of the community where the Word of God is proclaimed. This is a

significant achievement and has been a great instrximent by which Christ
has brought many into his Kingdom. The witness that a hospital provides
however is somewhat limited because the hospital dees not provide a
readily emulateable model for Christian community. By virtue of its
specialization in healing emd the immense technicail- sophistication, it

does not provide a model for more normal human community. It may well

have been that in the early days of missions when the hospital was a part

of every mission compound, that they may have provided a more adequate

model than they do today.
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Christ's Institution aind upon prayer.

2. The conmunity nust earn its own livelihood through whatever

means are employed hy the natives, providing that they are not opposed

to the Christian faith. For instance, if the community is in a rural

airea, then farming ought to be the means of support; if in the city pere—

haps small factories could be established. Outside support ought to

be discouraged,

3. The community must strive for a relative degree of self-suffi-

ciency and independences from the existing economic, social, and govern-

mental and religious systems. This is necessary if it is to have its

own systems informed by the Christian faith and not by the prevailing

culture,

4. While striving for autonomy and independence, the community®

must not be isolated from the world, but be in the very midst of it.

Isolation may result from many other things besides geograp|iic isolation,

A great discrepancy in weadth amd life-style, lamguage and cultural

differences, and an unloving condescending attitude on the part of the

missionaries can cause isolation. If the community is isolated it is

like placing a light under a bushel, no one cam see the light.

5. The community nust be open, not closed. AH would be free to

come and. participate in the life of the community, thus making it possible

'"^to receive Christ, but receive him in a context that shows his recon-

ciliation includes not just their .souls but every dimension of their life.^^

^5 I have no desire to undertake a polemic aiga?nst mission compounds.
But often the mission compound has been anything but open. It's walls and
the Immense difference of wealth between the Inside and outside have often
served to hinder the people in accepting Christ, The compound has also
served to communicate the western life-style which may or may not be
consistent with the Gospel, Despite all the drawbacks to mission compounds,
the PCUS witness in Korea has been enormously effective. The compound has
enabled the missionaries to minimize the problems of living in an alien
culture, primarilyln regards to raising their children. These ideaJLs
of community which I suggest are not meant for everyone, only the faw
that are willing and able to make the sacrifice.
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6, As soon as there is one convert, education programs must be started.

Such programs do not take place outside of the commuiity, rather educa-

tion must be in the form of the convert joining in the life and study of

the community itself.

7. As the original members of the missionary community retire or

»

die, their places would be filled not with other mission2u:les but with

the native Christians.

These are just general points. The structure of an actual missionary

community would of course have to be worked out in much more detail.

I feel that this would be a highly effective meauis of being witness to

the totality of God's reconciling work in Jesus Christ. The ideed of

community itself being the most effective witness to God amd his work

seems to be supported by the fact that God himself in history ised

community as the means of communicating the revelation of Himself to all

mankind. The Holy Scripture is the history of two communities which God

(

called out from among all the peoples of the earth. In the Old Testament

God called out Israel and made her existence possible by his mighty acts

of salvation. At Pentecost, through the power of the Holy Spirit, God

raised up the New Israel, the Church of Jesus Christ. Both in the common

life of these peoples and in God's Word which they were commissioned to

proclaim, the reconciliatbn brought by God for the whole world was bom

witness to,

AfterTi the New Testament, Church history is fillea with examples of

men seeking to express the totality of the new life in Christ by forming

communities. Indeed church history is the history of a community, the

church. But the monestaries of the Middle Ages axe a special example, as
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is the Genva that John Calvin was instrumental in founding. In Geneva

every dimension of life was placed in the context of, andhad its meaning

in relation to, the Word of God, This was a great witness to Ihe totality

of Christ's reconciling work,

I would like to give one final example of how community itself was

explicitly used as a means of conducting the missionary task of bearing

witness to all the dimensions of Christ's work. This was the evangeliza-

tion of England which took place around 600 AD under Pope Gregory, Next

to St, Paul's work, it was perhaps the most affective missionary campaign

in history. The details of this community approach to missions are

recorded in an unpublished i>aper written by Father Archer Torrey, entitled

Gregorian Missionary Methods. The following quotes are taken from that

paper.

When it was decided that it was the time to evangelize the Barbarians

of the North, Pope Gregory organized a team of forty missionaries. He

placed them under the leadership of one of the most matu^ leaders in

the church of Italy, not a man of action but a man of prayer. All of thes e

men believed in the power of prayer and they had already spent a number

of years together in a close-knit community. There were no individualists

among th^m, they were truly a team.

The team Included not only clergy, ( auid they seem to have picked
up some priest-interpreters in Paris on their way), but the
famous Deacon James, catechist and musiciaui, who later stayed at
his post when his bishop fledj the choir-boy Honorius, who grew
up in the country, had all his education in ^Jie country, and became
the fifth Archbishop the last of the mxsslonaries and the
first to be educated entirely within the country. Within his
one lifetime the Church in England became admost entirely inde-
pendent of the missionau:les. But there were atlso, in addition to
the catechists and preaohers, ( and probably doctors, masons and
farmers, for this team proi>osed to support itself by its own
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labor and In supporting themselves they also taught the natives
the art of making mortar and erecting buildings of masonry as
well as the latest scientific farming methods, for which the*
Land of Kent has been famous ever since.

The effect of this approach was astounding,

•*The sight of this and of cultured foreign gentlemen laboring
with their own hands to support themselves and doing work which
the proud native warriors considered only fit for women, all
in order that they might learn of Jesus, had a moving effect upon
the brutal Saxon beyond all words. The missionaries arrived in
the Spring. By Christmas, ten thousand native men, besides
women and children, presented themselves for Baptism in the
Medway River. But they did not stop at merely being baptised.
Many of them joined the missionaries and soon the compound had
more natives than foreigners. These rei&arkable missionaries
began from the beginning to train native leadership and native
clergy not by organizing a school separate from the missionaries,
but taking the natives into their own homc( and the forty
missionaries had only two homes...) and sharing with them their
meals, their prayers, their labor, and their studies. That the
training was thorough is indicated by the example of Deusdedit,
anan from Surrey who was converted in the first preaching of
tne Gospel in that country. This man csime to the theological
college ( the Abbey' ) the year he was oonverted, when the
mission had been in the country forty years. Eighteen years
later he became the first native Archbishop,

In the years immediately following the arrival of the first team of

forty, there were only twelve more sent. As the members of the team

died they were replaced by natives. The rapid indigenIzatlon and

self-sufficienty of the resulting church is testified by the

fact that by the 96th year after the team's arrival, missionary ad-

ministration ended and there were only native Archbishops. The lltth

year marked the end of missionary influence in theological education.

The lessons contained in this little segment of -uicient church

history may well hold the seminal ideas for a vad.id and much needed new

model for present day missions, I feel that it is a viable option for

the Presbyterian'. Chnrchlin its mission work in Korea and pezbaps even

moreso in new mission fields, such as Bangladesh. Its application
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however should not he limited to must the mission field. I believe

this same model, if implemented in the midst of the well-established

church in America may hold the key to a new vitalization and revival

of the American Church,

In a place such as Korea, this type of witness would not exclude the

other more specialized witnesses. It would rather serve to compliment

them, and serve the symbolic function of demonstrating the relatedness

of all the witnesses. As an example of how such a community may help

bear witness to the total work of Christ, let us return to the example

of David Ross and others. David Ross works primarily in evangelism, .He

may in his preaching point outhe totality of the reconciling work of

Christ, But how much more effective his witness would be if those with

whom he workds coiild go ajid participate in such a mission community for

a while. There they could see clearly how Christ reconciles not just

indifiduals but economic systems, political systems, and man's relation-

ship to the land. They could return with a(new vision of the totality of

Christ's work. Andthey could set about with renewed enthuiasm and concrete

ideais to transform the systems in which they must live. When skeptics

say Christ has nothing to do with economics or whatever, they could say,

”YES he does! I've seen it with my own eyes. Go see for yourself! *'

Or think of Charlie Krauth, In order to learn more about agricultural

techniques, his neighbors oould join the community for awhile. There it

would be possible for them to not only learn about agriculture but to

see how it is related to the total Christian life. They may even meet

Christ, and meet Him as one concerned with them as farmers living close

to the eaxth.
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In conclusion: In this paper I have sought to develop a theological

rubric that describes the various dimensions of the full scope of

Christ's reconciling work, I have applied that rubric to the work of the

Presbyterian Church US in South Korea and then made some suggestions as

to how we may more effectively fulfill the mandate of bearing witness

to the reconciliation brought by Jesus Christ, There is obviously much

need for further clarification of these categories amd the interpretive

principles. And on their basis many other critical observations may

be made concerning mission work in Korea, This work is far from complete,

but in my personal experience of being a missionary i£ Korea, I nave

found these criteria extremely helpful. They provided me with a means

by which to evaluate my esperlence, but more importantly they helped

bring coherence to a huge diversity of missionary activities and revealed

them all to be profoundly related,

I believe that these criteria and interpretive principles that

f

define the dimensions of Christ's reconciliation and inform our under-

standing of the relationships between them, can be used to clarify not

just mission work but the work of the whole Church, They may serve to

challenge the church always to restlessly exapnd the scope of its

witness to Jesus Christ, At this time, as the Koream Church approaches

its hundredth anniversary, it would be especially challenging to ask

whether the Koreaui Church is bearing witness to the total work of Jesus

Christ, Or hats its witness only been partial, and tnus robbed the

Gospel of its mighty power not just to trauisform inaivlduals but whole

societies? I leave further speculation on this question up to the reader.
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February l6, 1974,

Dear Friends

i

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the
Mission Policy Statement of our Church, passed by
our 58th General Assembly»-which also commemmorated
the 20th Anniverary of our new departure for Mission
as the Presbyterian Church in the Republic of Korea.

This statement was drawn up over a long period
of time, and with much deep and frank discussion.
It rsfl'^cts our pride in our achievements, together
with humility in the recognition of our weaknesses.
We feel that this Statement successfully brings to~
aether two divergent emphases which exist within our
Church, without compromising either of them* namely
the emphasis on the Church’s m.ission in society and
the world, along v/ith that of evangelism—the
Church’s very reason for being. The Statement was
passed with standing applause. Considering the dif-
ferent viewpoints among us, this was certainly not
to be expected.

Because of the support that was shown by the
whole Church, we have every hope that we may have
success in carrying out our mission in this land
as we move into the future in faith and courage.

Pray with us that we may be faithful to our
calling in the difficult times facing the Church.

Yours sincerely.
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THIL’ III SSIOK POLICY
OP

THE PREGBYTERIAK CHURCH IN THE REPUBLIC OF KORE/.

^ • Introduc t i on

1. The Churih under Providonco

Vio believe it was God's gracious providence that the Chosen
Theological Seminary, the former name of the Hankuk Theological Semi-
nary, should have been born at the very last moment of Japanese rule
when nc theological seminary was left open in Korea, Ue look back
with thanksgiving to the days when the Chosen Theological Seminary
could carry, under the grace of God, the task of training the much-
needed Christian leaders for all the Churches in Korea in spite of
the ruthless pressure of Japanese Imperialism.

With the national liberation on i^ugust 15i 1945i "tiie whole
population was stirred up by the long-awaited freedom, and the
Christian churches were excited by the newly given opportunity for
mission, ht such a heightened, yet somewhat confused moment of his-
tory, the Chosen Theological Seminary was again able to carry out
successfully the task of raising high a theological banner which
reorientated the Korean Church to a more profound direction. We

thank God for this also.

The pain inflicted upon us, in return for our pioneering ef-
forts, however, was groat. The leaders of the Chosen Theological
Seminary wore condemned as heretics and their sympathizers wore ex-
pelled from the pulpits. Out of this pain was born the Presbyterian
Church in the Republic of Korea (PROK), wdiich was to contribute,
under God's guidance, to the whole Chiirch in Korea the spirit of

freedom—freedem of belief, of conscience, and of academic study

—

having a spirit of ecufiicnical action, and a thrust for social justice.
We thanlc and praise God for his gracious providence which provided
a place for us in the histor;/ of the Korean Church by which we oould
be an instrviment of God to help the Churches in Korea to bo truly
Christ's Church it such a critical period of history.

2. Our Missionary Situation

The Church, with 20 years' tradition of which we are proud,
is now confronting a radically new and challenging future through
the 70s and 80s toward the 21st century. This is a time when the
Church must engage in a soul searching self examination, and recommit
herself to the new t;isks which the coming age presents to her.

Ivhat is, then, the missionary situ^.tion before us? We see, with
the population explosion, man's basic right for food, clothing and
shelter is threatened; with the insane empnasis on the development
of secondary industries, man's survival is threatened by the pol-
lution of air, land and water, and also by the exhaustion of natural
resources. Furthermore, cvcr-incrcasing industrialization reduces a
man to a more part of a gigantic production machine. The swelling
tide of individualism and materialism destroys human communities by
poisoning human values and alienating persons, thus widening the gap



betweon person and person, persons and God. ns a result, v;0 sec
the clouds of practical atheism growing darker around ub- Making a
bad situation worse, recently we have been faced with a situation
in which freedom of public confussion and the right to take social
action is suppressed, and oven the freedom to keep silence is cur-
tailed.

Vvc are not, howoTor, afraid of any situation. Even tho climate
of peril and confusion, of restriction and suppression, of impri-
sonment and martyrdom cannot discoviragc us from doing the task
given us by our God, who is the Lord of history. Our Church under
God's protection has overcome numerous challenges from within and
without. Vie have experienced, by God's mysterious working, the
further advancement of the Gospel through hardships. Hand in hand,
we must advance to our mission field which is God's, being thankful
for our past, and expecting groat things from our Lord.

II. Se 1 f_ Lxamination

/*s we look back on our past, wo discover strong as well
as weak points. Lith pride and thardcsgiving, we recollect the
following as our contribution to Korean society and Church.

1. The Theology of Liberation

Our Church, from tho beginning, insisted that the Korean
Church should bo liberated from tho self-absolutizing conservative
theology. This implies not only a positive use of Biblical criti-
cism, but also the liberation of humanity from the stifling chains
of legalism and traditionalism. At the same time, this means the
declaration of faith in the creation of God, who makes all things
new. Furthermore, w'e endeavored to create our own indigenous theo-
logy, thereby recovering our self-identity, be believe that such
an effort of our Church has contributed to the total atmosphere of

the theological enterprise in Korea.

2. Promoting the Ecumenical Spirit

Out of our bitter experience with dogmatic conservatism,
from tho start, we warned ourselves and others against a self-
righteous and authoritarian attitude on the part of any denomina-
tion, and urged close team work with ecumenical mevoments within
and without the country. Believing in unity in diversity, we lead
the way on the ecumenical front in many different mission enter-
prises and ecumenical actions in spite of denominational and theo-
logical differences, we are thankful for this also.

3. Cultivation of a New Style of Christian Living

The prevalent stylo of Christian living in Korea has been
a fanatic and other-worldly, legalistic and aurhoritari ">n one.



Against this distorted view, our Church presented the principle of

incarnation as a base for Christian living. We emphasized the posi
tive meaning of life in the world. We stressed the importance of
the Church's active participation in social and political actions,
and tried to overcome the attitude of negating the present world,
seeking only the blessings of the world to come. Furthermore, we
tried to replace authoritarianism with a spirit of servanthood,
and legalism with a spirit of freedom aixd mutual respect. We take
pride in this and thank God for it.

In spite of all these gifts from above, we cannot help but
humbly confess our manifold shortcomings.

4* Confusion in the Christian Way of Life

Our manifest effort in iree theological activities has
often been mistaicen by some members of the Church as being a total
rejection of the reformed tradition; the rejection of the fanatic,
other-worldly tendencies in the Church as permission for a loose
life without any discipline in the devoted spiritual life. Further
more, the emphasis on the Church's participation for social justice
has often weakened the spirt of stewardship and belief in life
after death.

5 . Confusion in the Understanding of Mission

There has been unnecessary dichotomy between different
emphases on mission, i.e. numerical increase vs. qualitative im-
provement. This controversy has arisen from the f..ct that the num-
ber of PROK Churches has not increased since the beginning of our
Church. There has been, on the one hand, such a tendency to stress
the importance of numerical increase, that some people doubted, or
sometimes, even flatly T'ejected the orientation of our theology
and Christian faith. There has been, on the other hand, a tendency
which belittles the seriousness of numerical standstill, placing
the sole emphasis on qualitative improvement. However, the two
need not be mutually exalusive.

We believe, however, that these weaknesses can become a moti-
vating power and a guiding )iand as we make a renewed effort to make
further contributions for the Church's mission for tomorrow.

III. Definition of Mission and Mission Theology

As we face the open future with pride in the 20 years'
history behind us, we have to ask ourselves a fundamental questioii:

"What is the rationale for our existence in this land as a separate
Church?" The reason for the PR^K's continued existence is the
specific mission which is entrusted to us.

1. Definition of Mission

^ire exists only when it is in flame. In the same way.

3



i Gliurch r,:;ists only v.hen it onguges in mission. The rationale for
'.i;' Church's existence is, therefore, to bo found in the mission
o which wo are assigned. Vvhat, then, is our understanding of mission?

I'liscion is initiated by Christ’s charge, "Go unto the ends of
'..be world and preach the Gospel to all people. (Lk. 13sl5)* This
charge is given to the .members of the Church, be are to carry it
cn.t wherevo.’’ v;e are. be are to witness to the Gospel of Jesus Christ
ar; those obliged (as Faul said) to do so, to all people. (horn. 1 : 14 )

'Ai should be eager to tell the good news to our people, as Paul was
fRotn. 95l“3) eager to tell it to his people, be should lot our
people know about Jesus Christ so that through him they may become
now people and transform Korea into God’s kingdom.

2. Theology of Mission

hll the disciplines of Christian theology are to be orieriT^

tated for mission, which is something like the shooting of an arrow
towards the object. Mission is the shooting of the Christian mes-
s..;.ge found in the Gospel to the human soul and tc the heart of
culture and of history.

Theology of mission, therefore, claims to be the Kissio Dei of

the Creator, and to convey correctly the will of His salvation to

man and the world. It is the science of service in the spirit of

Christ, "through whom all things become new" (Ro<^. 21:5) and ‘’all

comes from him, all live by hicif all ends in him" (Rom. 11:3b).

Therefore, we must understand correctly the meanin^ of the
mission of God, who works both in man and in the world, and proclaims
the whole Gospel of Christ oven in the midst of hindrances and suf-
ferings. It is the spirit of those who are called for such mission
that the individual Christian and his Church should confess their .

faith in Jesus Christ correctly and courageously in any moment and
in any historical situation, and they should acknowledge this mis-
sion tc be their greatest pride and privilege.

In this spirit, we refuse to worship man as deity and we negate
the attituio cf despising man as a lower creature, and we fight
against all triC powers that misuse or destroy the order of justice
and poa.ee of God.

The Tlioclo^jy of mission is tc teach and train individual
Christians and the Church to maintain a spirit of mission.

Thv Theology of mission, therefore, does not aim at an apolo-
getic effort for doctrines or for the expansion of a denomination,
but tries to plant the wholeness of God’s salvation in the soil of

our culture and history, be should also try to care for the one

earth tnat is given by God and endeavor to permeate with the good
nows of Christ God’s created nature, lamenting pollution.

- 4 *•



The Church is commissioned to renovate the history of our na-
tion v;ith the Gospel. This commission should not bo limited to

’specialists” (pastors, evangelists and missionarios otc .

)

but the

i^hole people of God should be engaged in the mission of the Church.
The Church, therefore, is not the only place v.hcro mission should be

carried out, but wherever a Christian is present, there should be

the place of mission.

bherever there is mission, there is the Church.

For such a wide-ranged strategy of mission, all tho methods of

communication that modern science has devised should bo adequately
and effectively used. The pulpit of the Church, of course, should
be the key place for proclaiaiing the Christian message, but it is
absolutely necessary to make use of literary works, radio and T.V. otc.
as org;,iriS of mission enterprise. Ue are called to ’'preach the word
and keep at it in seasbn and out of season’.’. (2 Tim. 4^2)

I V

.

Task

o

f_ i'll s o i on_

1. Fission Situation

Tho Gospel never changes, but the form of tne Church, en-
trusted bj- tne Gespol has always been changing according to time and
nation. The primitive Church is not the same as that of tho Fiddle
Fges, and the same Churen as tnc-t of the risformation cannot be found
in our land in the present ago. The mission situation today demaiids

that the renewal of our Church be relevant to tne preseni, historical
moment in our land.

Observing the mission engaged in by St. Paul, wo find that the

task and methods of his mission varied according to the situatioii.
In Philippi, he preached the Gospel by a river (hots lt:13^- Semo-
times he carried out his mission activity in a prison (dots 16:2gff}?
in Thessalonica, he preached in tho Jewish synagoguo (acts l/:l,2j;
in nthons, he preached on tho mountain of nreopogas to tho philoso-
phers (acts lY^l^ff); in Caesarea, he preached at court (Acts 20.6ff);
and when he was shipwrecked, ho preached on the raging sea (j.cts 23;

21ff).

The mission situations were varied in St. Paul's missionary
career. One thing is very clear: tho task of mission differs from
sitiiatiun to situation.

The Fission cituation. toCa^ is changing in accordance with the
historic... 1 and social changes of our country. Even in the same city
or village, there arc many types of mission to meet the needs of
those whoso lives differ because of the varying specializations an.I

func-tions bein
,
carried out. There are different ways of mission

for those in industrial sociatios, even according to wnat they pro-
duce:. The ways of missicxi cannot bo uniform, but must take into
oensidoratton definite knowledge axid characteristics of each situa--
tie*, fer mission.



The Tiissicn policy cf cur Church, theroforc', necda to cicknow-
IcdgG the adoquato tnissicn tasks according; to tho following
mission situations.

2« Riiral Mission

Rural life has bGcn greatly challenged by rapid social
changes, and yet it is true that the life inherited end indigenizod
for centuries under the influence of the popular and national cul-
ture is still maintained. Mar*y of our people are trying to escape
the problems of poverty, sickness and oppression by flight to the
comfort, hope and courage they find in various superstitions and
shamanistic faith which are common in the rural scciexy.

The mission cf the Church in the rural areas has to replace
these mistaken forms of faith with the Christian faith, which we be--

lieve is the best way to find true happiness, comfort, and courage
to live, sc that the Church with her mission should make the com-
munities where the Church is located into little kingdoms cf God.

In the earlier days cf Korean Church history, the rural churches
were the centre cf education and all the cultural activities tea-
ching people the scientific and rationalistic life. Today, however,
all such functions needed for the people, have been handed over to
the Government agencies and social organizations. Rural life has
been changing with developed systems of transportation and with all
the benefits of modern culture. It is totally different from what
it used to be. The rural Church must recognize these charges and
conveniences, nnd yet she cannot retreat from the essential task
cf mission, that is, the Church has to teach *’a manner of life which
is worthy of the gcspol cf Christ” (Phil. 1;27).:

Firstly, the Church must teach a philosophy cf life tc the
people cf rural areas. The Church cannot sit idle watching the
drift cf ijopulation to cities. Instead she should let the people
know that the places vje inherited from our forefathers should bo
made into paradise, and thus become the basis of #ji;i Kingdcfi of God
on +his earth. Ue must keep up the tradition of simple-hearted
human relationships and build up new morals, correcting and uprooting
social evils and corrupted materialism derived from city life. The

rural Church also has a duty to speak out to maintain the beauty of

nature and keep God’s creation from being subjected tc futility
(liom. 8:20) and to set it free from the bohdage of decay.

Secondly, it is not right to urge the rural people tc be re-
signed by their faith to the inconveniences of life: poverty, ine-
quality a.nd injustice under which they are oppressed because of

social conditions. Instead, the Church must teach the people to

correct social inC'.iUaliti«;;B and injustices, and protest against
ill-treatment of humanity and build up a creative life and a co-
operativo spirit as life principles.

— 6 ^



Thirdly, the rural Church should also teach people to Icyg

nature and protect it as CTc'd's gift to man. The Church cannot re-

main an idle onlooker v;h:Llo urharites hunt the birds and beasts and
destroy the beauty of creation, 'which can only be found in the coun-
try, for thoir enjoyment and life of luxury. The rural Church has a

task for mission in maj.ntaining the natural beauty of surroundings
and in keepin,' a harmonious life with Mother hature, as the Bible
describes; ''‘the calf end the lion and thcj latlin," together, and a

little child shall lea.l thorn.. .The suckin.;,* child shall play over
the hole of the asp, and the v.eancd child shall put his hand on
the adder’s don. (is. 11 ;5, d)

Fourthly, the rural Cnurch must warn ai-^ainst denominational
competition and n>. t be involved in doctrinal strife, and must cor-
rect the mistakes of fanatical Christian faith influenced by the
indiprenous shanianism.

hhen a church is involved xn denominational ccrapetiticn, no
matter how it tries to keep tne ripht doctrines, it may well become
a serious stumblin^ block in the way of mission, while a fanatical
faith often destroys the peace of a family and tends to brin,^ about
disorder in community life, so that tno Christian faith itself may
become an obst>-,clc for mission.

3 . Urban Mission

It is ,;onerallj' truv^ that the urban churches today hare
faced in a practical way the increasing- phenomena of do-humanization
derived from all kinds of private corruption and social evils re-
sultin'; from the modernization of cities.

It is ur,;ont that tne Church avoid the temptation of beinh; a,

meetinp; place for oxtrava ant tastes c.nd habits of culturally min-
ded people or of intellectuals emphasizin;; social foclin;: and
cultural interest.

The Church must proclaim 'salvation today" to the people of

the busiest downtown area and to the leisured folk of the suburbs.

The f cllowirii'C should bo ccncidGred in the li<pht of the task
for mission:

First, the Church must bo a pl;;cj for citizens whe are undor-
privilevjc^d and alienated from the normal life by unhealthy capital-
ism, and Christians should be fri jnds ..aid truu n'ei chbers of those
who are suffering- un/ier the effects of modernization. The Churoh
must try to be av -rc of the poor in the v^cricus social problems
caused by poverty, and help the people i;.revent such problems in ad-
vance, while bein.j; faithful to its respci.sibility of "preachin.^: the
Gospel to the poor

7



Socondly, it ib true tliat tho value, cf and the
di^iiity of ir.an has bojun to bo lost in the. corcplicatod structures
of modern society, and the Church st^indinj^ in the midst of such
BOci>jty, thorofero, should sp-.;-;-k by proxy for those v.ho are rejre.t--

tably de.privcd of basic hvmian ri/phts ai-o. freedoms. The Church also
must always be concerned v.ith oliminatinj the various elements
lcadinf5 to dc-humanis tion.

Thirdly thw' Church should recover h.;r prophetic im^jc by pro-
nouncinj" on the social ovils and injustices IoriVv.d from the povor
structure censpirinj v.ith c

: j i tafdisn. and at the same time the Church
must proclaim its divine ccmu.issiun as the sufferin^^ servant, that
she should liv^ and di. for the nation in the spirit of our Lord
Jesus Chijri^t.

Fourthly, the Church m.ust constantly be avvure cf all kinls cf

literary vicrks of the present time that attract urbanites. The
Church m.ust also express her ov.n criticism cn those v^orks in the
light of the fact th^:.t the spirit of culture should net be content
with secularism but shcul..i pcsitiv-ly side v;ith the eacrod for
gloria doi.

Fifthly, it is also the Cnurch*s t-..sk tc make the city beauti-
ful and keep erdwr v-t any time. The to.sk cf the Chui’ch is not only
to be ccncernod for thw subiimity and beauty of the Ciiui'ch buildinj,
but also to endeavour tc speak out for city beautifying mcvem.-nts,

serving the areas where a church stands, atid to this end, the Church
must streiigthon th.j coiiscionce of tuc coiiiiiiunity tc love and help
each other.

4. Special kinistrics

l.e are living in a pluralistic society vyhich is oxtr’.^fiioly

specialized and f uncticin.lizcd. The Chui’ch
,
which exists for today

and plans for tomerrov;, miist find tasks for mission in such a plural-
istic society. This moans that tno Church should expand the field
of its tv.rget fP?..; mission from the traditional activities -'within

the church*' <and ’’for believers cnly-' tc th.j sccioti-s of the armed
forcos, industry, schccls, hospit'.ls, prisons and fclicc stations.
Such fields may well be the *'gcldon fishing greund-' for success in
m.ission vdthin a short period cf time, but the Church is not at

the memont ready for such fields.

Of course, we can see some sporadic enloavors seme inlifi-
duals who are especially interostol, but the Church as a whole is

hesitating tc understand c.iA support them fully. Becaus.e cf such
negligence, such special m.inistrios hr-.v. net been fully devclcped.
Thorof cr'-

,
the Chirch must c; on h.r eyes tc see these fi,elds. In

n^oroa, a great mission fioli cf C.0J,000 milit-iry porsc >nel is now op»n.

«. 0



The increasing number of the industrial society is also an untrodden
field for mission. The academic societies of primary, secondary
schools and colleges, which are training the future loaders of the
nation, are attractive fields for mission.

The hospitals whore men aro suffering from all kincP of diseases
are over open fields for tne good nows of comfort and new creation.
The prison and police stations have recently bogiur* to bo conceived
as effective mission fields.

Cur Church, however, is not fully ready for these specialized
ministries. For suen heavy tasks of our Church, it is no doubt
necessary for local churches to be equipped for the divine commis-
sion of Missio Dei, which has already been working in these spe-
cialized fields.

Our Chxirch cannot ignere such new fields, if we really Join
to accomplish Ged's mission in this country.

^ • The yi s

i

0n_ _o f_ thc_ St ruc_;^r
o__

of_ Missi on

Considering the abcve-<»rcenticnod areas and tasks for the mission
of our Church, we have to revise the structure of mission for its
greater effectiveness owing to the following Reasons:

1. Reasons for the Revision

First, it is true that the idea of mission has been defined
in the thought of the fcudalistic society, sc that the mission has
been understood only in terms of the charismatic authority of the
•paster, and the idea of the priesthood of all believers” of the
Reformation has not been concretely put into practice. Furthermore,
a democratic way of training in the mission-oriented life for all
members of the Church ht;s not been fully developed. It is time to

say clearly that every Christian should bo aware of himself as the
key person for the mission of the Church.

Second, it is also true that the traditional understanding of
mission has been centered in the expansion of a denomination to em-
phasize only .*?my Church” and ”my parish”, and not been concerned
seriously with the community where the church is located. The
Church has not been paying any attention to developing the community
leading tc a welfare society.

Third, the Church has not been positive in cultivating a new
stylo cf life and worship in accordance with the changing society.
Until now, being loyal tc .’’dcctrine and creed” in a legalistic way
has been too much emphasized. Sometimes an effort for a now type
cf wrrship has been regarded as heretical. How can a Christian
laborer who has to work on Sunday in a factory or industry attend
the morning service at eleven o'clock? A special type of worship
for such persons should be taken into consideration.

, 9 -



Fourth, we have heard about and entaged in mission in the line
of a ”ccmc structure”, inviting and demanding people to come to the
church. Church attendance has boon stressed and the image of a true
believer is looked upon only as one who is faithful in attendance
and generous with offerings at the Sunday service. The harmony be-
tween Sunday worship and everyday life has not been much taken into
consideration. Devotion and religious experience in the church
must not be contradictory to behaviour and daily life outside the
church. The message of the Church, therefore, should not bo con-
fined to the form of "come structure”, but should include a "go
structxiro” towards society.

2. The Structure of Renewal

The basic spirit of Protestantism is to be found in "semper
reformanda”. The outer conditions of social, national, and inter-
national situations urges our Church to think seriously of its
reason for being, but the inner conditions of our Chiirch now re-
quire it to re-arrange its structure for mission for the effective-
ness of its proclamation of the good newt! for man and history. The
organization and structure of the Church, modelled and formed in the
agricultural society, has to be adjusted and reformed according to
the present days of urban culture and industrialization and also to
the rural situations which have rapidly changed. City life has boon
threatened and become uneasy because of the explosive increase in
population, iill the stJ^ndards of value have been upset owing to in-
dividualism and materialism; the phenomena of do-hurrianization has
also been exposed by an extreme emphasis on self-interest and self-
advantage. It is clear, therefore, that a church, cont.rollod only
by the minister’s authority, constituted by the people of the same
locality or by theological and confessional uniformity, can hardly
BclvG the various human and social problems arising from the cir-
cumferences of a city which needs thw ready and prompt services of

the Church. It is also true that an industrial society is not able
to have the same church structure as the normal situation of the
"come structure” of the Church, which is centred in Sunday services
and the church building. The mission of a church in an industrial
area must be to speak out for a right and proper human relationship
and for conscientious administration, and must also speak out for
good relations between labor and management and for the guarantee
of jobs for laborers. The Church cannot side with the capitalist's
exploitation by tolling the lo.bcrors to be patient with the xxnfair

dealing, and yet the Church cannot encourage or advice strike action.
Instead, the Church should bo wise to proclaim "what is the will of

God, what is good and acceptable," (Rom. 12:2) standing between
management and laborers in order to teach a philosophy of life which
would make the nation a paradise of social -welfare.

it is also necessary to find a now strr.cture for mission aiming
at forming a life fhiicsephy in the areas t f special ministries, suph
as schools, tvrmy, hospitals, prisons, and with those dgtaiped at

police ataticna. It must bo made clear that the "pci^fer belongs
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God” (Fs. 62:12) and that Josus Christ thu Kin^* of Peace, is the
only one who gives peace cn earth. (John 14i27)«

Firstly, our Church must try to find a suitable structure for
mission in all kinds of educational institutions. Education must
not be only a way to convoy knowledge and techniques, but also must
advocate that a life philosophy for man's true value can also be
found in the truth of Jesus Christ, which gives man true freedom.
This means that a structure for education must be identified with a
structiire for mission.

Seccndly, the healing mission for the sick must try tc find a
structure, not expressing a kind of confession or denomination, nor
emphasizing the numerical strength of the Church, but merely lea-
ding the patients tc believe in Jesus Christ, the only one who cures
all kinds of diseases.

Thirdly, the structure for ''mission in both prison and police
station” must net be a type which accuses or condemns the criminal,
but which introduces a new life threugh Jesus Christ and his truth
to both examining officials and criminals, sc that the former should
be guided to find another Examiner, the Judge of all men, and the
latter should bo led tc decision for a nev. life threugh repentance
and forgiveness.

Fourthly, some other special mission such as coffee shop mini-
stry and mission for prostitutes, should bo constructed along the
following guidelines; (i) They should be free from the type of
mission carried on in the church; (iij They must consider the mis-
sion areas in the light of sociological observation and of depth-
psychology; (iii) the method of the mission should be decided taking
into consideration the outcome of the totality of scientific, st-cio-

logical and psychological research; (iv) Persons who are engaged in
these special ministries must be "men full of faith and of the holy
spirit” (i.ets 6:5)f lost after preaching te others they themselves
should be disqualified.” (l Cor. 9«27)

Explorat ion of Power and its Mobili zati on

It goes without saying that the exploration of power for iIjSls-

sion and its mobilization arc undoubtedly required in order tc ful-
fill our tasks for mission today and tomorrcYio

1. The Zeal For Mission

First of all, the mission activity is carried away by the
zeal for mission. It may bo a futile effort if the Church is not
burning with zeal for mission, no matter how good a definition we
may have of mission theology, how carefully wo define the missiep^
task, how reascnablo a theology of mission wo adopt

^
nor how gppd <,
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an arrangement we ma,y have fer misBion structure. The zeal for mis-
Bion does not ceme from man himself, hut it is a blessing and grace
which comes from God, v;hc sent his cnly sen to this world. Gcd
gives this zeal to a special person whom he selects, but he also
gives it tc those who ask (Matt. 5 ’42) and also to those whe ear-
nestly desire it (l Cor. 12;3l)<>

The Church has a duty to teach the people tc have this zeal,
and to load each of them tc to conscious cf himself as ''debtor''

(Rem. 1;14) and "as cne who is cursed if he docs not preach the Gos-
pel" (l Cor. 9 i 17)» like Jeremiah who feels a burning fire in his
heart if he does not speak in the name of Jesus Christ. (Jer. 20:9).

The most basic matter is that the Church m\ist have such a pas-
sion for mission. The evaluation of our mission activities cannet
actually be the n\imber cf church members or adherents we can claim,
but that people are filled with this zeal, praj^’ing constantly, "0

Lord, here I am. Send mol', when we hear the voice of God saying,
"Whom shall I send?" (is. 6:8) Our Church must be filled with such
zeal for mission to be ready tc go forth for mission,

2. Theological Education of cur Chiirch

The mission policy cf cur Chiirch depends greatly on its
theological education. The theological education of our Church
must be revised, ref«.rmed and renewed according tc the mission policy
of cur Church, for the present and future leaders are taught and
trained in the theological seminary of our Chxirch, The theclcgical
seminary should be warned against being only a place where theolo-
gical knowledge is transmitted and the techniques of church admini-
stration are taught. It must bo aware of the prophetic commission
of the Church to spook cut for justice and peace for the nation,
and tc endeavor tc give light to the darkness cf an immoral society
and also tc load the people and history intc "salvation today"
through the redemptive Gospel of Jesus Christ. Fcr these sacred ob-
jects of our theological education, its structure and curricula mvist

be re-fcrmulated. In particular, the parish ministers and pasters
who are in special ministries should from time tc time bo called tc

the seminary for continuing education vjith the co-operaticn cf the

Education Department cf the General Assembly, sc that they may
faithfully and ccuragecusly carry cut the heavy and important tasks
of mission under all circumstances.

3. Lay Training

The task of mission cf cur Church cannet be confined tc

ordained ministers, but belongs t^ all the people of Gcd. Every
oerson. as a key member for mission, must make the place for mission
wnt'rcvor ..a may be.
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The battle for misBion is net a partial fi^^ht but a tctal one.

The resources of personnel ani finance are totally mobilized for
total evangelism. The necessary training for the whole people of

GrOi is needed under the fcllcwin;; guidelinos:

Firstly, the zeal fer mission is to be in\-?r)ired and maintained.
Each person must be swaro of boir.;; a key member for mission to bo
sent tc every sphere of life where they arc cn;;a^je;l and involved.

Secondly, the Church must teach the basic theory and practice
at least twice a year—in spring c.nd autximn. The passion for mis-
sion must properly bo used with proper knowledge of the mission
field whore the Gospel is tc be preached. Also, the proper know-
ledge and techniques for c< mmunicaticn ani human relations should
bo introduced. Above all, the content of the Gospel should be pro-
perly understood, ani "training oneself in gccdliness" (l Tim. 4s?)
must be constantly practiced by praying and Bible reading.

Thirdly, in connection with such training in godliness, a new
interpretation of piety must be fcrmulated, which should not bo
oriented to the personal private salvatin of getting to heaven,
but to the social or ccmmuiial salvation of the nation.

4. Co-operation Between the Churches

It is desirable to have very close co-operation for a united
front between the churches of all denominations in order tc accom-
plish an effective mission in the pluralistic socioty of today. For
an ideal policy for mission in the city, each church must plan and
work together for the area where it stands. The churches, both in
rural areas and cities mtist he,vo a mutual relationship in order tc

make the whole land a field of Missio Dei. The ecumenical partici-
pation for mission of dencmin^.tiens or churches should not be the
nominal one of occupying respective positions in ecumenical organi-
zations, but must plan and work together tc form concrete plans for
a common front for mission, sc that the co-operation of the churches
would be oriented eventually to make our country into a welfare so-
ciety aiming for "the Kingdom of God".

p. Cc-operation with tho World Churches

It should also bo remembered that cur Church, from the be-
ginning, has tried to introduce the ecumenical movement and to de-
velop it in this land of conservatism. The tradition of such ecumen-
ism should further bo emphasized, not only with the churches in this
country, but also with th^i world churches. We alroovdy have had a
good relationship with tho United Church of Canada, which has greatly
contributed in helping our Church develop and grow, but the partner-
ship should not be contented with the form of "giver and receiver";

- 13 -



tho rolativ. I'ishij: KhculJ. bo crientod in torms cf mutual benefit to
stimulate each cthci'. Such partnorship and relationship with
foreign churches should ^Isc be opened to ohurcncs «.f hurepe, if
ariy other churches are iutorooted in tho mission in this land.
There is no hast or host in Christ, bo are all brethren, called
for Gild’s mission in ether lands as well as in cur own.

6 A The licpicwement t. f Leadership

It is most desirable to have a coherent plan for building
up the leadership of oiir Church. The success of the missionary ac-
tivities in tho primitive Church seems tc have been possible because
she had some able men such as Fotei"' ana ihiul, who were ideal leaders
for mission. It is always truj that tho devoiopment of tho histcriy.
cal Churches has been brought about by tho loaders of the Churches...
Here is tho problem of our Church in both the present and future:
How should vjo train the leaders cf our Church?

It is generally known that our Church has moT'o loaders than
any other Church in Korea, but this must not make us complacent.
In fact, our Church new has a shcrtr'.ge cf leai3rs tc meet all the
needs for tho mission cf God. Frankly speaking, it has been cur
mistake and negligence that our Church docs not have a long-range
plan for building up leaders for the future Church as well as for
the immediate needs of the special ministries.

Therefore, it is time that cur Church have a coherent plan
for training the leadership for positive and >.ffoctive results cf
mistiion through the vericus oducation^l institutions of our Church,
beginning from primary schools, and continuing through secondary
schLcls and the official seminary. Cur Church is called for both
national evangelism and world evangelism.

It is regrettable that our Church has nc college tc train lea-
ders, not cnly for the Church, but also for society, which needs
all kinds cf loaders and specialists. Thu Church should seriously
plan tc make these intellectuals key mombore cf tho mission of God
in the society. Tho establishment of a college is also necessary
for the raising up of the theological cducatio.n cf cur Church, be-
cause at present v.c are training mostly high sohecl graduates for

the minis t«;y. The educated population has recently boon much in-
creased, and the number cf intulloctuals among Ghujrch members has
also greatly increoised. It is ticw imperative that theological
education should be given to col lego graduates, in order to have an
equal standard cf theclcgical education with ether countries.

VII, Conclusion

It is true, as Church history witnesses, that Viill hayo

glory and suffering as vifo ongagv: in tho mis.;;,cri of Gcd, which ha§
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already begun in this land. Cur Church, after walking along the
thorny road of the past now has a great future in the 21st century.
Though WG have oxporioncod an exodus from hardship, the futility,
uneasiness and danger of the wilderness is waiting for us. Like
the Israelites consolidating their front and planning new strate-
gies for their forward rnevement in the wildorness, our Church must
also consolidate its front for the eighties and the coming new cen-
tury. Vve have to realize that wo must face groat challenges and
stumbling blocks before entering into the land of milk and honey.

The land of the Morning Calm is beset with difficulties caused
by international and national unrest and tension, which destroys
our calm, and seems to bring a cold chill. In spite of such a
changed climo,te, we cannot withdraw cur marching orders for God's
mission. Wo must follow the groat missionary, St. Paul, who was
determined to press on, even to martyrdom. "Bring the cloak... and
the bocks... (ll Tim. 4 j13}i ho said, and in the ranks for the good
fight, "even thou ;h <all desert me, the Lord will be with me and give
me strength," (ll Tim, 4 j 16, 1.7} In this belief we also must march
to the Korean Macedonia, where the people cry cut: "come over to-

Macedonia and help us." (acts 1C:9) May wo be aflame with zeal for
our mission, and faithfully an-d ccuragoously carry cut the tasks
related to God's mission in tiiis land under a cchcrGnt plan and with
a common language and spirit. May all of us "a,4*ree that there be no
dissensions among us" (l Ccr. 1:10), and as we sow the seeds and
water them, may we give thanks to God, who gives the increase, and
to whom shall bo glory and honour forever and ever. Amen.
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1. Purpose

The Korean Church, developed on the foundation of martyrdom, has

passed through many difficulties and adversities in the last century. The

rapid historical changes have demanded new methods of accomplishing God’s

mission (or “accomplishing missio dei”)

In order to fulfill this responsibility which we face, we are planning a

program on the basis of the Bible and the traditions of the Church.

(1) Leadership Training

Through the training of theology and life this will develop laymen

as capable leaders with spiritual qualities.

(2) Mission

We will be challenged to study the Non-Christian faiths and their

thoughts and thus take part in the World Mission.

(3) Faith and Life

Through the Christian Social Study Centre will learn how to

combine Faith and Life.

2. Works

The Theological Seminary has been established to provide training cou-

rses for capable leaders, teaches the education of Theology and produces a

large number of qualified Laymen Leaders for the Church and for Society.

Seminary Name I Seoul Presbyterian Theological Seminary

Location I Saemunan Presbyterian Church (Provisional bldg.)

43, Shinmun-ro 2Ka, Chongro-Ku, Seoul, Korea

The System and the Enrollment (present)

Dept, of Theology'

Special Course

Church Music Dept.-

4 yrs.-

•2 yrs.-

4 yrs.-

Depts. (Planning)

Christian Education Dept. 4 yrs.-

Christian Literature Dept.---- 4 yrs.-

Dept. of Social Works- 4 yrs.-

-185 students

-120

- 45 "

-120

-120

-160

The Principal I Rev. Simeon C. Kang, Th. M., D. D.



The principal

Rev. S. C. Kang, D. D.

Minister of Saemunan

Presbyterian Church.

Classroom

Our Seminary has new

and various curriculum

for competent laymen lead-

ers who are able to serve

the church and society.

Workshop



The Commencement

Up to now 400 alummi

have been sent out.

3. The Future Project and The Necessary Facilities

(l) The Leaders’ Training Institute Cost:$ 211.653

iieini iiiniiili

Total Area ! 2116. 53m^

Expense I 40, 000W per

one m^

Total cost I

2116. 53m^X40. 000 W
= 84,661, 200 W
( S211, 653)

^ VVe need a 240 S — per

— a— year membership

of 1. 006 for this work.

(20 S per a month)

Admini Rm. 2

Dean’s Rm. 1

Conf. Rm. 1

Social Rm. 1

Musir Rehearsal 1

Boiler 1

Storage 1

Chaple 1

Classroom 14

Library 1

Guest Rm. 6



(2) Mission Centre

project View

This Centre will provide a place to study the views of Communism and

the anti-Christian religions and thoughts which give rise to public discussion

in Asia and around the world. It will also work out mission- strategy and

send well-trained missionaries into the world.

This Centre will have facilities to study:

a) Communism Committee for Investigation

b) Anti-Christian thoughts study Committee

Location I Shinwon- Dong, Yqngdeungpo-Ku, Seoul, Korea

Bldg, site I 40, 000 pyung (31 Acres)

Diagram of Arrangement



The students are study-

ing the mission of Indige-

nization in front of a

Korean-styled church.

The facilities needed for the mission Centres; Total Cost I S 1, 050, 200

For Asia and world

missions.

d) Main Bldg. (4 stories) Cost:S 422,400

Admini Rm. 6

Council 4

Lounge 1

Display 1

Materials Rm. 3

Manager’s Rm. 1

Religion and Thoughts study Rm 9

Communism Study Rm. 4

Rm. for Asian problems 4

Language Laboratory 12

Rms. 16

Total Area I 4, 224
m^

Cost I 40, OOOW per a m^

Total Cost ; 4, 224m^ X 40,000

= 168, 960, OOOW

( S422, 400)

We need a membership of 1,760

for this work at $240 per year

or $20 per month per member.



Composite Bldg. (Gymnasium, Dining Rm., Recreation Hall) (3 stories)

Dining Rm. 1

Kitchen & storage 2

Tea & Music Rm. 1

Recreation Rm. 5

Hall 4

Shower Rm. 2

Bascet court 2

Prepare Rm. 2

Office Rm. 2

Storage 2

Rooms 4

Total Area I 3, 740m^

Cost I 40, OOOW per Im^

Total Cost : 3. 740m" X 40,000 W
= 169, 600, OOOW

( S 374, 000)

Library and Assembly Hall (2 stories) Cost:S 177,000

Libray 1

Conference Rm. 2

Committee Rm. 1

Total Area I 1, 770m"

Cost 140, OOOWper Im"

Total Cost ! 1, 770m"X40) POOW

W70, 800, 000W
( S 177, 000 )

(4) Christian Social Study Centre (2 stories) Cost:S 76,800

Bed Rm.

Hall

Storage

Total Area ! 768m"

Cost 140, OOOWper Im"

Total Cost I 768m" X 40, 000W
= 30, 720, 000W
(S 76,800)

(3) Christian Social Education Institute

Project View



Here We will study the problem of Faith and Life and correlate Social

life with the Christian Life.

For this purpose, we will bring together the Christians and the Non-

Christians and try to help them understand each other through this communi-

cation and thus benefit society.

The Committee of Church and Society Investigation shall be formed (or

established) in this Institution.

Diagram of Arrangement

The Facilities needed for this Instute Total Cost:S 269,600

(D Main Bldg. (3 stories) Cost: S 121, 200

Office Rm. 1

Exhibition a Labby 1

Pilotti 1

Class Rm 18

Total Area I 1, 212m^

Cost :40, OOOW per Im^

Total Cost : 1. 212 m" X40, 000

= 48,480,000 W
(S 121,200)

(6) Dormitory (2 stories) Cost:® 148,400

Bed Rm. 34

Office Rm. 1

Bath Rm. 4

Total Area I 1,484 m"

Cost : 40, OOOW per Im"

Total Cost : l,484m"X40,000W

=59,360, OOOW

( S 148, 400 )



REV. SHIN MYUNG KANG
(SIMEON C KANG)

church: 43, IGA, SJNMUNRO, JONGNO. SEOUL, KOREA

home: 42-2 DOYUMOONG, JONGNO, SEOUL, KOREA

TH.M.,D.D.

(72-6784)

(73-3177)
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M.
THE SEOUL DECLARATION CHRISTIAN MISSION

Preface s

We have met together for five days, from August 28 to

September 1,’ 1975»^ in Seoul, Korea, a city which typifies

the confrontation of east and west, nolrth and south* We

met to advocate anew the urgency of the Christian mission*

This historic gathering, the inaugural convention of the

Asia Missions Association, is the outgrowth of the First

All Asia Mission Consultation helfl' in Seoul August 27 to

September 1,' 1973# which was itself a unique event in the

history of Christianity in Asia*-

We have gathered now from sixteen nationss the twelve Asian

nations of Bangladesh,- Brunei, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,

Malaysia,/the Philippines, the Republic of China, the

Republic of Korea,' Singapore, and Thailand? and the four

western nations of Germany, the Netherlands,* the United

Kingdom, and the United States of America. We have paved

a new, broad road of interchange linking the four bases of

Christian mission, the east and west, the north and south,

replacing the old, restricted, one-way road of mission from

the west (Isaiah 62il0).

highway of world mission, and as we stand also on the threshold

of a new century, we humbly recognize the need to examine

Pakistan,

forward along this newly built



ourselves in the light of the merits and failures of Protestant

missions fluring the past 200 years’.

We also have experienced during the fifteen years since the

dissolution of the International Missionary Council, fiftj^ years

after its formation, the total confusion and distortion of the

concept of Christian mission, as well a® of the nature of the

Christian Gospel, which its cries for "Renewing, in Mission"

brought to the Third World. 4^ ^hat experience we are compelled

to appeal to Christians around the wurld to reexamine that

trend and the dangers inherent in it.

We reject the hypocritical, judgmental attitude toward the

history of missions; it is God who will judge. We do, however,

need to analyze the past/ - determining what methods to accept

and what to reject, in the light of biblical principles, and

also in order to clarify our task and direction.

I. Examination and Repentance of the Past. . .— ' -—* — -—' ,two centuries ^
The Protestant Christian mission, during the^'^4^<^'^44^ since

William Carpy' s call to world mission in 1792, has spread

Christianity, which had confined itself largely to Europe for

over a thousand years, to almost every nation around the world.

We humbly pay homage to the numerous heroic pioneers of Christian

mission who dedicated their lives not only for the sake of

saving soulft in many nations, but also for the sake of

assisting the peoples of those nations in solving basic

human problems insepdJrable with the right of existence. In

such bi7a|o/il' areas of enlightenment as education, medicine,

and ^benevolent services, the pioneers carried the light of

knowledge to people in darkness and ignoranci, brought health

Z
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Preface s

We have met together for five daysj from August 28 to

September 1,’ 1975»’ Seoul, Korea, a city which typifies

the confrontation of east and west, notth and south* We

met to advocate anew the urgency of the Christian mission*

This historic gathering, the inaugural convention of the

Asia Missions Association, is the outgrowth of the First

All Asia Mission Consultation helfl in Seoul August 27 to

September 1, 1973» which was itself a unique event in the

history of Christianity in Asia*-

We have gathered now from sixteen nations* the twelve Asian

nations of Bangladesh,” Brunei, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,

Malaysia,/the Philippines, the Republic of China, the

Republic of Korea,' Singapore, and Thailand? and the four

western nations of Germany, the Netherlands,^ the United

Kingdom, and the United States of America* We have paved

a new, broad road of interchange linking the four bases of

Christian mission, the east and west, the north and soutli,

replacing the old, restricted, one-way road of mission from

the west (Isaiah 62il0).

highway of world mission, and as we stand also on the threshold

of a new century, we humbly recognize the need to examine

Pakistan,

forward along this newly buiUS



ourselves in the light of the merits and failures of Protestant

missions fluring the past 200 years'.

We also have experienced during the fifteen years since the
'/r

dissolution of the International Missiona^ Council, fiftj^ years

after its formation, the total confusion and distortion of the

concept of Christian mission, as well a® of the nature of the

Christian Gospel, which its cries for "Renewing, in Mission"

brought to the Third World. ^ ^hat experience we are compelled

to appeal to Christians around the y.urld to reexamine that

trend and the dangers inherent in it.

We reject the hypocritical, judgmental attitude toward the

history of missions; it is God who will judge. We do, however,

need to analyze the past, ‘ - determining what methods to accept

and what to reject, in the light of biblical principles, and

also in order to clarify our task and direction.

I. Examination and Repentance of the Past.
. 4. „— . — > . . . n ,two centuries ^

The Protestant Christian mission, during since

William Carey' s call to world mission in 1792, has spread

Christianity, which had confined itself largely to Europe for

over a thousand years, to almost every nation around the world.

We humbly pay homage to the numerous heroic pioneers of Christian

mission who dedicated their lives not only for the sake of

saving soulft in many nations, but also for the sake of

assisting the peoples of those nations in solving basic

human problems insepctrable with the right of existence. In

such bi;‘a|o/i' areas of enlightenment as education, medicine,

and ^benevolent services, the pioneers carried the light of

knowledge to people in darkness and ignorance, brought health

Z



to the sick, and assisted the pcor

Nevertheless we are compelled to point out honestly that

the territorial expansion, commercialism, imperialism, and

colonialism of western nations have been ^ stumbling blocks

in presenting the core of the gospel to the oppressed peoples

of the Third World, and have unfortunately led people to

regard the Christian mission as a vehicle of western imperialism.

While it is true, as history proves, that the Christian

mission has. in fact, instilled patriotism and ideas of

equality and freedom in the hearts of oppressed people,

brought enlightenment to people awakening from the slumbers

of feudalism, and inspired them to resistance against the

imperialism of racial discrimination and paternal domination,

it is also true that such missionary endeavors as educational

institutions and medical organizations have been so closely

aligned with the political and economic system of colonial

administrations that the Christian mission itself has been

regarded as a vehicle of western imperialism. The anti-west

sentiment plan4ed in the hearts of church leaders of non-western

nations by such paternalisrbic attitudes as intervention and

master-servant relationships should be cleared first of all

through a normalization of the east-west relationship.

While it is painful for us to point out past failures, it

is also gratifying that we can honestly examine ourselves,

repenting our mistakes and washing our feet together.
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II. Critici sm and Reflection upon the present Reality .

We give a serious warning concerning the man-centered mission

of modern liberalism, which destroys- the God-centered mission

based on the biblical doctrine of incarnation. In order

to return to biblical principles and to regain the original

task of mission, we need to reject counterfeit principles,

OMOh G3 l

A. We recognize that we have to turn back from the

socio-politically oriented Missio Dei , and return to the

Missio Christ!, the proclamation of His redemptive

death and resurrection.

Christian mission should not aim at the expansion of

ideologies or the gaining of power. The Missio Dei

was originally a concept in Roman Catholic dogmatic

theology that described divin© activities within the

Trinity. Modern liberals have adopted the term to

justify their mission activities which have departed

from the original scope of Christian mission, the

proclamation of the redemptive Gospel through the

death and resurrection of Christ. The modern liberal

concept of Missio Dei has above all refused the

biblical concept of sin as spiritual alienation from

God and has instead provided us with a concept of sin

as the "structural evil" of socio-politico-economic

structures.

The modern liberals have accordingly placed the liberation

of people from structural evils as the main task of



Christian mission, and have even adopted violence as a

justifiable means to accomplish the reform of socio-

political structures.

We are concerned when we see western mission funds openly

provided to support violent armed resistance in Africa,

and mission offerings of pious Christians used to support

violent racial struggles in North and South America.

h I h( I Ck( sU.

We hereby remind ourselves that unless we turn back from

the apostate activities against the Cross of .Christ

committed in the gracious name of Missio Dei , we will be

involved in graver evils than those committed during the

past two centuries of Christian mission. We are

therefore obliged to declare that the essential and

fundamental task of the Christian mission is to proclaim

the redemptive power of the Gospel of Jesus Christ which

transforms the stmctures of society.

B. We recognize that we have to turn back from the sociological

dimension of "Salvation Today," and return to the original

dimension of "Salvation from Sin."

"Salvation Today" has limited the Christian concept of

salvation to the dimension of social justice. It has,

first of all, sought salvation in the realization of

economic justice in situations in which people have

been exploited by others. Secondly, it has taught that

movements for civil rights in the face of political

t;



opprison would bring salvation. Thirdly, it has taken the

struggle for human solidarity as opposed to alienation

to be the work of salvation. Fourthly, it has identified

the struggle of hope against despair in personal life

with Christian salvation. “Salvation Today” has,

ultimately, departed from the spiritual dimension of

Christian redemption and has advocated social revolution.

The mottoes of “Salvation Today" are mottoes of social

/A. and political revolution* “No economic justice without

political freedom, no political freedom without economic

justice;" “No social justice without human solidarity,

no human solidarity without social justice;" *^No

justice, no human rights, no human solidarity without

hope; no hope without justice, human rights, or human

solidarity." These mottoes have seriously perverted the

biblical teaching of salvation.

C. We recognize that we have to turn back from “Mission

through people^s organization, “ and return to “Mission

through /Shurch structures." Realizing that the church

structures of the confessional community were insufficient

and undesirable means for accomplishing the social

revolution of "Salvation Today," the modern liberals

sought a more adequate vehicle in the people* s organ-

ization movement, and have adopted violent means of

social struggle and power confrontation to accomplish

their aims. Such a mission does not trust the trans-

forming power of the Gospel, but rather relies on the

violent powers of the people.

f



The purpose, function, and training method of the

people movements have encouraged the unveiling of social

injustice and weakness in underdeveloped nations, and has

regarded the overthrow of authority to be its main mission.

It is merely a disguised form of the political conviction

that seeks the redistribution of wealth through violent

struggles, and which seeks to bring hope to people in

despair through the overthrow of authority by violent

revolution.

Such a politically oriented proclamation of mission has

brought unnecessary political tension between the Church

and governments in Europe, Africa, and expecially in

Asia and Latin America.

We declare that^Christian mission should be carried out

only through those who have repented of their sins and

confessed their faith in Jesus Christ.

D. We recognize and declare that we -have to turn back from

the modern liberal mission based .y^Upon a “social foundation,

and return to the Christian mission based on a “bibli«ral

foundation."

The modern liberal mission has been influenced by

Marxism in so far as it stresses liberation instead of

salvation, people' s community instead of the Kingdom

of God, social justice instead of the redemptive Gospel,

and social revolution instead of personal regeneration.

']



How is it that the Marxist idea could invade the thinking

^
Of modern radical theologians?

It is due to the crumbling of their theological

foundations through the negligence and contempt for

biblical authority which has characterized the past century

A negative attitude toward biblical authority has been

openly encouraged by theological scholars and intellectuals

and consequently leftist (radical) politico-economic

theories have replaced i>iblical teachings. The followers

of this political theology, the theology of liberation^

and the theology of revolutions, under the influence of

Marxism, have refused to take the Scriptures to be the

Word of God, but have accepted only those humanistic,

sociological, or political statements from the Scriptures

that could be used in their textbooks of social

revolution.

The foundation of Christian mission is the confession

and trust in the Scriptures as the Word of God and as

the only norm for Christian faith and practice. The

authority of the Scriptures is attested by the Scriptures

themselves, and the belief in Scriptural inspiration

and infallibility are the precious heritage of the

Protestant faith. We cannot accept any activity which

challenges Biblical authority as a part of the

Christian missbn.

III. The Unfinished Task and—tTtre Need for Cooper-at4on

between V/est-and JEast

.
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Has the western Christian missionary enterprise

accomplished its goal and come to an end, as the advocates

of moratorium insist? We warn against such a hasty

conclusion. How many centuries did it take for early

Christianity to conquer the Roman Empire? How many

centuries did it take for the Gospel to be rooted in

the lives of European peoples?

Can we honestly say that the Protestant mission to the

world should have accomplished its task in just

200 years?

Is it not true that 90^ of the world population

remains the object of our mission?

The ratio of the remaining missionary force to the

unevangelized world population is one to every

100,000 persons. Yet many mission societies are

reducing missionary personnel and mission budgets.

Are these right decisions?

^ The communist cell organizations have penetrated into

almost every nation around the world. Yet

there are a nufcber of nations where even a single

church does not exist. How many nations are there in

the world into which missionaries are not allowed

to enter?

W/ There is a great shortage of training institutions.
/

There are many nations in Asia and Africa where no

adequate Christian training program exists. In

order to have one evangelist for every thousand

unbelievers, we will have to train 4,000,000 persons.

Do we not need such training programs in many
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places around the world?

. 50^ of the Asian population, Q0% of the African

population, and 60% of the Latin American population

are illiterate. There are thousands of tribes who do

not have their own alphabet, and also do not possess

the Scriptures translated into their languages.

Do not these people need trained missionaries?

6* The publication rate of Scriptures and of Christian

literature is woefully inadequate in comparison to the

population size of Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

Do we not heed to solve this problem?

To advocate a moratorium of the Christian mission in the

face of the desolate reality of the mission field ®s

erroneous human judgment destitute of the power of the

Holy Spirit. We have to train new mission forces to

succeed to the western mission, before we talk of the

. termination of it.

C'

Development of the (Vew fission ^orce and the Cooperation

of East and West.

The task that remains is far greater than that which

has been accomplished. We realize our heavy responsibility

for carrying out the unfinished task, a responsibility

which is ours until Christ comes again*

There are significant potential mission forces emerging

from various countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America*
t

We realize the urgency to mobilize and train these forces*

This is the purpose that has called into being the Asia

Mission Association, and that has inspired the foundation

/ <



of the East West Center for Missionary Research and

Development

.

To carry out the heavy task of recruiting and training

new mission forces requires ^ long-term efforts, a close

cooperation between east and west, and a tremendous

expenditure of funds.

What is the current world situation? V/e face perhaps

greater tension and threat than in any preceding period.

The emergence of militant nationalism, together with

the /Communist threat, the confrontation between tribes,

social confusion brought about bj^ the uprising of peoples,

the decline of morality, and spiritual despair, are all

characteristics of our world situation.

The world today is groping through a dark maze for sjney/

international order to replace the crumbled order of the

past. The situation in Asia is rather serious# Our

Christian brothers from Vietnam and the Khmer Republic

who were here two years ago cannot participate in this

historic gathering. In the face of this serious

situation, we recognize and declare that the Christian

mission should no longer be carried out as a one-way

and seemingly uncoordinated effort.

V'e do hereby appeal to all western evanfrelical mission

societies still active in Asia: Do not any longer go

a



your own way. Do not any longer act unilaterally or

attempt to monopolize. Do not any longer compete with

each other and with us. Do cooperate with the growing

evangelical leadership in Asia. ‘ Let us establish a

united front of east and west, north and south, to carry

out the unfinished task of the Christian mission.

We do also appeal to emerging mission forces and their

leadership in Asia:

1. Let us not be discouraged because of our immaturity

and weakness.

2. Let us not be in low spirits because of indifference

and contempt for the Christian mission on the part

of those around us.

3o' Let us neither fear nor tremble at the tremendous

distance that separates vision and reality.

!

4. ^-£et us not be over-confident either because of some

small and partial accomplishment.

5* Let us learn humbly from the experiences of those who

have preceded us in the field in the long history of

Christian mission.

6. Let us establish an open, common arena in which we

can cooperate.

7* Since we realize that the world is, in part, under

Satanic influence until Christ comes again, we realiz

even more the need to establish a united front for

effective mission strategy.

The secret by which we a minority will win over the

majority comes solely from the power of the Holy Spirit
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that can unite our dispersed forces into a common front.

Let us pray humbly that the Holy Spirit would enable the

Asia Mission Association to carry out the historie- task

it has undertaken, to assist and serve divided forces in

an effort to establish a united front.

Our Covenant

Whereas we are charged to preach the Word, as the Apostle

Paul says in IE Tim. 4»1, 2e *'I charge thee therefore before

God, and the Lord Jesus Chrsst, who shall judge the quick

and the dead at his appearing and his kingdoms preach the

words be instant in season, out of seasons reprove, rebuke,

exhort with all longsuffering and doctrine.

And whereas we are commanded fco be witness by our Living Lord,

in Acts 1 i8j ”But ye shall receive power, after that the

Holy Ghost is some upon you* and ye shall be witnesses unto

me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and in Samaria and unto

the uttermost part of the earth.

1

We therefore declare that we are obliged to carry out that

commission in the Pauline spirit, proclaiming nothing but

the Gospel of the Cross, and trusting in the Word of our

Lord who said, ”and lo, I am with you alway, even unto the

end of the world*' (Matt. 28:20).

In this spirit we march forward. Amen.

n>
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Of Cheju Christian

One-Time Hooligan

Film to Depict Life

Once a notorious backstreet
hooligan, blackmailing and
cheating the early-arriving
blue-eyed missionaries in

Pyongyang, Lee Ki-pung
eventually found a new life in

Christianity. The religious
belief did not merely bring a
new life to the misbehaving
descendant of a royal prince of

the Yi Dynasty, but
remarkably contributed in

spreading Christianity among
the citizens of the still firmly
closed hermit kingdom of

Korea.
’

Lee also greatly encouraged
Koreans under colonial rule

by the Japanese later. Despite
bloody persecution, he
bravely opposed the
colonialists policy to force
Koreans to worship their
national god. His missionary
acti'/ities were in a sense a
nationalistic movement
against the ruling foreign
power.
The life of the first Presby-

terian minister of Korea,
marked with dramatic ups
and downs, is now being
cinematized as an event to

celebrate the forthcoming 70th

anniversary of Lee’s landing
on Cheju-do for his lifelong

religious and educational
commission for residents of

the then secluded, poor island.

Director Lim Won-shik
holds the megaphone for the
16-milimeter film for evangel-
ical purpose, shooting lots of
scenes at the picturesque
seaside and in villages of the
lofty Mt. Halla on the island
off the south coast of the
Korean peninsula.
The film is mainly a reli-

gious collaboration of Lee’s
descendants, who are also
faithful Christian believers.
The original story was written
by his daughter, Mrs, Lee Se-
rye, and was adapted into a
scenario by his grdndson. The
late minister’s son-in-law, who
is the husband of the script-

writer, composed the music of

strong religious connotation.
Mrs. Lee’s second son acts the
role of the minister.
The life story of the early

Christian minister was first

known to the public 10 years
ago, as his daughter Mrs. Lee
Sa-rye won a competition of
nonfiction writers organized
by the Shin-Dong-A, a monthly
magazine published in Seoul.
Entitled “A Martyr Story”

(Sungyo-jo), the documentary
story drew quick attention
among religious circles as
well as many general public.
The story vividly depicted the
Japanese colonialist’s brutal
oppression of the Korean
church. The life story of a
hoodlum-turned-priest was
also of immense human in-

terest.

Lee was born in 1865 in

Pyongyang, and graduated
from Pyongyang Theological
Seminary in 1907. It was
largely due to the tenacious
persuasion by Samuel Moffet
Sr., one of the earliest Ameri-
can missionaries to arrive in

Korea who later established
Sungjon University, that Lee
abandoned his backstreet life

and turned Christian.
In 1908 Lee established the

first church on Cheju-do,

which was named Sobu
Church. He later founded
eight more churches on the

island, in addition to

Yonghung School and Cheju
Kindergarten.
The church minister died in

1943 after being tortured by
the Japanese for opposing
their policy to brainwash the

Korean people by forcing
them to practice daily service
for their own national god.

“I can never forget the day
my old father was dragged to

prison like a dog by the Jap-

anese police,” Mrs. Lee Sa-

rye wrote in a travelogue on
her two-month tour to Jap-
anese churches last year. The
trip was organized by the Jap-
anese Christian cirlces on the

occasion of the publication of

the Japanese version of

“Sungyo-bo”, there.

At churches around Tokyo
and Kobe, Mrs. Lee told Jap-
anese congregations about the
harsh repressive measures
the Japanese colonial govern-
rnent imposed on the Korean
church, especially in the last

years of its 36-year rule of the

peninsula.

The budget for the produc-
tion of the religious docu-
mentary film is some 12

million won, which includes

six million donated by various
Christian organizations and
individual believers across the

country, and four million Jap-
anese yen contributed by the

Japan Mission Film Co.

It is expected to be
premiered at the Campus
Crusade of Korea head-
quarters at Chong-dong,
Seoul, around Sept. 20. And
then the film will be shown at

churches and institutions for

juvenile delinquents over the
country. The religious film is

also to be distributed to

Christian circles in Japan, the
United States, Canada,
Norway, Sweden, and Africa
through the Japan Mission
Film Co.

Members of a family render deep bows before an a

lunar New Year’s Day. A considerable number of Ko
tion.

Time-Honored Kore

Ancestral Recc
By Pak Yong-pil

Traditionally, genealogical
table in Korea had been kept
exclusively by “yangban”
(the nobility) class and
royalties. But recently, this-

practice has become more
widespread among the
general public.

|

Most people know the origin
' of their lineage and remember
the names and deeds of some
successful ancestors recorded
in their family history. This
time-honored tradition in-

fluenced the society of the Yi
Dynasty and contemporary
scene.

Speaking at a seminar
recently sponsored by the
Korea Genealogical' Society,
Kang Chu-jin, president-
publisher of the weekly
Toksuh Shinmoon, explained
(hat the major goal of the
system is to . maintain
solidarity and integrity be-

tween individual, family and

Lee Ki-pung, founder of the first church on Cheju-do Island,
is seen with his wife and son in this picture taken shortly
before he arrived on the island in 1907.

government in the
society.

During the Yi Dyna.
said, the basic social ui

not an individual but a
under the patriarchal s'

The relationship betwei
head of family and the
members was definec
cording to the Tang co
China. Then under th>

fluence of neo-Confucia
the patriarchal nature ol

family was vastly str

thened. In this connection
genealogical table sys
provided an individual wi
strong family-oriented
ception, he stressed.

Saying that informal s

interactions of a family
place frequently accord!

the tables, Kang cont=

exchanges of visits c

relatives are major me.
the system. Every fami
an obligation to keep in
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provide assistance tc

when needed.
Meanwhile, this

weakened the social n
thus triggering per
fixation of social bra-

encouraged the confn
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ruling class and thi
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feriority among the b
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According to the Yi

law, he explained, tl
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government offices.

Touching on ‘

(ancestor worship)
Kang said that man
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their direct ancestors
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generations.
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‘‘There are, however
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the Three Kingdoms (f

668) in view of the fa

each kingdon set up a
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L.A. Clergyman

3rd World Challenging

For Ch ristian Missions
By Pak Yong-pll

“A new interest in Third
World missions is one of the
most challenging and
significant trends of our
times,” said a visiting Korean
clergyman from Los Angeles
yesterday.
An increasing number of

missionaries from Korean
churches, founded and
pastored by the Western
churches, are now being sent
out to evangelize the other
peoples of the world,
remarked the Rev. Chang Shi-

wha, pastor of the Korea
Christian Missionary Center
Church in Los Angeles.
To help prepare the Korean

missionary force that will be
required when red China and
other Communist countries
open again their doors to the
Gospel, he plans to set up a
Christian mission institution

in Korea.
He said it is also designed to

help available missionary
manpower keep pace with the

population explosion at a time
when the Western missionary
force is not increasing. The
churches in Korea, he con-
tended, are required to take
over the unfinished task of the
world mission from the West.

Pointing out that a large
number of Korean clergymen
are preaching the Gospel in

American churches, Chang
noted, ‘‘Americans regard
Korea as the most
Christianized country of the
world and even as the second
Israel.”

Americans do not exactly
know the real feature of com-
munism, he said. They were
amazed at the fact that more
than one million Korean
Christians gathered together
to stage an anti-Communist
rally on Yoido last Spring, he
said. They seemed to be im-
pressed with the firm faith of

Rev. Chang Shi-wha

Korean Christians and felt it a

moral duty to support the anti-

Communist posture of

'

Koreans, he continued.
In 1965, Chang published the

“Encyclopedia of the New
Testament” in the United
States in Commemoration of,

the 80th anniversary of Chris-

tian missions in Korea. This
book, the first of its kind,

received a heartfelt welcome
from fellow Americans, he
said.

Chang is also well known
among Americans for his

educational activities. He set

up a Bible College and a

Seminary in Los Angeles in

1967, the first Korean college-

level mission school in the
United States.

The college is an
evangelical, international and
interdenominational center
for advanced theological
studies with special emphasis

.

on the Christian message and
mission in Asia as well as the

United States. Its purpose is to

provide a base for academic
research, an international
educational training for
Christian leadership, and an
opportunity for continuing
education for those already
engage in mission work.
The college maintains a

sisterhood relationship, with
Chungang Seminary . in

Yongdong, Seoul. “I will at-

tempt to further step up ex-

change programs with Korean
seminaries,” he said:

As the new influx of large .

numbers of Korean im-
migrants flows into the United
States, the number of chur-
ches are increasing by leaps
and bounds, he said. There are
more than 100 churches in the
Los Angeles area alone where
an estimated 80,000 Koreans
live, he revealed.
The Korean churches play a

leading role in teaching the

Korean language and culture.

Korean immigrants want to

bring up their children as
Koreans. However, he .said,

due to lack of materials, they
face serious problem.

In recent years, scholarly

interest in the .Korean
studies are stronger among
Americans than ever before,

he indicated. In this con-

nection. he said, the Korean
government, more than
anything else, should show a
deep interest in further
generating Koreanology
there. He collected some,
17,000 books to donate to

American libraries and
Korean schools there.
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Foreign Mission in Pakistan

Reporter, Choi Han Jun^, Senior,

Our lives seem to be so busy that at times we forget that we have
friends far away whom we would like to let them know ';hat we are alive
at least.

As we know by radio and news, Palcistan is in war damage against jUkl .

Ind oiiTtwjfrfi • So wo are anxious to know two Korean woiiOn missionaries^
safety. But I am sure God helps them.

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want
He makes me lie down in green pastutas. .

.

Even though I walk throughout the valley
of the shadows of death.

Dr. Kim Ohk Kil, Ei-zha University president sent telfram many
times to know their Ckio missionaries^^ safety, but she cannot hear from
thiir personal information until now.

^

6 years ago, Evrha University assigned 3 graduates to Pakistan i
unaer the board of Kum Lan Mission as the first women missionaries Umajon Korean Church history. Of cours^ there were many women missionaries
for example, the xrife of Rev. Choi Chang Young and the x-:ife of Rev,

'

Kim Soon II. But they M#e«not idependent, dependent of missionaries.

I would like to speak of my friend Miss Kim In Ja. One of three
Miss Kim^is my elder senior of high school alumn;iu She graduated Chu^
Sin Girls Hign School 4 years before me. So I can bear from hei|t-jork in
the^fc through correspondence xn.th her. She wrote me her more detailed
activities in Palcistan v;hile she was in there.

On reaching Pakistan, for the first, step, she had to learn Pakistan
language. She graduated English literature department of E^wha University
and was teaching English Chung Sin Girl’s High School, And she also
tedching Bnglsih in Pakistan Girls High School,

Pa^stan’s women
, are more conservative than Korean women, Therefov»cethey^do not receive high education. It is a rare event for women to goco-eaucation school, As though missionaries, they could not speak viithman without hesitaiatio-n .

v ^

bnr^vpio^^
very busy, she needed more enough time, so she usej+o /lUtbicycle. Riding on a bicycle, she visited studnets and Christians.On the street, high -teen-agers mistokk her same,agers, theyth -to

outsidrwrk?'*
“P her. So she oooIJirnork after supper



She translated Bible- into Pakistan langua::e and urote riiany kind

of volumes for Christian education.

After finished ^^5 J’Bors Pakistan mission, she V7ent to America to

study English literature in 1^64, and received M. A. in 1965. in there, .

And she ie contiiiufc&sstu^^ literature Doctor course noxj,
3,0

Board of Kum Lan i-assion of Bx'rha was just goin^o send 4 women*
missionaries*^akistan to help their senior alumi-ii. But they could not
start there. Because, Pakistan x;ar against XndoHcii» . .

Hox-J can I spread out the xvings of their detailed activities in
Pakistan in this limited space?

Before ei-chhanging our thoughts about foreign mission’s pattern.
It is mofe neceS' ary to bring out the things hurried deep in my heart.
I wonder why Korean Presbyterian denomination ^ver hesitate to send
women missionaries to foreign!

It is expected by me that our Presbyterian women to get precious
op'-'orturiity such as I-fethodist x-jomen vjork done.

Jesus’ last command to his disciples was to tell the Good news
(tidings) throughout the x-rorld. But we have not done it, yet.

There are more none- Christians in the x;olrd toda\\^h.an there were
three years a"o, irierever there is X'jork to -be done in the name of Christ
the Pre shorterian has mission. To lii*^^ men out of the shadows of disease
and poverty 'nd ignorance into the fullness of life that ia God’s will
ior tnem is our task.
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KOREAN MISSIONARIES TO ETHIOPIA — Rev. and
Mrs. Hse-min Park, the first Korean missionaries to
Ethiopia, smile as they express their hope of "contri-
buting to the promotion of friendship between the Ko-
rean and Ethiopian peoples." They will leave for Addis
Ababa Monday. ^
Kcrean Missionary Seeks

To Up Cultural Exchanges
“V/e will be very happy

if we can contribute to the
promotion of cultural ex-

change betv/een the Korean
and Ethiopian peoples,” says
Rev. Hee-min Park, 33, who
v/ill go to Ethiopia for mis-
sionary activities.

Dispatched by the Kore-
an Presbyterian Church,
Rev. Park is scheduled to
leave for Addis Ababa Mon-
day, accompanied by his wife
and a son. He will be the
first Korean missionary ever
sent to Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. Park will

work with the Ethiopian
Bethel Evangelical Church
for five years. Their work-
ing place will be a school
in the Demby D o 1 o area,
where Rev. Park will teach
agriculture to Ethiopian stu-

dents.

“I hope that our mission-
ary activities will lay the

foundations for opportune
ties for more Korean tech-
nologists and agriculturists
to serve the Ethiopian people
in the future,” Rev. Park ex-
plains. - :

Mrs. Park is a veteran
nurse with training experi-
ence in England. V^ile her
husband works at school,
she will serve at an hospital
there.

Park’s missionary servicel
to Ethiopia became a reality!
last year when Ethiopian!
Emperor Haile Selassie l|
visited this country.

ipposition

J
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in aaauion, toys which are
made of copper, zinc, anti-
mony or lead and can be
held in the mouth, will also
be banned, ministry officials
said.

Gov'i Disapproves

Sludenis' Indudion
The Defense Ministry yes-

terday told the Taegu Draft
Board to retrieve draft
notices issued Wednesday to

six Taegu college students
who were suspended from
school.

The six students have
been suspended from school
for leading demonstrations
against the constitutional
amendment.

The Defense Ministry
said that although the stu-

dents are suspended, they
are still students, so they
are entitled to draft defer-

ment under the law.

were suspected of t-useiy
entering 18 million m t h c
deposit ledger and illegally
drawing money in checks.

Their forgery was reveal-
ed when they were trying to
get the checks cashed at a
deposit branch office of the
bank in Huam-dong, Yong-
san-gu, police said.

Food on Trains

To Have Check
The Health-Social Affairs

Ministry yesterday instruct-
ed provincial governments
to make a thoirough exami-
nation of foods sold on
trains. ,

The ministry’s instruction
followed reports that adul-
terated foods were on sale
in trains and that many pas-
sengers suffered from food
poisoning after eating the
foods.

New Envoy Says

Korea and Ethiopia

United hy Blood
By JI-MOON SUH

Korea and Ethiopia are
United in blood, s a y s Chi-
ryang Chang, newly accredi-

ted envoy to Ethiopia. Some
SCO Ethiopian soldiers sacri-

ficed their lives for the de-

fense of Korea and in the
cause of freedom.
He stressed that his mis-

sion as ambassador lies in

further cementing the solid

ties of friendship between
the two nations.

Chang, former ROK Air
Force chief of staff, said
that he will exert efforts to

clos-

oting
coop-

state

eror
nen-
h e

een

Ambassador Chang

able” diplomat as Ambassa-
dor Chang will succeed to

his post. He said that it is

especially laudable that Am-
bassador Chang is the re-

tired air force chief of staff,

since E?ihiopia has one of
^ in



Dear Dr, and Mrs, Santuel Moffett

7(ank you very nnich for your prriyer to iny fajriily in. Seoul and in our work, i:i

Iran and Affrhanistan, Ever since I liave arrived in Teheran or Movonber 1>, 1 '

I have been well and healthy, all attributed to your constant, prayer an'^ 1 rr ,

I enrolled at the University of Teheran in tlie couse of illejnentar;,'- Persia.-^' and '• a to
attend the " Islam as a Religion and Way of Li.fe" course in i.lir nonth ; li'!-'

.

So far I have attended two classes.

As you well know, I ajn having difficulty in t-hglisli corversni.ion a.T ,'c-ll -i- os-
ition. In order to help ny lanroiage difficulties llr, .iii le.ns clinciter of the- t .

' irsior
is giving me personal lessons in Persian on week-dayrj from 11, to 1?. .

*'

and Saturday's I am stiidying English at the Alborz Foundatio!! for ). b.our.s in '.ho after-
noon. Rev, and Mrs. Durwood A, Dusse of U.P. fission. General Seem’ ary rr, Joluisor.,

Mr, Hollingsv7orth, the Alborz Foundation director, and fir. " lir'^, Fakhostoen of Iran
Bible Society are the people who help me a lot spiritually as well ae econoaically.

Shortly after my arrival in Teheran I met a Korean family wlio have been livinf i?i

Teheran since 196i|, Fortunately they are Prol.es lants of goo»i ’uaeV.' roujid, flu- Imv*:: be‘=>:.

kind enough to provide me ^dLth room and food, I am especially f'ra ofiil for this Torear.

family, Mr,&. Mrs. Lee, With the help of Rev, Busse and 111’, Lee I have sbai'ted campus miss
onary activities. Also on IJovember 28, 1965 I gave mi' testimoni/" to lio students of the

Alborz Foundation( Presbyterian Mission Student Center and Enilish Lan.'aiage Ins ti lute )

consisting Christian students as well as Moslem students. Dr, Farhad Saed an Irania” v^as

my interpreter.

On every Tuesday morning I participate in a prayer riieotini' and Biole study s*=3sior.:--

at the Bible Society, On the 22nd December 19' 5 I made a speech of tesi imory ( >ri.th tlu

help of Dr. Nakhosteen's interpretation), wliich lasted for one hour.

Besides the above mentioned activities I am also participatin'"' in the work of '•

the Light and International Missions, Send the Light consists of Mi’. Paul Adte, an Vier-

ican, three other American, people from SirLtzorland, Africa and -Inglant’, i;:eladir'.,. a

Baptist, I-ir. Ken Reynolds. They are distributing Chidstian literature, I an pr.\’/ing, and

working "with Mr, & Mrs, Reimolds to start a Bible study groun W th .'^onc Iroi'.iar, chxiner.t'-.

We will be going through the Navigator’s Pible studi’- boolilets. suc.cess in fhi.' 'cr!c,

I "think this work is in the stage of dovulonment in Teheran, for "tiiore are prof.! ' of

support, the most impor"bant proiet is to "translate thes*’ Bible study bv">oklciG l:.to fers"..

The man who is responsible for this Bible study group is Mi’, Re:>aiclds, an. .c am j-l i .

to help him lead the group.

A few days ago I received News from Dr. 1X3. Christy Wilson "Lr ' .w''; .r.. ,

I am plannin;-; to stay in Teheran for approximately two years and en ag i-u s”;"'a L-.
-

Chistiani"ty among s"fcuden"bs, idiile on the other hand sbuddng their cusfo'*'.s, m.il^u:’. , u

language. Luring this period I vri ~! 1 explore how the iiorean church can vlovelop larsioTi. *y

work amongst the Moslem people. I pray that after tw"0 years of pr>^ varation in tc;a”.'a;-i

I can join the work of Dr. Wilson in Kabul. Lastly, I sincerely ask on to ova; fo"
, ly v.

‘

and "two daughters remaining in Seoul so that they can cone here to helv tk' in a r'V*:,

and also for n^r friends of God, who are preparing to coiie hero to shar. in ;a* v.'orK, ’ x.

Song-Kap Lee and Mr. Jai-Yon Oh,

I pray to God that His Diessings will ali^ra^/s be with you a:id your f<U’ii\i’.

Yours as ever ii"! Christ,

Paul Kiman Choi
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Literacy & Evangelism International

1800 South Jackson
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74107

918/585-3826

Pusan/ Seoul, Korea Directo

April 28, 1982 (Tulsa, June 25)

Rev. Robert F. Rice

Director/Consultant

Greetings, from the land of our missionary beginnings

Coming into the Pusan train station last Saturday evening, Alice reminded me
that 32 years ago (May 13) we arrived by ship in the Pusan Harbor. On Sunday
morning, I preached at the three services (7,9, and 11) of the Young Nak Pres-
byterian Church — recalling both our first arrival as missionaries and that
now the Korean Presbyterian Church is sending out 29 missionaries serving in 16

countries . This Church and its pastor Rev. Paul Ko, who is current Moderator of
the General Assembly, hope to be sending out a third missionary from Korea.

My last evening in Seoul, 4 young evangelists hosted me for dinner. Three
of them, supported by the 40,000-member Young Nak Presbyterian Church of Seoul,
will be ordained this fall and come to the States with their families for a

year of training before going to Colombia with L&E. The 4th evangelist, son
of a Korean consular official in Paraguay, plans to return there as a missionary.

On our last stop before going on to Tokyo and the States, we are thankful
for our 15 years (1950-1965) under the Korea Presbyterian Mission. In 1912,
the General Assembly of the Korean Church was established (with 52 pastors, 125

elders and 44 USA missionaries). Today, Korea's more than 8,000,000 Christians
total over 20% of the population.

Overnight in Dacca, Bangladesh, the author of Daktar ,
Vig Olsen, along with

missionaries and other national workers, met with me to plan future literacy work.

McLean Hawthorne, with a Florida-based Mission, heard our discussion and plans to

take our fall training in Tulsa for returning to Bangladesh in a literacy evan-
gelism ministry.

In the Philippines my longest stay in any one country this year — our

missionary Jung-Ja Park assisted me along with others. Working with excellent

teams, we completed primer manuscripts in Tagalog (Pilipino) and Pampanga languages.

At a rural C&MA Church on Saturday evening, we taught 4 Pampanga speakers their

first reading lesson. On Sunday evening at an urban Methodist Church, Jung-Ja
demonstrated Lesson 1 in the Pampanga language. Next year, I have been asked to

make literacy primers in 3 Moslem languages of the Southwest, a more difficult
area of missionary outreach.

Adding 4 or 5 new workers to our Tulsa staff this year — we need your prayers
and strong support more than ever.

Yours, in His glad service

Robert F. Rice

Member of the Evangelical Foreign Missions Association



FOR PRAYER HELPERS

SUNDAY Young-Chin Klm/Hye-Ree Kim

Uphold these 2 young evangelists in your prayers as they seek
Korean support for work in the Philippines. We have received from
the Philippines a request for 2 more literacy evangelism workers.

Chris has graduated from Princeton Theological Seminary and
is contemplating future study and ministry. Pray for the Lord’s
sure leading as to working with Literacy & Evangelism. Doors
are wide open for many areas of ministry.

TUESDAY F. McLean Hawthorne

Give thanks for an open door in Bangladesh. Remember McLean’s
preparation for ministry in this country of 90,000,000 people,
with 85% illiteracy. Pray for future primer revision in Bangladesh.

WEDNESDAY Rev, and Mrs. Shin-Gil Suh

Uphold this young pastor and his wife and 2 children as they
wait on the Lord for future literacy evangelism work in India.
Pray for the Young Nak Presbyterian Church (Pusan), interested
in supporting them.

THURSDAY Ren4e Johns

Remember Ren^e, beginning her ministry with us as Coordinator
of literacy evangelism work in Tulsa. Pray for her needed support
from local churches and friends.

Pray for present and future preparation as these young men
and their families look toward being in the States this fall for
a year of training prior to work in Colombia with L&E.

SATURDAY Richard and Donna Alberta

Uphold Rich and Donna as they and their 3 boys move from
Massachusetts and begin work in Tulsa. Coming to us to help us
with administration and the overall ministry, they need prayer
for strength and wisdom as they adapt to a new part of the
country and to a ministry new to them.

MONDAY Chris Jenkins

FRIDAY K.C. Jung/S. G. Lee/K.H. Kim

Offer me faith that laughs at fear
No matter who may scorn
And I will fight the hate of man
Till love itself is born.

Charles A. Waugman
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CHINESE-SPEAKING LUTHERANS LOOKING FOR
STAFF TO REVISE HYMNAL

TAIPEI *** A full-time editor will be recruited and that an
editorial committee will be formed to implement the four-year plan
on the publication of a revised Hymns of Praise

,
a Chinese Lutheran

hymnal widely used by the Chinese-speaking Lutheran Churches.

This action and a publication schedule were among other resolu-
tions passed at a meeting where representatives of ten Chinese-
speaking Lutheran Churches in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Malaysia and
Singapore gathered here, July 9-10. (See also ALN 03/82)

The person to head this project was preferred to be a Lutheran
musician, with sound training on sacred music and/or theological
education and he should be bi-lingual (English-Chinese) . The
editorial committee will consist of editorial staff, consultants
from the Lutheran World Federation and experts from local church
and music circles. A schedule of six months for recruitment and
12 months for publishing was also adopted.

Twenty thousand copies of the first revision will be published
by the loan service of the Taosheng Publishing House. Five thousand
copies will go to the Lutheran Churches in Hong Kong, 4,000 in
Taiwan, 3,000 in Malaysia and Singapore, and 3,000 in other areas.
The project was budgeted at US$264,000.

Some guidelines for the revision of the hymnal was outlined
at the meeting. They decided to first revise the hymnody and
later the liturgy. The guidelines were based on a recent survey
conducted by the individual Churches. Among the suggestions were
the use of a bilingual text, more use of Chinese music melody,
the printing of lines with keynote notations, and the insertions
of ecumenical and modern gospel hymnody.

According to Rev. T. H. Lam, general secretary of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of Hong Kong, a Chinese Lutheran fellowship group
in North America has recently expressed interest in this publication
project

.

## ## ##

HEBREW-JAPANESE OLD TESTAMENT LEXICON
PUBLISHED IN JAPAN

TOKYO *** The publication of the Hebrew-Japanese Lexicon of
the Old Testament was considered as an effort to bring the Bible
closer to the Japanese people. This was a comment by Dr. Chitose
Kishi, former president of the Japan Evangelical Lutheran Church
and of the Japan Lutheran Theological College and Seminary (JLTCS),
at a dedication service of the lexicon held at Tokyo Lutheran Center
here, July 25.

Dr. Kishi told the some 400 people at the service that "Life
has been given to us for cultivating and using the gifts we have,
to the glory of God", referring to Dr. Kosaku Nao, the author of
the lexicon, whose first name Kosaku means "cultivate and create".
Dr. Kishi said, "This work of total dedication and endurance will
surely bring the Bible closer to the Japanese people."

( . . .more)
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Dr. Nao, 73, a former president of the Japan Lutheran Church
(JLC) and professor emeritus of the Old Testament of JLTCS

,
began

work on the 1,500-page lexicon since 1959. The project, initiated
by JLC and supported by Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, gave birth
to the first original Hebrew-Japanese Old Testament lexicon.

Throughout the whole process of publication, 20 years were
spent on finishing the manuscript, three years on editing and
printing. They used new machine to print Hebrew characters, with
the assistance of specialist to prepare Aramaic words in the Old
Testament (OT), and overall publication and distribution by Seibunsa.

Recommendations from such famous scholars as Prince Mikasa, a
younger brother of the Japanese Emperor and a noted Near East history
scholar; professor Masao Sekine, professor emeritus of religion in
the Tokyo University; Archbishop Seiichi Shiroyanagi of the Catholic
Church ip Japan, were received.

A Professor Kenichi Kida of the Rikkyo University in Tokyo
said, ’’This lexicon, while being one of the most comprehensive
ones in the world, is easy to use even to the beginners. . .

In Dr. Nao’s lexicon each word in the OT appears as headword in
its inflected form and is given its pronounciation

,
meaning and

Bible passage. Thus it has value als6 as a concordance. .
."

The author was the youngest son of Pastor Tsunekichi Yonemura,
one of the first pastors of the Lutheran Church in Japan. Dr. Nao
dedicated the book to his late father and to the late Dr. J. T. M.

Winther, his "spiritual father" of the Lutheran mission in Japan.

## ## ##

COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO WEIGH
LCCCO ’ON-TRIAL’ SERVICE

WATERLOO ROAD, Kowloon, Hong Kong *** The Lutheran Churches’

Chiha Coordinating Office (LCCCO) has appointed an eight-person conunittee to

evaluate its past performance after the three-year trial service to be com-

pleted by next year and to consider the possibility of its continuation.

. The evaluation committee meeting was scheduled to be held here,

November 2-5. This decision and the announcement of the Rev. John Tse as

acting president of LCCCO were among other actions taken at its executive

board meeting here, July 15. Rev. Tse is now president of the Evangelical

Lutheran Church of Hong Kong.

The committee members included Dr. Andrew Chiu who was president of

the board during the past years; Rev. Stephen Cheung, president of the Chinese

Rhenish Church, Hong Kong Synod; Dr. Arne Sovik, a Lutheran World Federation

(LWF) Department of Studies staff; Rev. Satoru Kishii, LWF Asia secretary;

Rev. Delbert Anderson of Lutheran Church in America’s Division for World

Mission and Ecumenism; Dr. Horst Becker, director of the World Mission Depart-

ment of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Bavaria, Federal Republic of Germany;

Dr. Daniel Nellson, a Church of Sweden Mission representative in Hong Kong;

and Dr. Paul Hu of Evangelical Lutheran Church of Hong Kong.

Meanwhile, Rev. Arthur Wu, director of LCCCO, is building up contacts

with local related agencies to collect opinions and suggestions which together

with his self-evaluation report will become part of the materials to be studied

in the November meeting. (See also ALN 02/82)

#### ## (MORE)
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CELC ELECTS NEW OFFICIALS

CHIAYI, Taiwan *** The Rev. Winston Chu
was elected new chairman of the China Evan-
gelical Lutheran Church (CELC) at its church
convention held at the Concordia Middle school
here, July 12-15.

Assisting the new chairman was a nine-
person executive committee which included the
vice-chairman, Rev. I Ren-Yang; secretary.
Rev. Chao Chien; accountant. Rev. Paul Wang;
two laymen and teachers representatives , and
three members.

Having had served as CELC chairman for Rev. Winston Chu
several years before he furthered his graduate
studies at Concordia Theological Seminary, Fort
Wayne, Indiana, U.S.A. in 1977, Rev. Chu replaced
Rev. Chyu Tai Kai to lead once again the 2,200 members and its 27
congregations for a two-year term.

His past services in the church included nine years of chair-
manship at the now-dissolved Joint Lutheran Television which was
co-sponsored by Taiwan Lutheran Church and CELC, 11 years as producer
and script manager of Sunday Theatre, a well-received weekly Chris-
tian TV program, and several years of communication work at the early
China Lutheran Hour. He was the first Chinese pastor ordained by CELC.

The convention also elected new members for the church's
six functional committees.

## ## ##

RELIEF AIDS TO LEBANON CONTINUE

BEIRUT, Lebanon *** The current refugee situation in Lebanon has
aroused much international concern recently. Emergency relief aids from over-
seas church agencies were delivered to the thousands of homeless refugees here
whose house and properties were destroyed by bombs and shells since the con-
flicts between Israel forces and the Palestinians started in early June.

The Lutheran World Relief (LWR) of New York, U.S.A. has sent US$100,000 in

addition to its recent US$25,000 and 25,000 blankets and quilts to the estimated
500,000 Palestinians and Lebanese refugees in Lebanon. LWR's contribution was an

response to an appeal which worth US$1 million from Church World Service, an

agency of the National Council of Churches related to the World Council of Churches

(WCC)

.

Also in North America the Partners in Mission (PIM) , with its base in

St. Louis, Missouri, has set up a Project 60: Lebanon Relief Fund, to designate
relief aids to Lebanon. This action was taken in part as an response to its

on-going project, a Lutheran Contact and Resource Center (CRC) in Beirut.

In mid-July, PIM has sent US$2,500 which were channelled through LWR and

CRC. Recently CRC volunteers were in touch with family kit distributors to

1,450 families (about 11,000 individuals). Rev. Dennis Hilgendorf, director of

CRC, predicted that the identified families might be up to 2,000.

( . . .more)
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Each family kit, which contains a basic food kit of 1 kilo tin of powdered
milk, canned beef, tuna, luncheon meat, jam, cheese and macaroni, and when
available one blanket and two mattresses for two people, was given out weekly to
a family of seven or eight persons. Each costs US$10.

The Australia Council of Churches (ACC) in Sydney has made an initial
grant of A$10,000 to help the war victims in Lebanon. The Middle East Council
of Churches (MECC) reported that 11 monastries and convents have been made
available to house displaced families from South Lebanon and West Beirut. A
Near East School Of Theology was used as a clinic.

In Europe the Dan Church Aid has sent blankets, tents and food to the
refugees in Lebanon, in response to the appeal for help from MECC. The Danish
relief agency also sent relief expert to help coordinate work in the war-torn
country.

In addition to sending aids to the suffering people in Lebanon, PIM,
ACC, and Dan Church Aid encouraged their supporting agencies and pastors to
contribute toward the relief funds.

- All Agencies -

## ## ##

MISSIONARY SURVIVES UNDER FIRE IN LEBANON

BEIRUT, Lebanon *** Six shells did not kill or hurt any one in the
home of the Rev. Dennis Hilgendorf, a Lutheran missionary who heads the
Contact and Resource Center in West Beirut. "It is a miracle. . .," reported
the missionary who survived his life amid the bombardments and gunfire in the
war-torn city.

Rev. Hilgendorf was forced to leave his house they had occupied since
1968. The following excerption of his telex message could tell how his house
was under fire:

"On June 24 an Israeli bomb crashed through the front window of my home,
making a shambles of my living room and left a gaping 18 inch hole in a primary
wall between the living and dining room. Another shell seconds later smashed
into the outer wall, veered off and destroyed the elevator shaft next to our
apartfnent. Two more landed upstairs, and two next door. It is a miracle that
no one was hurt or killed by the six shells that fell here."

He said, "Don’t talk to me about the political or military side of this

news. . .. Talk to me rather about the thousands of people wounded and dying,

afraid and alone, sleepless and nervous, hungry and homeless, lost and orphaned,
confused and abandoned -- and talk to me about how we have been called by our
Lord to speak Christ's message and presence to them. Talk to me about that.

That's my problem -- our problem."

- Adapted from Focus on People in Mission -

## ## ##

(MORE)
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DON'T (Overlook middle east,
EGYPTIAN DIPLOMAT REMINDS LWF PEACE CONFERENCE

CHAVANOD, France *** Pleading that the Middle East not be overlooked
in peace discussions which tend to be oriented toward East-West relations, an
Egyptian diplomat told participants in a Lutheran peace consultation here that
especially in these days "everyone in the Middle East realizes the cost of the
status quo." Mohammed Anis Salem, now at the International Institute for Stra-
tegic Studies in London, said, "There is a readiness for peace. There is a need
for conflict resolution rather than conflict management or what may happen is

further and further radical izat ion.

"

Salem addressed some 50 persons from 16 countries at the Lutheran World
Federation (LWF) consultation on "Coordination of Lutheran Efforts for Peace,"
sponsored by the LWF's studies department. Speakers from Switzerland, East
and West Germany, the United States, Sweden, Egypt, Austria and Czechoslovakia
addressed the group during the eight-day meeting, July 5-12.

Addressing the theologians and lay peace experts, Salem urged them to

show concern as "superpowers and the Arab world attempt to square the circles
of world security." He said, "International politics needs the input of
spirituality and morality."

Salem suggested that either through the combined force of events or through
the exercise of human will a new model for peace in the Middle East might emerge.

He said one aspect of the model should be a problem-solving approach: "The
superpowers should face the alternative challenge of how to cooperate in a pat-
tern which does not allow either of them a unilateral occupation of any part of
the Middle East." He called for an end to the Soviet Union's occupation of
Afghani Stan,which he said provides the West, especially the US, with an excuse
for establishing bases in the Middle East. He also called for an end to the

Israeli occupation of Arab land, which he said appears more and more "as an

American occupation in disguise."

International organizations "must be brought back into the center of
peace-making and peace-building," Salem said. He urged a stronger role for
the UN Secretary General, the channeling of aid through the UN and changing
the Sinai force "into what it was intended to be." He also said a strengthen-
ing of the non-aligned movement could help Middle East peace efforts.

.He said at present the superpowers are heavily involved in the Middle
East. US arms support for Israel is countered by Arab moves to seek Russian
involvement to redress the balance, Salem said. He said, "Both superpowers
have perceived that the status quo (no peace, no war) as beneficial. The US
seeks to demonstrate to the Arabs that it holds the key to peace, while the
USSR feels that the American position opens numerous opportunities to extend
its influence without the need for costly risks."

'• But Salem admitted that not all the superpower involvement in the Middle
East has been "exclusively harmful." He said they have "contributed to i.the

process of independence and development in the area and allowed otherwise weak

states to acquire more room for maneuver."

## ## ##

- LWI -

(MORE)
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CELC YOUTHS LINE UP WORK FOR 1983

CHIAYI, Taiwan *** The China Evangelical Lutheran Church (CELC)
youths have drawn out a detail working plan for its activities in
1983, at its 7th Youth Work Department retreat gathering here, July 2-3.

Following the MBO (Management by Objective) method, the youths
formulated an organizational chart for the youth work office in which
youth fellowships, youth workers, youth centers, volunteers, and
the congregational deacons were related by functional committees.

The theme for the 1983 youth work will be "To Establish a Sound
Fellowship", aiming at introducing the youth work office to the
congregations. They will observe Youth Sunday, March 29, to communi-
cate to the adults, youths and pastors the vision of youth work. In
lla.y youth rallies will be held in two districts which were divided
into north and south. Its objective was to promote the responsibility
of youth workers.

Short-term and long-term objectives as well as the methods of
implementation were outlined for the two CELC youth centers, one in
Taipei and the other in Chiayi. The centers serve as a link between
congregations from where youths can organize evangelistic meetings,
prayer groups and fellowships for Christians as well as non-Christians.
The support of these centers by the volunteer youth workers from
U.S.A. together with local congregations will have to fact such
challenges as to lead five youths to the Lord every month for the
Taipei center and two to three for Chiayi center.

Highlighting the youth activities to be held next year will
be a winter camp in February and a summer camp in August.

## ## ##

REGIONAL YOUTH CONFERENCES
HELD IN INDIA AND TAIWAN

MADRAS, India *** An East Asian Lutheran Youth Leader's
Consultation was held here at the Gurukul Theological College and
Research Institute, August 3-13. During this ten-day meeting,
participants from Malaysia, Singapore, the Philippines and India
discussed human development issues under the theme, "Dynamics of
Development and Challenges of Christian Youth in Asia." Another
conference for Lutheran youths in North East Asia will be held
in Taipei, August 14-19.

## ## ##

LWS WORK AMONG TRIBALS IN INDIA
REPORTS IMPROVEMENT

WEST BENGAL, India *** The rise of literacy rate and the
establishment of medical facilities for the 8,000 tribe people
in Ajodhya Hills in the Purulia district were among other
improvement noted by the Rev. Olav Hodne, director of the Lutheran
World Service in India, in his 1982 quarterly report.

( . . .more)
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Under the LWF Integrated Area Development Program which was
officially handed over to the West Bengal government in April,
the Indian tribals' literacy rate has increased from less than
two percent to 20.75 percent since the initiation of the program
seven years ago. A health center was built and was supported by
11 trained tribals in the 75 villages.

Also improved were on the agricultural and construction fields.
Now more than 30 percent of the fallow land has been brought under
cultivation and a total of nearly 4,150 acres are being cultivated.
In the past only 1,200 acres of the 4,775 acres of agricultural
land were under cultivation. Hill areas became multi-cropped.
The number of wells increased from 11 to 134 and tanks from 18 to 123.

Under food for work projects, roads were built to connect
villages. Some 168 tribe people were trained to work on agriculture,
bee-keeping, pisciculture, livestock, adult literacy and community
health work.

These programs were running through the service of the
Ajodhya Hills Tribal Development Society, as they will become
self-supporting. It was also noted that representatives of the
tribdls could sit in government bodies.

## ##

US$5 MILLION IN DEVELOPMENT PROJEClS APPROVED BY LWF/CDS

NEUENDETTE LSAU , Federal Republic of Germany *** Eight projects
in India, including the establishment of an agricultural training farm, and
eight projects in Ethiopia, including a center to disseminate appropriate
technology, were among the 38 projects, totalling US$5,081,745, endorsed by
the Lutheran World Federation's (LWF) Community Development Service (CDS) at

its semi-annual governing committee here, July 6-8.

Also approved were seven projects for Latin America including a

community multi-purpose hall to teach theater, music and art and especially
vocational subjects to students and community members of the depressed
Argentinian community of Grand Bourg; a model farm in Brazil, to teach
small farmers how to improve crop yields, develop home industries and market
farm products; an irrigation scheme to rescue 300 hectares (740 acres) of
cultivation land in Sacota, Boyaca, Colombia; an integrated agricultural
project in the depressed Venezuelan region of the state of Miranda, and a

center to give educational, health and legal help to migrant workers in the
south of the Maracaibo Lake zone.

The meeting here marked the 20th anniversary of CDS, the development
arm of LWF World Service, which approved its first projects at a meeting
also here, August 28, 1962. CDS was formally* established by the LWF executive
committee at its Warsaw meeting in 1961. The first CDS governing committee
met January 14-15, 1962, to draft its terms of reference. Today eight persons
sit on the CDS governing committee, and the projects approved here last month
bring to 1,137 the number of projects CDS has approved in its 20-year history.

In addition to the agricultural training farm in the Kalrayan Hills,

other Indian projects include a training and production center for carpet
weaving, a low-cost area at Padhar Hospital, a land reclamation and settlement

project in Andhra Pradesh and a community development volunteers training
program.

V, . . .more)
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The appropriate technology center in Addis Ababa will use eight field
centers to demonstrate windmills, water turbines, solar heaters, bio-digesters
and fuel -conserving stoves. Other Ethiopian projects endorsed by the committee
include a day-care center, a fishery project on the Baro River, the rebuilding
of the Dabasso Clinic, a US$60,000 development program for Agere-Selam, (in-
cluding agriculture, soil erosion control, afforestation home economics and
water and road development), the rebuilding of Nedjo Clinic, a youth hostel
and a water supply system at Aira. And also approved were two projects from
Zimbabwe for physically handicapped people and a Midwifery project for the
southeastern region of Liberia, including an additional grant for the Pallipo
Development project.

Up to US$321,000 was approved for the operation of the Council of
Churches in Namibia for 1983, including the salaries of the council's 26
employees.

The ^approved projects, which were submitted to member churches and re-
lated agencies for funding, include 10 in Asia (US$1.3 million), 21 in Africa
(US$2.5 million), and seven in Latin America (US$1.2 million). Another
US$2.4 million in projects were deferred or rejected by the CDS governing
committee.

- LWI -

## ## ##

JAPANESE BOOK OF CONCORD OFF THE PRESS

TOKYO *** The complete Japanese edition of the BOOK OF CONCORD
was published, after 13 years of translating work, by the Lutheran
publishing house, Seibunsha, here in May.

As the first one-volume publication, the BOOK OF CONCORD in
Japanese included Luther's Order of Baptism, Luther's Marriage
Booklet and the Catalogue of Testimonies, in addition to the
Solid Declaration of the Formula of Concord and the Treatise on
the Power and Primacy of the Pope. The latters were translated
and published in separate volumes before the complete edition came
off the press.

.Translated anew from DIE BEKENNTNISSCHRIFTEN DER EVANGELISCH-
LUTHERISCHEN KIRCHE, the publication has been sold for more than
1,500 copies of which 1,200 went to the Lutheran churches and more
than 300 to the other reformed churches.

The publication of the Japanese BOOK OF CONCORD was regarded
as a step forward in encouraging the Lutheran Churches in Japan
to have a more profound understanding of their own confession. The
date of this publication was on the eve of the 90th anniversary of
the beginning of Lutheran church in Japan. It also commemorated
the 30th anniversary of the Seibunsha of which its first publication
was Luther's Small Catechism.

The chief editor of the Japanese edition was Professor Yoshikazu
Tokuzen who worked with Professor Masami Ishii.

## ## ##

(MORE)
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HK BIBLE SOCIETY ELECTS LUTHERANS ON NEW BOARD

TSIMSHATSUI, Kowloon, Hong Kong *** Three Lutherans were elected
to the new 12-person Board of Governors of the Hong Kong Bible
Society (HKBS) at its general meeting here, July 12.

Dr. Andrew Hsiao, president of the Lutheran Theological Seminary
and a vice-president of the Lutheran World Federation; Rev. Stephen
Cheung, president of the Chinese Rhenish Church, Hong Kong Synod;
and Dr. Andrew Chiu, president of the Concordia Theological Seminary
and an editor of ALN, became members of the new board which was
formed following HKBS registration as a "limited company" recently.

The first board of governors meeting will be held August 9
here to form an executive committee to implement plans of the
Bible society, according to Dr. Heyward Wong, general secretary of
HKBS.

As a limited company, HKBS will be able to exercise its own
power to carry on such business transactions as purchasing properties
and the transfer of ownership. Dr. Wong said that in the past some
of the HKBS properties were registered under the name of the British
and Foreign Bible Society. Moreover, the new board will replace the
advisory committee which was functioned in the past.

The new board of governors will also decide the voting power
of its some 500 subscribers which are supporting the work of the
Bible society. Other board members were: Rev. Lincoln Leung,
Dr. S. W. Tam, Mr.. M. S. Cheung, Rev. Paul Greisen, Sir Allan
Huggins, Mr. S. H. Sung, Rev. T. M. Diederich, Mr. Ian R. A.
MacCallum and Mr. Theodore Hsueh.

LUTHERAN CHURCHES IN HK STUDY
HYMNAL AND LITURGY

WATERLOO ROAD, Kowloon, Hong Kong *** A two-day seminar on worship,
hymnal and liturgy was held here, July 19-20, for some 40 youths and pastors
from the local Lutheran churches.

In addition to special interest groups which featured the agenda of the
seminar, lectures were given by overseas and local hymnal experts. Dr. Eugene
Brand of the Lutheran World Federation gave two presentations on Lutheran liturgy
and hymnal and the role of hymnal in worship. Dr. Heyward Wong, conductor of
the Hong Kong Oratorio Choir and a general secretary of the Hong Kong Bible
Society, gave an account on the history of sacred music in China. Dr. Daniel

Law of the faculty of Chinese University of Hong Kong told the participants
the ways and means to promote interest in sacred music in church.

The seminar, sponsored by the Lutheran Theological Seminary (LTS) in

Shatin, was assisted by Dr. F. Feliciano, president of the Manila-based Asian
Institute for Music and Liturgy, who and a choir conductor, George Hernandez,

led sessions on conductorship.

The meeting of this kind was hoped to inspire the church to consider the

importance of hymnal and liturgy during services, according to Dr. George Lam

of LTS, who coordinated the seminar. In Taipei a similar seminar was held for
the Lutheran Churches there earlier last month. Dr. Brand was one of the main
speakers.

## ##

## ## ## (MORE)
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LC-HKS POLICY AIMED TO SERVE, PRESIDENT SAYS

SHAMSHUIPO, Kowloon, Hong Kong *** The future policy of the Lutheran
Church-Hong Kong Synod (LC-HKS) was aimed to serve the congregations through
the different standing committees. This was revealed by the Rev. Titus Lee,
president of the LC-HKS, at a meeting on the promotion of church ministries
held here recently.

Rev. Lee said in his opening address that the church officials were
"the servants" of the church of which their accomplishment depend on the
support, guidance, and encouragement of the brothers and sisters. The newly-
elected president said the policy was not to exercise collective absolute
control or to become "master" of the different church units. He said that
solidarity among church workers could help to strengthen the ministries.
(See also ALN 05/82)

With regard to the future work. Rev. Lee confirmed the ability of the
executive committee. He told the 50 some participants, including pastors,
school principals and co-workers, that the church officials were able to
predict the possible future development of their ministries. The church today,
however, felt the lack of pastors and teachers, as some older pastors reached
the age of retirement and some talented teachers were neglected.

The meeting heard standing committee reports in the field of theological
education, Christian education, social service, Christian literature, public
relations, finance, mission and evangelism.

## ## ##

AUSTRALIANS' CHINA TRIP REPORT RELEASED

SYDNEY *** A report titled, "To See with One’s Own Eyes," which described

the nine-member Australian Church team's trip to China in April, was released by

the Australian Council of Churches (ACC) at its general meeting in Brisbane

last month.

The publication gave a brief historical background of Christianity in

China and descriptions of the worshipping churches, theological training,

the role of the Three-Self Movement and the China Christian Council (CCC)

and the nature of the post-denominational church in China today.

The ACC meeting agreed to issue an invitation to the CCC for a return

visit to Australia in 1983.

## ## ##

MEDIA NEWSLETTER LAUNCHED IN NEPAL

KATHMANDU, Nepal *** The first issue of a quarterly Christian Media

Nepal (CMN) Newsletter was launched last month aiming at exchanging information

on Christian communication in Nepal.

The publication covered a report of a local communication seminar as well

as an article which introduced Christian Media Nepal.

Under the editorship of R. Sodemba and Chhatra Subba, assistant editor,

the newsletter was planned to include news, book reviews, CMN activities and

letters from readers in the future issues.' They used PO Box 1332 to receive

their letters.
- Adapted from WACC Action -

#### ##
(MORE)
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THIRD CCOWE HAS THEME

TAIPEI *** The third Chinese Congress on World Evangelization (CCOWE)
to be held in 1986 will have the theme, "Renewal, Breakthrough and Growth".
This was resolved at the Taiwan district Committee of the Chinese Coordination
Center of World Evangelism (CCCOWE) meeting here, July 14.

Prior to this meeting the first preparatory committee of the third CCOWE
formulated policies to achieve the objectives of CCCOWE. The ways and means
to promote the "10-year projection plan", culture and gospel research, a

"grown-up" church model research, and a Kingdom concept, were among other
resolutions approved in the meeting.

Also approved were the personnel responsible for such services as news
dissemination, registration, transportation and finance in the third CCOWE.

- Adapted from Christian
## ## ## Tribune -

TSE ELECTED TO LEAD CLCHKA

NATHAN ROAD, Kowloon, Hong Kong *** The Rev. John Tse, president
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Hong Kong, was elected new president of
the Chinese Lutheran Churches, Hong Kong Association (CLCHKA), at its delegates
meeting here, July 24.

The four vice-presidents were: Rev. Titus Lee, president of Lutheran
Church-Hong Kong Synod; Rev. Stephen Cheung, president of Chinese Rhenish
Church, Hong Kong Synod; Rev. Tsang Kwok Ying of Tsung Tsin Mission, Hong
Kong; and Rev. Agnar Espegren of Hong Kong and Macau Lutheran Church.

The meeting accepted the working report of the general secretary.
Rev. F. Y. Wong and approved the annual budget.

## ## ##

WACC ACCEPTS NEW MEMBERS;
NEW COMMUNICATION PROJECTS ENDORSED

ZEIST, Netherlands *** Among the 33 newly-received corporate members
of the London-based World Association for Christian Communication (WACC) , six ..

were in Asia. The new members and 130 communication projects of which 41 were
in Asia were approved by the WACC central committee meeting here recently.

. The new Asian media members, two each in India and Australia and one in

Indonesia, were: Institute for Development Education in Madras, Select Book
Publishers and Distributors in New Ddlhi, India; Mediacom Associates Inc. in

Malvern, Uniting Church of Australia in Sydney, Australia; Centre for Research
and Educational Innovations, Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

The WACC endorsed projects, totalling more than US$3.3 million, involved
a wide range of media in 49 countries. Thirty-four projects were in Africa,
21 in Latin America-Caribbean, nine in Pacific, six in Middle East, five in

Europe and one in North America. Thirteen projects were inter-regional in

scope. They were on the 1983 list for funding. A description of these projects
will be published and be available soon.

- Adapted from WACC, Action -

## ## ##
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LCA PASTORS ATTEND COMMUNICATIONS-PR SEMINAR

ADELAIDE, Australia *** Seventy leaders of the Lutheran Church of
Australia attended a seminar on communications and public relations held here,
July 12. This was the first state-wide seminar conducted on this theme. Top
church media people were presenters at the meeting.

## ## ##

FEATURE; ASIAN LUTHERANS ARE 'SENDING' CHURCHES

By Edgar Trexler, editor of The Lutheran

Just as Japanese-made products have become familiar items on the shelves
of stores around the world, missionaries of the Lutheran churches in Japan are
becoming familiar faces in churches in various parts of the globe. For example:

The West Japan Evangelical Lutheran Church sent a pastor and his wife to
Jakarta, Indonesia, and a woman teacher of English and Japanese to a school
near Medan in northern Sumatra. Another pastor and his wife went to Dusseldorf,
Federal Republic of Germany, an industrial center where numerous Japanese firms
have set up manufacturing plants.

For nearly 20 years, the Japan Evangelical Lutheran Church (JELC) has
provided a missionary among Japanese-speaking Lutherans in SaS" PaulS", Brazil.
In 1981 a seminarian from Brazil spent his intern year in Japan and then
returned to Brazil.

A group of JELC Seminary students visited two Lutheran seminaries in
Hong Kong. The students from Hong Kong visited the Japanese seminary recently.

Encouraging the sending of pastors, missionaries and students from one
church to another is an important role of the Department of Church Cooperation
of the Lutheran World Federation (DCC-LWF) . The Rev. Satoru Kishii, Asia
secretary for the DCC, says that "church people should be exposed to other
cultures and other churches. We're often astonished to find how much different
we are, but the whole world is God's creation and we are thrilled to know that

Jesus is a universal Savior."

Asian Lutherans are taking the mandate to "go into all the world" seriously.

The Evangelical Lutheran Church of Hong Kong is planning to send a missionary
to Bangkok. Along with Finnish and Norwegian mission societies, the ELCHK has

helped organize a Lutheran Mission in Thailand. The church is collecting money
to send a pastor/evangelist.

The Lutheran Church of Malaysia and Singapore plans to send missionaries
to Thailand, the Philippines and Sabah. Again, local congregations are

being encouraged to contribute to this mission. Two LCMS pastors are currently

ministering to Chinese-speaking Lutherans in California.

A lay leader of the Delhi Evangelical Lutheran Church in India has been

instrumental in establishing contacts and holding seminars with African students

who are studying at Delhi University. The Northelbian Evangelical Lutheran

Church in the Federal Republic of Germany sent a missionary to the university

for several months to assist with this project. The intent was to strengthen

the students' faith so that they can be a greater witness when they return to

their home church.

( . . .more)
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Asia secretary Kishii acknowledges that it is "difficult for church mem-
bers, and even for church officials, to get out of their own country and see
other churches. The tendency is to think that Christians everywhere are doing
the same as we do in our individual churches."

"But world mission is not a bilateral movement," Kishii continues. "Mis-
sion is the responsibility of all churches. The money and personnel that come
to the LWF from all parts of the world are sent to churches around the world."

"I know from my own life how important these exchanges can be. In 1964
I attended a youth convention in the United States. There I was part of
14,000 young people. It was a moving experience for me, who come from a

country where the Christian population is only one percent, and I have never
forgotten it."

Kishii said, "Lutherans from Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan
and Hong Kong attended a seminar in Neuendettelsau, FRG, on the church of the
Reformation. For most of them, it was their first chance to meet with other
Lutherans from Asia, much less with Lutherans in Europe."

Assisting Asian churches to be "sending" as well as "receiving" churches
helps fulfill part of the Department of Church Cooperation's name -- cooperation
At an LWF-sponsored Asian church leaders' consultation on Global Partnership
in Mission in Manila (1979), the first-ever of its kind for Asian Lutherans,
more than 100 participants suggested the possibility of mission efforts among
Koreans living in the People's Republic of China. Some 1.2 million Koreans
live in Manchuria and have maintained their own language, schools and newspapers

The churches of India were challenged to make personnel available for
mission efforts in the Persian Gulf countries, working jointly with the 1,200-
member Evangelical Lutheran Church of Jordan. Many Lutherans have moved into
the gulf area, which is predominantly Muslim, from Jerusalem's West Bank and
from India.

Evangelistic work in Bangladesh was discussed, with the suggestion that
churches in Indonesia consider the challenge of such work.

A center for industrial ministry in Ulsan, South Korea was encouraged,
with the possibility of the South Korean church purchasing the land. Shift
workers would be able to attend worship services throughout the week. A social
worker and pastor would staff the center, with the LWF aiding in the financing
of the effort.

A retreat center in Tirupati, India, was endorsed. The city is a center
of Hinduism and is visited by pilgrims from all over India.

In another project, the LWF DCC was instrumental in setting up the

Lutheran Churches' China Coordinating Office in Hong Kong. Its role is to

facilitate the sharing of information about the mission being carried on by
Christians in Chinese mainland, and to provide for the cooperation of Lutheran
churches in relation to that part of the world.

The Rev. Risto Lehtonen, director of the DCC, summed up the Asian outreach
effort when he called the Asian church leaders' conference "a major step forward
in encouraging Lutheran churches in Asia to take initiative, to assume leader-

ship in common mission efforts and to intensify cooperation with one another .

"

He added that the "mission partners in Asia and elsewhere now !'have a clearer
picture of their place in the scheme of mission in the whole church."

## ## ##
(MORE)
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(a)

(b)

PHOTO CAPTIONS:

(a) A Lutheran Church in Malaysia and Singapore evangelist sitting with
aboriginals in Senoi, central jungle region of Malaysia.

(b) Another evangelist sent by the Lutheran Church in Malaysia and Singapore
conducting singing session with the local people in Senoi.

## ##
,

##
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ASIAN CHRISTIANS WITNESSING WORLDWIDE

REV. MOSES CHOW



Rev. Moses Chow was bom on the China
Mainland, He is a graduate of the
East China Theological Seminary , in
Hangchow, and was called of God to go
to Indonesia ar- a missionary in 19^9.
He learned the Indonesian language
and served the Lord there for seven
years. Rev. Chow received his K.A.
degree from Columbia Bible College.
Later he served as pastor of the Over-
seas Chinese Church in Tokyo. For some
years Rev. Chow has been the Executive
Director of Ambassadors For Christ,
Inc.

Jerusalem. Concern is the bas>s for action. Concern

for a lost world is given bv God. His own heart

must be yearning for the 600 million of China who
are without Him.

I believe it is the Lord who. in his mysterious wis-

dom, allowed the door to China to be closed. "
-

.

The Holy One. the true One who opens and no

one shall shut, who shuts and no one opens." Rev

3:7 God has the final authority and power to open

It or keep it dosed. "Rock, WHEN wilt thou

open?" IS not ours to ask. It will be in the fullness

of His time. Maybe He is waiting because WE are

not ready. Then we should cry. not to the rock,

but unto the Lord to search and examine us. Do

we really have pure motives for China to be open

for the gospel? Do we really have as deep and

sincere a concern as Christ has, not only for China

as a land but for Chinese everywhere, whom we

even now have an open door to reach for Him?

There is a Chinese saying,

"Where true sincerity and honesty touch, even

metal or rock will open."

Two extreme* rxpressed these days toward

the possibilih hina opening to the gospel

Extreme opti - "We'll be there tomorrow,

We'll push o| ) door ourselves and rush in."

This attitude .1 of big noise and dangerous

foolishness. Extreme pessimism - "The door will

never open, the rock will never yield." This is lack

of faith in God. Both do rsot consider a miracle

working God -- both are man-centered. We must

pray as if everything depended upon God and pre-

pare as if everythirsg depended on usl

I met personally with a top Communist official

fromMatnIandChina. Surprisingly he was willing to

discuss Christianity openly. He dogmatically stated,

"A Communist cannot be a Christian. But you

Christians, if you are willing to change, can be

come Communists." Upon being questioned if

there was a possibility to go to China now, he

scoffed. "Certainly you may go and even preach -

but no one will believe youi" I had offered New

Testaments in Simplified Chinese Script to his

aids. After checking out permission from their

superior whether they could receive such things,

they accepted them. I also gave one to this high

official. A hopeless situation? Is not God's Word

"like a hammer which breaks the rocii in pieces"

Jeremiah 23:29. This hamrrser it more than a

match for the hammer artd sicklel The Rock of

China hat been just as cold and hard many times

before and GOD OPENED ITI

China has been an Oriental Gibralter against the

Gospel for a thousand years, alternately closed and

open to Christianity. In the 1600'$, Francis Xavier,

forbidden to enter, was said to have cried "Oh.

rock, rock, when wilt thou open to my Lord?"

Robert Morrison, called the Apostle to China, but

never allowed to preach the gospel on China soil,

was the foundation stone upon which all future

witness for Christ was built. The "rock" of China

never opened to him, but his faithful work was a

stepping stone. His prayer was, "God, station me

in that part of your field where the difficulties are

greatest and to all human appearance the most

insurmountable." To owner of the ship on which

he came to China mocked him. "So you really

expect you will make an <mpression on the idolatry

of the great Chinese Empire?" His answer, "No,

sir, but I expect God will.” At that time, historians

record, the door to the Chinese mind and heart

appeared to be closed, barred and bolted. Public

preaching was not permitted. An imperial edict

prohibited the teaching of Christianity to the

Chinese. It was a capital crime to publish works on

Christianity in the language of the people. Closed

doors to China are NOT a new thmgl

The China of the Communists seems like a rock,

hard, cold and unyielding But our position must

be clear as we cry to the rock — "
. . . open to MY

LORD" The point is not whether it will open to

me, or to foreign missions, or to any denomination

or particular brand of Christianity. The failure to

realize this, and the mixture of missionary motives

with gunboats, treaties, trade and colonialism con-

tributed to the closing of China's door in this

century. When the rock of China does open to the

Lord again, may His servants be wiser and purer

in ntotives, single-minded in purpose to advance

only the Kingdom of God in China.

Christian history in China reveals many heroic

Western missionaries. Their visions, trials and deter-

mination to brir>g Christ to our people is a wor>der-

tul example. In Morrison's day. the rock of China

was approached only by Western Christians. Now.

by the grace of God, multitudes of Oiristian

Chinese also cry aloud to God for our country that

It might be open to Christ. We Christian Chir>ese

ought to have the first concern for the spiritual con-

dition of our kinsmen. Nehemiah was first con-

cerned for his own people. The prophets were

moved with concern for Israel. Paul's cor>cern over-

whelrr>ed him for his countrymen Jesus wept over



Who Will Beach China’s

MinoRiTY Groups?
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CHINA HAS AN ESTIMATED 48,000,000 PEOPLE IN MINORITY GROUPS

ASIAN MISSIONARY OUTREACH WISHES TO HEAR FROM THOSE CONCERNED FOT THESE PEOPLE

R«Kar<lln« display: The map was purchased In Hong Kong; the pictures were taken from CHINA PICTORIAL magazine; the facts regarding the minority nationalities came from the XINHUA ZIDIAN dictionary printed In Peking.
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If the memge of Love Ouna *75 U to be put in a

nutshell, it will be this: The bridge to China is LOV&

•A*
^7S

MOTIVATION
Nohwnlah WapI, Prayad, Aetad, Triumphad
Hava wa baan looking in tKa wrong diracHon

for a graafar lava for laat man?

'nnuA the uory of the weepiof govenuncot etoployee

la familiar, it (Jeservea rcpeatins. Had you known him
earty in hu career, you would not have gueaaed be would
aver be caught crying. He wn not that kind of man. He
h^ through fajthfulneaa and dilifeaee, woo the confidence

of the Peniao Ung and been eetruated with a plaoe of

greal teapooaibility.

Then aomething happened Within a period of four

oootha, hia whole countenance fhangwl His cheerful

confidence diaappeared. and be began to loae weipii. There

wen quiet hour* of tfo oigbt when tfie muffled toundi of

hia mourning could be t^ard by fellow employeea His

doaeai aaiociatea began to aronder what sorrow could pos>

siMy be eating so de^y into bis heart. There were wha-
pcnnp Him he been unmoral or dishoocat? Wat be

tmiggliog with a guilt oomplei? Had be loat a loved one?

Tfo fact waa, hia people back home were euSenng.

Jeruaaletn. the city he loved, had been attacked by an

enemy and left In ihamblea. The black scan of fire and

the deetnKtiOQ of war were cndeni on every street. Pover-

ty. tiunyr, tad afflictMO nalknd the footstepa of hit natioo

Nothing in the Peraian palace could remove the pain of

thu knowtedge from hh heart. Hit tucena u> government

and all the tuxuriea of hii urroundinp became unimpor-

tant in oompanaon with the needs of Jertisaletn't people

Then be ui down tod wept and mourned and fasted and

prayed before the Ood of Waveo (Nebeffllah 1:4).

The thing thai botbera me meat about tbit atory la the

cooiraB between Nebemiato compataioo for a few hun-
dred, physically fnenda. and my lack of com-
paMMO for miilitw* of the world'i people who arc on their

way to a fodlem cterniiy Why doo'i I cart more, pray
mote, do more, and love more?

If the eodleta agotay of ioet men o not enough to ipotl

the enjoyment bf succeta, praperity, or physical oocnfom,
wbai wUl move me' If the ooatJy. compaaaiooau.. seaidUng
love of Cod for a irorld of people anthout Christ is rioi

permeating my heart now. will it ever?
How can I eaplain Nehemiab'i oonoett for Jcrntalcm.

or Paul's paatioo for biiel? How am I to uoderoand the

breaking ncart of Robert Murray McCheyae as be cried,

‘Xrod Bve me Senriind lest I die''’ or the Ufe>pvug pat-

aioa of David Brainard for the American Indians? Is It

given to some men to respond to God's love for the loat

and not to others? Or hat my familiahty anih the Great
Commuann. with lo« men. with lohn 3 16, ariih the doc-
trine of heaven and bell cailouaed my soul?

Perhaps I've been m the wrong direction, tang-

ing tor IM wrong thing Perhaps my real need is twt a
greater love tor souls but tor Him arte loves aouh leaaa
didn't ask Peter if he loied men but tf be loved God. Per-
hana only God can love condemned souls after alc

Maybe that is wbai God meant tour <wt yean ago
when He said we should love Him ariih everything we arc

and have For tf we love Htm, Hts love tor men anil be
channeled through > to orheis-

Thc more I think of it. tlM more I reoo^uae the prayer
of the weepuig govenuneot employee as an eapremioo of

hn love for God and hit eoocern for the booor of God's
namr It went deeper than ienaakan't broken walk, and
deeper than the phyml needs hf tnefa afflicted pcc^le

It was a prayer that bad to be answered, no matter wbai
the petso^ coat to Nehemsah. (or God's sake

Rronatad reem "SOfUZONT Uvauw. Pdih-
ratsen of graroalKal AlUanra Wamon

Plpa.ww fiddreM all rorrcspondeoce '

THE EDITOR, ASIAN MISSIONARY OUTREACH, BOX A
FX>RT WASHINGTON, PA. 19034 USA. Yes, PRAY, too.

SPECIAL ISSUE
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THE EXPLO '74 EXPERIENCE BY Thomas Wang

"What we are witnessing In truly the biggest

Christian gathering in church history” said Dr. Philip

Teng in a special meeting of the 400 Chinese delegates
"and perhaps we might never see the like again before
the Lord returns."

What he was referring to were the five amazing,
electrifying and explosive days during which 300,000
Koreans met for tr^ning and mass evangelism.

EXPLO '74 - the tears, sweat and prayer result

of the Korean Christians under the sponsership of

Campus Crusades * has set monumental achievement
in church history.

"Let all the world know through our individual

lives, the collective witness of EXPLO '74, that

Jesus Christ is Lord of all" were the welcoming
words of Dr. Joon Gon Kim, Director of EXPLO '74.

300,000

Korean Christians came. For their

accommodation, thousands of tents were erected
beside the mammoth meeting ground on Yoido Island.

The most inspiring moments were the nightly

evangelistic meetings when immense crowds of from
700.000 to 1,600,000 gathered to hear the Word of God
proclaimed by Dr. Joon Gon Kim and Dr. Bill Bright.

Things we could learn from the Korean Christians:
1. UNITY
EXPLO '74 was conducted with the cooperation of almost
every single church and denomination in South Korea.
2. DISCIPLINE
Korean Christians (as well as non-Christian Koreans)
have demonstrated extraordinary disciplineincompari-
son with Christians who came from overseas.

3. EVANGELISTIC ZEAL
The Korean Christians are determined to evangelize
their own country before the end of 1975. They are
willing to pay any price to achieve this end.

4. DILIGENT IN PRAYER
During EXPLO '74 thousands of Korean Christians
joined in all night prayer, with the highest record of

60.000 people praying throughout the night.

5. OBEDIENCE
Korean Christians have a hi^ respect and obedience
to their churches and ministers.

6. WILLINGNESS TO SUFFER
While the overseas guests stayed in air-conditioned
hotels, the Korean Christians studied, worked and
slept in sun-baked army tents.

7. WILLINGNESS TO GIVE
The Korean Christians live frugally. But when it

comes to giving to God, they are almost unsurpassed.

Every Chinese delegate to EXPLO '74 has felt

his life being enriched by what he has seen, heard,
and felt. Many determined to put their convictions in-

to action when they return home. "After Yoido" said
one delegate, "no one could be the same." ***

'JbriiitgeliziitionlReifuirei:

n:. jrjrtarr

Dear Praying Friends.

We praise God for every one of you who continues
to pray and support the Lord's work through lEM. Iwas
conscious of your prayers as I proceeded to Seoul,
Korea, last month to attend the Summer InsUtute of

World Mission. One thing which was brought to our
attention was the need of a clear goal in our labour
for the Lord. In missionary efforts we are conimitted
to planting churches in every homogeneous group of

people. Our praying, giving and going are all geared to

this end. God wills His Church to grow, grow quali-
tively and quantitatively. Let us keep this in front of us
and move forward. A servant of God was praying for a
chair, table and a cycle. He had faith that God would
supply his need. Though he prayed very often nothing
happened. One day as he was struggling to find the
reason for his prayer not being answered, the Holy
Spirit told him, "Son, specify your order. If you sent
an order to a shop saying "send a table" most likely

the shopkeeper would send the order back." This ser-
vant of God got the point. He sat down and specified
his order, the material to be used, colour, measure-
ments. etc etc. To his wonder he received what he
asked.

It was a great privilege to be in Korea where the

Church of God is growing like wildfire. Christianity

came to Korea only in 1684. The tinder was ready for

the spark of God. From the very beginning there was a

great movement towards the Lord.

Around the turn of the century, mission stations

could be found in all the large cities. The first decade
of this century saw a great revival in Korea. In 1920

Korea was officially annexed by Japan and their suprem-
acy lasted till the end of the Second World War. The
Japanese forced Christians to worship their emporer.
Many Christians suffered jail and martyrdom in this

period. In 1947 Korea was divided. North Korea came
under the Communists and South Korea became a

Republic. When the Korean war was ended in 1953 there

were only 20 churches in Seoul, the capital of South

Korea. Today there are about 2,000 churches in Seoul

alone. There are Korean missionaries in Brazil, Paki-

stan, Thailand and in many other South-East Aslan
countries. They plan to send 2,000 missionaries within

the next ten years. There were 25,000 baptisms in the

Korean army last year.

"The Mighty One, God the Lord, speaks and
summons the earth from the rising of the sun to its

setting." Psalm 50:1. In the 5th verse He continues:

"Gather to me my faithful ones who made a covenant
with me by sacrifice." (lEM OUTREACH) **•

Pray for these two Korean Mission leaders

•

Dr. Sa»uel Kin (left) and Kov. David Che.



Miss Trinh Y Le, Missionary, Mr. Choi Kwok Hung, Missionary,
From South Viet Nam to Khmer From Hong Kong to South Viet Nam

Hebron Church Hloues Foruiord

Rev. Paul Lai
Missionary

Ottawa, Canada

Rev. Cheng Kor Rev. Jonathan Kaan
Pastor Director

Grace Gospel Church Hebron Evangelistic Ass'n

Rev. Gentle Lee
Pastor

Hebron Church
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"In China a poraon hecomoa a Chrlatlan for only ono
rnaaon - io rocolva the forglvenaaa of alna."

"If H poraon In China boromoa a Chrlatlan ho dooa It

from (luro motivea. Thore la no advantago In oxpoalng
onoaolf to aovnro poraarutlon, malorlally apoaklng."

Tho ('lilneao Chrlatlana poaaoaa a atrong doairo to

proBch tho Goapol, It hao boon provod that tho Individ*

unl'a toatlmony la much moro p<nvorful than the proach*
Ing 4if tho old daya,"

"Tho great proaaurn undnr which tho Church of .loaua

Chrlat haa to live la tho moot Important cauae of tho

total breaking down of denominational walla. A woman
aald, "ilofore the Cultural Itovolutlon I waa a l.utheran

but now I am a Chrlatlan."

"Mrrtlnga are held In aorret - In living rooma, parka,
and In many difforeni and often atrango plarea. Only a
very few (woplo come togrlher. Sometlmoa the l.urd'a
Sup|M>r la relpl>rated with )uat two imople."

"Two iwople will aumetimea hold a prayer mooting on
the platform of a railway atallon. They look at oarh
other aa they apeak and It aeema aa If they are having
a conveiaatlon. If larger meetinga are being held they
take place at Irregular llmea. The Chrlatlana tell each
other alHiut the mooting juat a lltUe while before It

beglna."

"Chtneae Chrlatlana want to take tho Goapel to the
Middle Caat. The Chrlatlana In China differ In opinion
from their liroihera and alatera in the "free" world
when It cornea to aaytng what will hapiwn when China'a
bordera o|)on up. While many mlaalonary atKlelleaare
making plana to Itegtn a ' Goa|>el Oflenalve*. the opinion
of the Chinoae Chrlatlana la that they are the onea who
ahould preach the Goa|>el. They point to the fact that
In the firat century the meaaage of Jeaua Chrlat waa
taken from Jeruaalem to Kuro|)o. then from Europe to
America, atvl then from Anterlca to the Far Eaat. The
circle haa to t>e cbMied aiKi the Chtneae Chrlatlaita
Mleve they muat carry the torch to the Middle Eaat -

the laat atage'"

"Meanwhile the ik^aiiel la being priwlaimed now in
China, In the laat three yeara more young people
have pul thetr faith In Jeaua Chrlat than In the whole
of the previoua ten yeara."

What the weatem Chrlatlana can do la pray lor the
auUering i»rt id Chrlafa Hody tn China. Hundreds of
IhiHiaamlB of Chtneae are living abrx^d. U they become
miaalonariea they can take the Word of SelvaUon to
thetr own ciwmtry. One humired thiwiaand Chinese are
are working on the building of the railway tn Tanxania
and Zambia at the preaenl time. One thixjaand arrive
In Madagaarar each week. They can be reached no*.
Next year they will go back to thetr v>wn country."

"The hidden Church of Chrlat In the IVople'a Republic
id China haa md loai hope or courage."



THE THIRD MISSIONARY CONVENTION by Lina Lin

We still remember what a thrilling experience It

was when our eyes were first opened to the urgent
needs and opportunities of worldwide missionary out-
reach. It was in 1972 when we held our first Mission-
ary Convention. Rev. Cheng Kor of Grace Gospel
Church, Manila, challenged us with the Lord's own
words to put forth every possible effort to fulfill the

Great Commission, "Go into all the world and preach
the gos|>el to the whole creation."(Mark 16: 15) "And
you shall be my witnesses in Jerusalem and in all

Judea and Samaria and to the end of the earth."(Acts
1:8) We felt convicted to answer the challenge and ac-
cept the responsibilities which are but ours. We raised
through faith pledges a missionary fund of H.K.$84,000.
But. then, we were without a single missionary.

Today, after a lapse of two years, when we came
to celebrate the Third Missionary Convention and Rev.
Cheng Kor was again among us, we had five mission-
aries. We bubbled over with unspeakable joy and thank-

fulness to the Lord when we saw two of our missionar-
ies, Rev. Paul Lai and Miss Elaine Trlnh come from
Canada and Vietnam respectively.

On the five evenings of the Convention we saw,

from the witness of our missionaries, that thousands

are perishing in darkness in want of Jesus Christ to

fill their spiritual vacuum. God today is calling dedi-

cated and talented young Christians to spread the glad

tidings of comfort and joy to all the world. We saw
also how every problem large or small was miracu-
lously solved by God through earnest prayers. Oir
prayers and intercessions are never in vain.

The Third Missionary Convention was held for

five consecutive days from July 31 to August 4. We had
exceptionally good weather and the attendance was
enthusiastic. Rev. Cheng Kor inspired all of us in his

teaching. On the very first evening he pointed out

clearly that missionary endeavor arises from a deep
conviction to love Jesus more than anything else in

the world, for he who loves the Lord will do what He
commands and seek to fulfill the Great Commission.
This Commission was God's greatest plan and revela-

tion. We need nut t>e afraid when we preach in the

name of Jesus Christ, for all authority in Heaven and

on Earth has been given to Him and Jesus has promis-
ed to be with us always to the close of the age.

Rev. Cheng Kor helped us to see that the whole

world is a whitened harvest field open to us. But he

showed us that we wouldn't undertake any missionary

enterprise unless we have a missionary vision. When
there is no vision, there is no burden. No burden, nti

work. When a church has no zeal in evangelism, she

will fall into confusion and perish.

To fulfill the missionary vision, we should offer

our prayers. We pray for our missionaries individual-

ly. We pray that God will send missionaries into His

harvest. We should offer our money. When we offer

the little we have, the Lord will use it in the same way
as He makes use of the five barley loaves and two fish

to work a miracle. W'e should offer ourselves to

become missionaries. We should gladly do His will,

unlike Jonah who tried to deny God's call.

Continued on next page
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Vice Chairman
Aslan Missions Association
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"Ye shall be wttnesses (or Me in Jeruealem, Judea,
Samaria, and to the uttermost part o( the earth."

"And .Issue began to send them forth - two by two."

Sem and Sel Hattu united their call of God to the

land of DraaU, South America, when they were
married In Timor, Indonesia, In March 1974.

Sem Hattu was bom In the island of Ambon (Spice
Island), Indonesia. From the time he entered the Indo-
nesia Bible Institute (or missionary training he has
been Itnown (or his spontaneous witness (or Christ, and
(or his 'built-in' loudspeaker voice by which God
roaches souls In evangelistic meetings. He later spent
a year on board the ship LOGOS (OperaUon Mobllua-
tion) during which Ume he ministered in India, and In
the countries o( the Middle East, where God deepened
his call to DratU.

Sel Hattu was working In an office in Soe, Timor.
(Indonesia) when the revival In Timor swept so many
office workers Into full Ume service as evangelists.
She went to Ratu to Bible School where she also studied
music to use with her evangellsUc ministry. (She plays
the accordion sklllfuUy.)

Two by two • some to BraaU, some to Surinam,
and many more to other mission fields. Pray for the
new missionaries sUU staged tn language study. •••

By Lois Fltagerald.

jAsian /Hissiens /[ssdciaiicn

PORTIONS OF THE MINUTES OF THE SECOND CONTINUATION COMMITTEE OF THE ALL-ASIAN MISSIONS ASSOCIATIO^

APRIL 16-18, 1974

MORRISON HOTEL. HONG KONG
more missionaries are scheduled to leave for Brazil
and Europe in June (1974).

PRESENT:
Philip Teng, Chairman (Hong Kong)

Petros Octavlanus. Vice Chairman, (Indonesia)

David J. Cho, Secretary-Treasurer, (Korea)

Chandu Ray, (Singapore)

Andrew Furuyama, (Japan)

CONVENING PROCEDURES

The Second ConUnuaUon Committee was convened in

Hong Kong in accordance with the decision of the First

ConUnuation Committee, which had been appointed by

Ute First ALL-ASIA MISSION CONSULTATION held

in Seoul, Korea, from August 27-September 1. 1973.

ABSENTEES

Regretfully both the Rev. Theodore Williams of India

and Dr. Simeon Kang of Korea were unable to attend.

FIRST DAY - April 16. 1974

Following a dinner reception and a time of fellowship

the Committee held Uie first meeting at 8:00 PM. It

was decided that the following members should lead

daily devotions, with Dr. Teng. Chairman, presiding.

First day - Chandu Ray
Second day - Petros Octavianus
Third day - David J. Cho

Dr. Ray was requested to deliver a theme message in

which he pointed out that Seoul '73 had brought Asian
churches a spiritual awakemng to missions and had
encouraged them to engage in mission work. Asian
churches with a greater awareness of parUci|)ation in

missions do face practical problems arising from
poverty. Dr. Ray noted. He gave reports from India,

Nepal. Pakistan. Bangaladesh and Laos.

The Rev. Furuyama's report - The missionary
organlzaUons belonging to the Japan Clverseas Missions
Association have sent out three new missionary families
since Seoul '73. Eight more missionary candidates have
been accepted. JOMA is engaged in providing informa-
tion from the mission fields, and in beginning mission
seminars in order to promote enthusiasm for missions.
An investigation made by JOMA has revealed that none
of the seminaries or Bible Institutes in Japan offer

courses in the area of Christian missions. Our
churches need to be mission-minded. We need a

research center for missions, too.

Dr. Teng’s report - Since Seoul '73, 85 people have

dedicated themselves to be missionaries. We have

continued to meet together, and to contact them. Five

have already departed, seven more are scheduled to

leave by the end of the year (1974) and ten candidates

are in preparation. The most remarkable fruit as the

outcome of Seoul '73 is the organization of the Hong
Kong Association of Christian Missions. It has an

office with a full-time general secretary. We plan to

hold the first Chinese Congress on worldwide evangel-

ization in 1975 or 1976 and intend to gather Chinese
Christian leaders scattered around the world.

The Rev. Cho's report - Since the Seoul '73 Consulta-

tion we have been mainly engaged in working out the

project of establishing the East-West Center for

Missionary Research and Development. The Korea
Foreign Missions Association meets monthly to ex-

change information on missions and to pray together.

A number of local churches began to hold mission

conferences and have produced a number of mission

candidates. The candidates gather together for a pray-

er meeting every Friday evemng at the K. I. .M.

offices. We have a list of more than 80 names of those

who have committed their lives (or missions at

various mission conferences.

SECOND DAY • April 17. 1974

The morning devotions were led by the Rev. Petros
Octavianus. He read verse by verse from Deuteronomy
1:20-45. calling attention to such themes as "God’s
command to go." "Man's hesitation." "Man's reliance

uixm his own strategy." "God's wrath." and "God's
promise to .'oshua." He then quoted .Mjtthew9:36-38.
IKiinling out (hat the t>eople are suffering and wander-
ing just like sheep without a shejilierd. Pointing out

the Lord's s.'iying that the harvest is great and the

workers so few. he stressed that our prayers should
be in acconlancc with the L«>rd's commandment to

"pray to the Lord of the harvest that he will send forth
laliorers fur his harvest fields," and that (here should
be fervent su|>|>licaltofl to the I ord that he w«»uld
ret ruit more workers. He gr.itelully rej>orted that
Seoul *73 h.id had its (irst-lruits in ttie Indonesian
( hurt h by t ausing her to seiKl out two imssioiuries to
l.alin America for Uie first time in tier history. Three

THIRD DAY - April 18. 1974

Tiie morning devotions were led by the Rev. David J.

Cho. He read from Genesis 1.28. He pointed out liiat

It was Uie first word, first cuimiinndment and first

commitment of God given to mankind. He .also stress-

ed tiiat God preiured every resource before He
blessed and gave His command to mankind. We human
beings do worry about (he lack of resources when we
are about to carry out God's work. Let us. however,
remind ourselves of the fact that Gtxl had prepared
every necessary resource before He committed to man-
kind Ills t.isk. God also first blessed mankind before

lie coniinified to them His task. The first command-
ment and conimitment man received from God was
"be liutUul." "multipty." "subdue it." and "dumiiute
tliem." Lei us receive these words as the basic found.i-

tioii of biblical principle for world missions. . . . Let us

nnibili/e the entire available resources given us and
let us fulfill our Gtid-given task in this century. ***

Asian Missionaries Are Moving Out To Their New Fields ! We Must All

Ko'i ean

hears their prayers the same ns ours.

Letter from James Kim

Warm greetings in the Name of our precious Lord.

Recently we have received much blessing from (he

Lord. For one thing, we have adopted a Bra/:tlian

baby boy, right from the hospital. The hosjmal author-

ity gave him to us. The baby was born May 9th, and

they gave him to us on the 13th. We have registered

him just as our own baby as Paulo Kim. This pretty,

little boy has now been with us for two months and is

growing well. We are very happy with him.

As a matter of fact, Paulo was abandoned by his

mother and was destined for a miserable life and

would have become a lost soul. But God |mC it Into uur

hearts to be responsible for him. We thank Uie Lord

fur this boy, and will discipline him thruugli God's

Word, and by His wisdom. May he become a steadfast

servant of the Lord.

The other blessing is (his - The Lord has given us a

Vulkswagon Kumbi for our work among (he Indians. It

cost US$4300.00. The Lord provided all the money
needed. 1 will soon make my first trip to visit Uie

Indians In our own car, for which we have been long-

ing for years.

We keep tii close contact with our Indians, and tiave

made go«>d progress with (heir language. We hope lu

have a Bible reading session with them soon. Ue ask

for your prayers, that Uiey may believe God's \Sord.

We do iM>t know when we can take a furlmigh. Mayl*e

next year, but it will proUiblv Iw for six months only*

In Jesus' Name. (Signed) James and Esther Kim. ***

Become Involved !
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NORTH AMERICA CONGRESS OF
CHINESE EVANGELICALS
BY
WALLY YEW

The wind ol unity Is definitely blowing among
Chinese Christians in North America.

If the delegates who met at Wheaton College on
August 26-31 were any kind of a representation of the

Chinese Christians in North America, then an eye-
opening 9^ of them wanted NACOCE to continue and
the overwhelming majority of them indicated "unity"
to be the first priority of NACOCE.

To implement the vision of NACOCE. a seven-
teen-member committee (with Rev. Thomas Wang as
the Chairman) were elected by the 100 plus delegates.
From these seventeen members, representing theolo-
gical students (1), pastors (6), lay leaders (5), campus

_ leaders (3) and full time Christian workers (2), eight
members were elected to seek to filter the vision of

NACOCE to the local church level.

The future success of NACOCE depends on;
1. Trust, respect and cooperation among the different

Chinese groups.
2. The ability of NACOCE '77 to come up with enough
projects which will catch the attention of a sizable
portion of the Chinese Christian community.
3. The participation of the big denominations. Denom-
inational leaders are afraid that NACOCE will become
a denomination which may compete with their loyalty to

their denominations.
4. The servant attitude of NACOCE '77. As those before
them, these men. . . . must sacrifice both time and
money in this difficult road of calling Chinese Christ-
ians to unite their hearts as well as their resources
for tasks which they cannot do on their own.

Will NACOCE be able to put the vision of unity in-

to united efforts? Will individual Chinese Christians and
Chinese churches be strong enough to admit that they
are weak on their own?. . . . God has started the wind of

unity blowing and the end is not yet. (CCM Challenger)

(iotl Meant It For Good, Hut I Did Not I iiderstaiid
This cartoon was drawn by Donald Liu, our able

cartoonist, at a time when countless numbers of young
people were leaving Taiwan to further their education
abroad. An esumaled 5% only were expected to return,
ttow we coveted those fine young people to go overseas
as missionaries. Instead of leaving the Taipei Inter-

national airport for Africa (A), Arabia (D), or Iran

(D), they crowded the exit for the USA (C). Now, in

the year 1974 with NACOCE '72 L '74 behind us. and
with NACOCE '77 before us. we want to confess, "We
did not understand. BUT GOO MEANT IT FOR GOOD."

Signed) Horace & Williams



RED CHINESE IN BLACK AFRICA

Numerous efforts are being made to

evangelize the 20,000 or more Chinese
workers from mainland China who are

working on projects in Africa. The
majority of C^nese, working on high-

way and railroad projects in Zambia
and Tanzania, are housed in large fenced-

in camps. This impedes efforts to com-
municate the Gospel to the Chinese
workers but does not stop the efforts.

Recently a Christian worker tried to sell

Bibles in the camp. Many workers wished
to buy but were stopped by their leader.

Within 24 hours they secretly made
their way to this Christian and asked
to buy the Bibles.

Youth With A Mission, Open Doors and
the Bible societies are among those
active in distributing Gospel literature

to the Chinese in Africa. Now the
African Christians are becoming involved
in this vital ministry. There is a special

need for dedicated Chinese Christian

young people, who speak the Mandarin
dialect, to go to Africa to take part in

this work. Asian Outreach is shipping
significant quantities of Gospel litera-

ture to Africa to be used in these evange-
lization efforts. This is a tremendous
chance to reach these from communist
China, who can then take the message
to their friends and relatives in the main-
land of China.

(Asian Report. August 1974, published
by Asian Outreach) •
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